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NORMAN MAILER'S AESTHETICS OF GROWTH 

ABSTRACT 

Norman Mailer announced in Advertisements For Myself 

(1959) that he wished to revolutionize the consciousness of 

our time. With this as his goal he developed an aesthetics 

which views both life and art as a process of growth toward 

a full humanity and away from post-World War II American 

(and universal) tendencies to stifle human r,rowth through a 

technological totalitarianism. 

Mailer envisions the creation of life as a function 

of a divine power and the destruction of life as that of a 

satanic power who war with each other for possession of the 

universe. We do not know for whom we do battle, but our 

intuitions of good and evil are to be trusted. 

Growth for Mailer takes the form of a line of move

ment made by confronting and defeating opponents of a full 

humanity; he terms such engagements whose outcome is unknown 

and therefore dangerous to the self "existential". His life 

and his art make up a dramatic and progressive dialectic. 

There are three books which I believe contain Mailer's most 

effective expressions of his aesthetics and which have the 

greatest potential for revolutionizing the consciousness of 

our time. Each is the culmination of a phase in Mailer's 
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erowth which contains in itself the unified strands of that 

growth. 

The first phase includes the early success of The 

Naked and the Dead, the subsequent popular and critical fail

ures of Barbary Shore and The Deer Park, the slou~hln[. off 

of old models, political and artistic, the creation of a 

radical creed in "The \'lhi te Negro" and a radical form in 

Advertisements For Myself. The latter is the culmination of 

this phase and is analyzed in detail. By the time of Adver

tisements Mailer has made himself the chief metaphor for his 

concept of erowth, thus synthesizin~ theme and method. 

The second phase enlarges the meaning of Mailer's 

existentialism, most particularly by his venturing deeply 

into the current political and social realm, and culminates 

in a new synthesis of ~rowth in fictional theme and form in 

An American Dream (1965). The novel's protagonist, Stephen 

Rojack, defeated by a powerful satanic agent and by his own 

weakness, proves unequal to the task Mailer sets for the 

American hero: to unite the real- and the dream-life of the 

nation in himself and to lead a united nation to human whole

ness which embraces all contradictions. 

The central occupation of the third phase of Mailer's 

work, therefore, is to develop himself--in the absence of 

other suitable candidates--into a representative American 

hero. His experimentation with various media for communica-
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tion--drama, film, television, and others--ls a search for 

effective vehicles for his vision and is preparation for his 

assumption of the heroic role. Mailer's involvement with 

the central issues confronting the United States is rendered 

in a considerable experimeDt in novelistic form, Why Are We 

in Vietnam? The culmination of his efforts in this phase is 

the culmination of his work to date as well: The Armies of 

the Night (1968). Relating the experiences of a character 

called t1Mailer", Mailer as narrator and novelist-historian 

not only creates himself as a representative comic American 

hero but invents a form which carries a total vision of the 

events of the 1967 March on the Pentagon, uniting traditional 

methods and aims of history, the novel, and journalism. 

With this boolc Mailer assumes the role of interpretor for 

our time, immersin~ himself in important contemnorary events 

in order to present us with his views of their meaning and 

significance. 

Mailer's three books following The Armies of the 

Night are discussed in a final chapter as similar to but 

lesser efforts than Armies. 

In this thesis Mailer's work is placed in two spe

cific contexts which provide a basis for suggesting his sig

nificance: that of American literature, with emphasis upon 

his contribution to the literature of the American Dream and 

upon his indebtedness to Hemingway in particular and 
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twentieth-century novelists in f,eneral; and that of contem

porary thou~ht which also seeks to influence the direction 

of future human life. 

Because his aesthetics of growth se~s human pro~ress 

as its art, Mailer's nonlitrerary roles are considered a 

vital part of his total work and consequently the critical 

standards applied in this thesis are Mailer's own: how well 

does each work register growth on Mailer's part and how 

potentially effective is the work in revolutionizing the 

consciousness of our time? 

Mailer scholarship is still in infancy. The contri

bution of this thesis to that scholarship lies in its ap

proact1 to Mailer's work as a progressive whole and its 

delineation of that progress; its critical approach whlch 

confronts Mailer on his own terms; its extensive treatment 

of works other than novels; the broad contexts which suggest 

the significance of Mnjler's work; and the comprehensive 

bibliography, the most complete yet assembled on Mailer. 
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INTRODUCTION: THE AESTHETICS AND THE CONTEXT 

1. The Aesthetics 

In 1959 Norman Mailer opened his artistic manifesto, , 

Advertisements For Myself, with the admission that he was 

"imprisoned with a perception which will settle for nothing 

less than making a revolution in the consciousness of our 

time. 111 The grand assumption in this statement lies not so 

much in Mailer's confidence in his own ability to create 

such a revolution as in the belief that a writer, especially 

a novelist, may wield enough power to force his society to 

change its direction. The belief that "it is the actions of 

men and not their sentiments which make history", a sentence 

which Mailer has called "the best . I ever wrote" (Adv, 

439), leads him to determine that a cause and effect rela-

tionship should exist between writing and acting: "there is 

no communication unless action has resulted, be it immedi-

ate ly or in the unknown and in definite future" (Adv, 266) • 

Mailer assumes that the written words of one man can 

be transformed into the actions of enough others to have a 

discernible effect on the consciousness of an age. The 

feasibility of such an assumption in our electronic a~e is a 

question best left to students of media, social scientists, 

and future generations of literary analysts. What is per-

tinent here is Mailer's belief in the role of artist as 
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maker and the aesthetics he has designed to furth0.r hi~; a:lm. 

The main tenet of that aesthetics is that life is 

better than death. On such a simple and indisputable basis, 

Mailer designs his life and his art in such a way as to sus-

tain life and fieht off death--quite literally in some cases, 

more metaphorically in others. To Mailer there is no such 

thing as stasis, for at any given moment one is either dying 

or growing. In a 1958 interview Mailer stated it this way: 

Ideally, what I would hope to do with my work is in
tensify a consciousness that the core of life cannot 
be cheated. Every moment of one's existence one is 
growing into more or retreating into less .. 
That the choice is not to live a little more or to not 
live a little more; it is to live a little more or 
to die a little more. And as one dies a little more, 
one enters a most dangerous moral condition for one
self because one starts making other people die a 
little more in order to stay alive ones0lf. I think 
this is exactly the murderous network in which we 
all live by now (Adv, 355-56). 

It is upon this theory that Mailer has based the aesthetics 

of growth which r;ives his work its thrust. Through this 

aesthetics, one can view Mailer's work as a process aimed at 

sustaininr; life. 

That process Mailer gives in terms of a revol~tion 

whose nature is concerned with changing the direction of the 

"consciousness of our time". By this he means the complex 

network of attitudes which results in the behavior that 

moves our society in the direction it is taking, and the 

direction of that society he clearly sees as toward death. 

Each of his works, although they span a quarter-century, 
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cont a ins the theme that the death of the human sp i r It I:; 

fast approaching and that only a radical chan~e from a death-

'I producing, or "totalitarian", state to a life-producing one 

can arrest the progress of the disease which Mailer images 

as "cancer" or "the plague". 

Briefly, Mailer sees the machine technology and those 

who contribute to the furtherance of its power as the vil-

lains and the whole man as the victim. Leo Marx has shown 

us that the theme of the machine in the garden has been 

present in American literature since its inception, 2 but in 

Mailer's version of it the machine has a human face, for 

finally the machine is man himself, product of a lengthy 

technological process, whose mind is divided into a complex 

of isolated compartments, whose senses have all but atro-

phied and whose instincts are all but extinct, whose body 

functions at a remove from its mind, and whose spirit can no 

longer be believed to exist. Through a revolution of his 

own making, in the manner of the God of Genesis, Mailer 

wishes to breathe life into this robot, to change it back 

into a man with all of his faculties reintegrated and once 

more capable himself of producing life. The magnitude of 

such an act of creation gives some perspective on the impor-

tance of the sex act in Mailer's writing, as well as on the 

necessary emphasis it receives because of his belief that 

sex was (and one can use the past tense partly because of 

his efforts) "the last remaining frontier of the novel" 
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(Adv, 251). Mailer's sexual explicitness has been a con

siderable roadblock to his being taken seriously by literary 

critics, although they experienced little difficulty in 

discerning what is a similar metaphorical connection between 

sexual imagery and the artist's conception of himself 

(double-entendre intended) as creator in the poetry of Walt 

Whitman. 

The recreation of the human consciousness which 

Mailer envisions (and which he has come to recognize as 

parallel to the emergence of the Renaissance out of the 

Middle Ages) is to be accomplished through a series of small 

but meaningful victories over the death-impulse. The fulcrum 

for this view is Mailer's self-developed existentialism, con

sidered by him as well as by Mailer scholars3 to be American 

rather than European in nature and orlp;in, which can be sum

marized as follows: since death is the end of our lives 

both biologically and as the product of the process which 

moves our culture, the only way to live is to face the fact 

of that death and fight it off with all of one's resources. 

Extreme courage and honesty in the face of death or more 

often a destructive force outside of oneself are the weapons 

to be brought to each confrontation, and if one is victorious 

he extracts from his defeated opponent some of his force, 

which is then used to sustain and nurture his own life. The 

affinities of this theory to Darwin's are obvious. Mailer's 

theory of violence, articulated most clearly in "The White 



Negro" and most powerfully and imaginatively in An American 

Dream (to be considered in subsequent chapters), is an ex-

tension of this concept and is largely responsible for 

Mailer's delayed admission to the American literary estab-

lishment. Ironically, it was not until he advocated the 

overthrow of a force which that establishment also found 

reprehensible--the President of the United States, the 

Pentagon, and "their" war in Vietnam--that Mailer won his 

tickets of admission in the forms of the Pulitzer Prize and 

the National Book Award in 1969 for The Armies of the Night. 

Ironically too, Mailer comes to believe through the exper-

ience he recorded in Armies that unorganized violence such 

as that practiced by the demonstrators is self-defeating and 

that one must use other means to defeat the enemy, means 

which capture real power. 

On another level, to seek victory over what one 

considers evil and death-producing is to strive toward the 

heroic condition. Mailer not only seeks it for himself but 

demands of those whom America has chosen as her heroes--John 

and Robert Kennedy, the Apollo astronauts--that they become 

authentic heroes, which is to say, that they close the gap 

between their images and their actions. The fact that Mailer 

himself has been engaged in a similar task, that is, of 

bringing in line the image ascribed to him as the best-

selling author of The Naked and the Dead with a more authen-
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tic one, one which he had to grow into, is the subject of 

Advertisements For Myself and will be discussed at length in 

Chapter I. In Advertisements, Mailer records the hard-won 

battles in which the strength of one's resources must be 

equivalent to a great victory even though only a minor one 

may result, because unless one overreaches the immediate 

goal he is not "growing into more" but "retreating into 

less". 

Mailer, then, like the hero in modern literature who 

must create the value of his life, conceives of life as con

structed on an existential plane from a series of moments, 

and growth takes the form of a line of movement which he has 

described as drawn by "going forward until you have to make 

a delicate decision either to continue in a difficult 

situation or to retreat and look for another way to go for

ward.114 The line has breadth as well as length, for E;rowth 

is expansive--it pushes back the boundaries of consciousness 

and enlarges meaning and possibility. And "in widening the 

arena of the possible [for oneself], one widens it recip

rocally for others as well" (.li.dv, 327). So the vulnerable 

self is exposed to a spectrum of confrontations ranging 

from the most mundane to the most extremely dangerous, for 

the gains to be made from each are measurable. The most 

growth results from the greatest victory, but even a little 

growth is necessary to keep cancer from taking root and pro-



e;ressively destroying life.5 

It must be emphasized that the growth of Mailer the 

man does not have a separate existence from that of Mailer 

the artist; the victories or defeats of each aspect of the 

total man nurture or impede the growth of the others. Il 
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is impossible in Mailer's aesthetics as in Hemingway's to be 

a good writer without first achieving manhood, so while 

there is a question of the order in which the growth of the 

separate aspects of the self occurs they are nevertheless 

parts of one whole. The kind of approach taken by even such 

a sympathetic critic of Mailer as Donald Kaufmann, i.e., 

that one should separate Mailer's disturbing public per

sonality from his "art", is anathema to his aesthetics.6 

If e;rowth is the theme of Mailer's work it is also 

the method. "The method is married to the vision", he ha:> 

put it.7 Believing that one's words and actions can excite 

others to act, Mailer makes his personality the "armature" 

(Adv, 203) of his work, not only in the sculptor's sense of 

a framework to flesh out artistically, but also in the 

biologist's sense of a protective covering serving an ani

mal's offensive or defensive purposes. The use of himself 

as a character in his work, first seen in Advertisements, 

perfected by the time of The Armies of the Night, and since 

that time rendering fictional characters obsolete, serves 

three functions. 

First, the character "Mailer" is always at a stage 
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of growth behind that of the narrator, enablin~ Majlcr to 

study him with perhaps more detachment than he could hrlnr; to 

the creation of a fictional character who resembled himself 

in intangible ways. Mailer has explained it this way: 11 the 

writer . . can deal with r~mself as a literary object, as 

the name of that man who goes through his pages, only by ere-

ating himself as a literary character, fully as much as any 

literary character in a work of undisputed fiction . 

To the extent that he succeeds in making a viable character 

who will attract literary experience metaphorically equal to 

the ambiguous experience in his life which impelled him to 

write in the first place, so he will set out on the recon

naissance into the potentialities of an overpowering work. 118 

Second, by making himself the chief metaphor of his 

work, he unites its form and content in himself, bringing 

his art, his life, and the world as he sees it under his 

control; by developing a man big enough to encompass a given 

situation Mailer is developing an artistic ability to con

trol not only a fictional but also the "real" world. 

Third, the progress of Mailer's growth by expansion 

through confrontation and subsequent integration into the 

whole self, or thesis: antithesis: synthesis, therefore 

takes on for him enormous significance for the future of 

mankind. Mailer not only grows as an artist and into a 

representative hero, but his work itself, by enlargening the 
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possibilities of art, can bring about an expanded human 

consciousness. 

Unlike Marlowe's Tamburlaine, Mailer has learned that 

unless a man develops worthy successors the power of the 

self, however great, is end~~ by death. Mailer believes--to 

use the analor,y of a tree--that he is the roots which ini

tiate growth into branches and limbs which will not end 

until the whole tree dies at the apocalypse. This concept 

of transcending death is as old as the impulse to write or 

to produce a child, but Mailer presents it as if orir,inal. 

His writing is thus not an end in itself but a means of 

producine new life in others, not a product but a process. 

Like the Poe of Arthur Gordon Pym, Mailer ultimately 

wishes to probe the mysteries of existence itself and to 

brin~ as much as is possible under his control while risking 

death to do so. As Poe could image but not articulate, 

Mailer believes that those mysteries and terrors are buried 

in the human subconscious. Bringing to light what he can of 

the subterranean nature of the American mind is one of 

Mailer's most significant artistic goals, while his aes

thetics of growth as a whole is his most important con

tribution to his aee. It is a vital aesthetics, both fig

uratively and literally. There are, however, three books 

which I believe contain Mailer's most effective expressions 

of his aesthetics and its development and which have the 
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greatest potential for "making a revolution in the conscious

ness of our time''· Each is a culmination of a phase of 

growth which contains in itself the unified strands of that 

growth. Therefore, in three subsequent- chapters, each of 

these books will be examined in detail-for. what it reveals 

of Mailer's process of maturation, and the total statement 

of these three chapters will be concerned with how Mailer 

moved from the style and themes of The Naked and the Dead 

to those· of The Armies of the Night. By considering 

Mailer's work as a progression in phases, not as separate 

products for analysis, I hope to preserve its spirit whose· 

nature is wholeness. Further, largely because of the im

possibility of telling when Mailer the man ends and Mailer 

the writer begins, as well as that of viewing his work as a 

product to be subjected to textual analysis, it has been 

suggested that Mailer has invalidated existing critical 

methods for dealing with an author.9 Believing this to be 

the case, I wish in this thesis to explicate his aesthetics 

of growth and to assess ~ow close he has come to writing up 

to the level of his own high standards. To provide per

spective for this approacn, I will use American literature 

as a context in which to view Mailer, for it is the context 

most closely aligned with his major concerns and approaches 

and also one in which he might wish the measure of his 

stature to be taken. 



2. The Context 

In the next pases I wish to consider Mailer a0 an 

American writer. There are two approaches to the subject: 
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1) through the major figures whom he either acknowledges as 

influential or to whom in ~y.judgment he exhibits affinities; 

and 2) through the aims and methods and attitudes which run 

through all of American literature and which Mailer carries 

a little farther. I shall attempt to draw both approaches 

together by working backward from his contemporaries through 

the generation of writers which preceded him to the less 

tangible, more subtle connections which make the context of 

American literature the most relevant in which to view him. 

First one must note that the literary title that 

Mailer most frequently assi~ns to himself is that of ''the 

novelist''. Although only five of Mailer's fifteen books 10 

are novels and although he has produced a play, three films, 

and dozens of uncollected magazine articles, it is signifi

cant that he emphasizes the role of novelist above the 

others. When he turns to literary criticism his ''compet

itors" are always novelists, not poets, critics, playwrights 

or film directors, although some of them have doubtless not 

limited themselves to novel-writing. This ls due not only 

to the fact that Mailer began as a novelist but that for him 

novel-writing is the highest form of art. He does not wish 

to restrict himself to the novel because he thinks himself 
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a Renaissance man for experimenting in other genres, although 

he confuses the Renaissance artist's desire to master each 

classical form with his own view of art as process. Mailer's 

preference for the novel is in accordance with America's national 

taste for that form, and his emphasis on his role as novelist 

says something for the tradition in which he sees himself 

working. 

Perhaps Mailer views himself as capable of influen

cing his generation through his writing because he himself 

was profoundly influenced by the great generation of nov

elists who preceded him--Fitzgerald, Wolfe, Steinbeck, Dos 

Passos, Farrell, Faulkner, and especially Hemingway. But if 

the influence of the best work of these men fired Mailer's 

ambition to emulate them, the worst of their work inspired 

him to outdo them. His yardstick for them as for all others, 

including himself, is whether their work was consistently 

worthy of their talents. In a key section of Advertisements 

entitled "Last Advertisement for Myself Before the Way Out", 

Mailer sets himself the task both of exceeding the limita

tions which in his opinion sapped the artistic energy of 

these men and of becoming mentor to the next generation of 

writers. While Cooper, Hawthorne, and James, among other of 

our novelists, have complained of the lack of native mate

rial for the American novelist, Mailer complains that 

America's talented writers burn themselves out in the heated 
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strugGle for ::>uccess. I quote from tile :.;ection at lenr;lJi, 12 

not only because it is the first important, statement of the 

relationship I have mentioned between '.'llailer and his prede-

cessors but also because of the metaphors of Growth and 

destruction in which Mailer .expresses the imrnensi ty of the 

committed writer's task: 

If America is rich in talent, which it is, this 
wealth seems more than equaled by the speed with 
wnich we use up our talent . . . no one from that 
generation of major American writers who came be
fore my own has put out work of the first importance 
since the war .... 

Yet what a generation they were--how much 
more impressive than my own. If their works did not 
prepare us for tne slack, the stupor, and the root
less wit of our years, they were still men who wrote 
strong, original novels, personal in style--so many 
of us were ready to become writers because of the 
world they opened. 

To call the role today is depressinG 
[The ~reat but burned-out talents of Wolfe, 
Fitzgerald, lleminr;way, Faulkner, Do:.; Passes, Farrell, 
and Steinbeck are considered.] One must ~o back to 
an earlier time, to Dreiser, to Lewi:.;, and to 
Sherwood Anderson, in order to come across men who 
wrote across the larger length of their lives and 
had a career which came close to the limit of what 
they could do. 

America is a cruel soil for talent 
It stunts it, bli0nts it, uproots it, or overheats 
it with cheap fertilizer. [Here Mailer castigates 
"publishers, editors, reviewers and general flunkeys" 
for promoting tastelessness and the reader for being 
their victim.] 

So the strong talents of my generation, those 
few of us who have wide minds in a narrow undevel
oped time, are left to wander through a landscape 
of occult herbs and voracious weeds, ambushed by the 
fallen wires of e le ctri cal but meaningless si tua ti om> 

. . If it were not for some new generation 
coming to life--a Generation which might be more 
interestin~ than my own, or 30 I must hope, it would 
be best to give up, because all desire is lost for 
talking to readers older than oneself. Defeated by 



war, prosperity, and conformity, the best of our 
elders are deadened into thinkin~ machines, and the 
worst arc broken scolds who parrot a p lnin how;c
wife 's practical sense of the mcdiocre--worn-out 
rniddle-c lass bores of the psy choana l :v ti cal pc rs ua~> ion 
who worship the cheats of moderation, compromise, 
committee and indecision, or even worse, turn to 
respect the past . 

[Mailer concludes that his "new book"--never 
written as he then conceived of it--] will be fired 
to its fuse by the rumor that once I pointed to the 
farthe3t fence and said that within ten years I would 
':ry to hi':. the longest ball ever to go up into the 
accelerated hurricane air of our American letters. 
F'or if I have one ambition above aJ 1 others, it is 
to write a novel which Dostoyevsky and Marx; Joyce 
and Freud; Stendhal, Tolstoy, Proust and Spengler; 
Faulkner, and even old moldering Hemingway might come 
to read, for it would carry what they had to tell 
another part of the way (Adv, 436-39). 

Several points should be emphasized here. First, 

Mailer locate~ the failure of the best talents of the 1930's 

in their havinr'. become psycholor,ical ca~;ualtlc~; of th0 w::ir 

and of the post-war America which followed in its wake. 

Second, the job of the writer, he believes, is to consis-

tently strlve to widen the horizons of possibility to the 

limits of his talent for those who follow him, and he must 

have successors or he too has failed. Third, although 

Mailer's ambition to write was generated by the American 

novelists of his youth, his conception of the significance 

of writing was fostered by the example of the ~reat 

nineteenth- and early twentieth-century mind:> whose writinr: 

can truly be claimed to have changed the shape of the future. 

Pourth, he envisions that a novel which he will write will 

have the power to produce such a change. Fifth, he wishes 
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to claim his impending victory in the name of "our Amcrtcan 

letters", thus indicatine; the context in which he place:; 

himself. Finally, he does not here (and only to a limited 

extent does he later) see himself as a product of the nov

elistic traditions delineated variously by Richard Chase, 

R.W.B. Lewis, or Leslie Fiedler, for example. He reaches 

back to the beginning of this century for his American 

models but as a rule not into the last. 

Having laid some basis for the remarks to follow, I 

would like to examine briefly Mailer's acknowledged rela

tionships to American authors, with some greater emphasis on 

that with Hemingway, before proceeding to what in my opinion 

are his claims to a position in the mainstream of American 

writing. 

In the articles entitled "Evaluations--Quick and 

Expensive Comments on the Talent in the Room" from 

Advertisements and "Some Children of the Goddess" from 

Cannibals and Christians, Mailer proceeds through a list of 

his contemporaries--novelists all--whom he considers and 

generally dismisses as "competitors". Here are a few 

characteristic comments. On James Jones: "the only one of 

my contemporaries who I felt had more talent than myself" 

but who will not be worthy of it unless "he gives up the 

lust to measure his talent by the money he makes" (Adv, 426-

27). On William Styron: "how much more potent he will seem 
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to us, his contemporaries and his competitors, if he has had 

the moral courar,e to write a book equal to hh; hatred and 

therefore able to turn the consclousness of our time, an 

achievement which is the primary measure of a writer':.; :.;tze" 

(Adv, 428). On William Burr.oughs' Naked Lunch: "'I'he idea~> 

have pushed into the frontier of an all-electronic universe 

. . . one gets intimations of a mind which might have come 

within distance of Joyce, except that a catastrophe has been 

visited on it, . . a junkie's needle which left the crys-

talline brilliance crashed into bi ts" (CC, 116-17). (Fol

lowini;i; Burroughs' example, Mailer was himself to push into 

"the frontier of an all-electronic universe" in Why Arc_ We 

in Vietnam?.) On Saul Bellow's Henderson the Rain KJnr;: 

"The book is on the threshold of a stupendous climax--for 

the first time in years I had the feeling I was going to 

learn something large from a novel--and then like a slow 

leak the air ~oes out of the book in the last fifty pages. 

Dahfu is killed in a meaningless action, Henderson goes home 

to his wife, and the mystery that Bellow has begun to pene

trate closes over his book, still intact" (CC, 127). (Oddly, 

Mailer never mentions the parody of Hemingway written into 

the character of Henderson, which most other critics leapt 

upon.) 

Whether or not one agrees with Mailer's "evaluations", 

one cannot argue with the consistency and directness of 
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application of Mailer's standards--the same standards he 

applies to himself. He freely admits his biases and this, 

he thinks, makes his reviews superior to those of most 

critics, who do not. 

"Style is character", Mailer believes, and in a key 

passage he reveals that his standards are those character-

istic of the American romance as defined by ~ichard Chase 

and others: 13 

As he writes, the writer is reshaping his character. 
·He is a better man and he is worse, once he has 
finished a book. Potentialities in him have been 
developed, other talents have been sacrificed. He 
has made choices on his route and the choices have 
shaped him . . . . 

The writer, particularly the American writer, 
is not usually--if he is interesting--the quiet mas
ter of his craft; he is rather a being who ventured 
into the jungle of his unconscious to bring back a 
sense of order or a sense of chaos, he passes through 
ambushes in his sleep and, if he is ambitious, he 
must be ready to engage the congealed hostility of 
the world. If a writer is really good enough and 
bold enough he will, by the logic of society, write 
himself out onto the end of a limb which the world 
will saw off. He does not go necessarily to his 
death, but he must dare it (CC, 107-08). 

Mailer is convinced that few of his contemporaries 

will take that dare; Hemingway's generation, on the other 

hand, produces ambiguous feelings in Mailer. He finds it 

difficult to reconcile his early respect for these authors 

with his later bitter but uncompromising attitude toward 

their failures to live up to their talents. They chose--

quite literally in the cases of Faulkner and Hemingway--

death over life, and this is something Mailer cannot accept 
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of one who could have been an authentic hero. 

From Steinbeck, Wolfe, Dos Passes, and Farrell, the 

essential lesson Mailer learned was that when large minds 

engage great chunks of life, a strong personal style is the 

catalyst which turns data into art--a lesson exemplified in 

even his most recent work, though most directly as a deriv-

ative in The Naked and the Dead. 

But Mailer's indebtedness to Hemingway is more com-

plex. No other writer is more frequently mentioned by 

Mailer, nor in more mixed tones of contempt and awe. I will 

deal more specifically with the relationship in Chapter I on 

Advertisements, a book designed in many ways to exorcise the 

still-living spectre of Hemingway from Mailer's nightmares, 

although later comments reveal his incomplete assimilation 

into Mailer's image of himself. A few of the contours of 

that relationship, given below, can be seen in Mailer's work 

as recently as 1970. The epigraph to Of a Fire on the Moon 

is from Hemingway: "Now sleeps he with that old whore 

death . . . Do thee take this old whore death for thy lawful 

wedded wife? 11 14 The book begins: 

Hemingway's suicide left him wedded to horror. It is 
possible that in the eight years since, he never had 
a day which was completely free of thoughts of 
death . . . . [Mailer is annoyed at the time that the 
major newspapers did not elicit his response to 
Hemingway's death:] the reactions of one of America's 
best-known young novelists would certainly be appro
priate to the tragic finale of America's ~reatest 
living writer . . . . Hemingway had given the power 
to believe you could still shout down the corridor 



of the hospital, live next to the breath of the 
beast, accept your portion of dread each day. Now 
the greatest living romantic was dead. Dread wa:; 
loose. The ~iant had not paid his dues, and some
thing awful was in the air. Technolocy would flll 
the pause. Into the silences static would enter. 
It was conceivable that man was no longer ready to 
share the dread of the Lord (Fire, 3-4). 
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It can be seen, first, thaL Hemingway was Mailer's symbolic 

father: he was the authentic hero both as man and as artist 

whom Mailer wished to emulate. Second, Hemingway had 

achieved authority on the national level also, both among 

critics and general readers. Mailer's own desire to be so 

acknowledged, i.e., to be accorded both popularity and 

significance in his lifetime, is based on a somewhat limited 

insight for a man so often in the public spotlight: that 

one cannot be influential unless one is read. The Mailer 

who had been running for President "in the privacy of [his] 

mind" (Adv, 15) since the popular and critical success of 

The Naked and the Dead proposed quite seriously though 

incredulously that Hemingway be the Democratic party's 

Presidential candidate in 1956, mainly because he was "more 

man than most" (Adv, 291). Mailer saw him as a mythic hero 

with the power to lead the forces of light against those of 

darkness and to win. Understood in these terms it is no 

wonder that Hemingway's suicide was devastating to Mailer. 

Third, Hemingway perpetrated two great failures for which 

Mailer could not forgive him: he deserted his followers and 

he killed himself. Of the first, Mailer says in The 
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Presidential Papers that Hemingway "has been our greatest 

writer. It is certain he created my generation--he told 

us to be brave in a bad world and to be ready to die alone." 

In recent years, however, "we feel he has deserted us and 

produced no work good enough to justify the silence. 1115 

Perhaps it was emotional logic that hroup;ht Mailer from a 

repudiation of his Jewish heritage to the incarnation of 

Christ in Hemingway. 

Concerning Hemingway's death, the followinp; comment 

from The Pre~:;idential Papers should be imposed between the 

quotation given just above and that previously quoted from 

Of a Fire: Mailer explores the possibility that Hemingway's 

death was not a suicide but a "reconnaissance from which he 

did not come back", a drastic attempt to arrest the pror,ress 

of the plague through consecutively more dangerous incur-

sions into death's territory until he entered too deeply to 

return (PP, 117). But although such an explanation would 

have redeemed Hemin~way's manhood if not his sainthood for 

Mailer, it is clear from the opening page of Of a Fire that 

Mailer could not believe in it. Further, the enormity of 

the debt Mailer owed to Hemingway for providing him with a 

model on which to base his life and work amounted to an ob-

session, which in a 1968 interview he described this way: 

An obsession is created . . . in the wake of some 
event that has altered our life profoundly, or per
haps we have passed through some relationship with 
someone else that has altered our life drastically 



. ; it's the most fundamental sort of event or 
relation. It has marked us, yet it's morally 
ambiguous.16 
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This obsession with something in the par.t can crlpple on~'s 

movement j nto the future, so one must come to term:~ with 1 t 

either by breaking it or bj enterin~ it. The only way to 

make artistic use of it is to enter it, as Mailer has done 

in a continuing struggle to pay his dues so that he can grow 

free of Hemingway's shadow--and his curse. 

Mailer's relationship to earlier American writers 

should be seen first in light of what he considers in a 

typically dialectic way as "a war at the center of American 

letters". Usinp:; a Marxi~;t metaphor, he sees the war as a 

clas~; strup:,r:lc between the "uppcr-m1ddlr~ c1.i_~;~;" whlch 

"looked for a development of itr. taste, n definition of lt:.; 

manners, a refinement of itself to prepare a shift to the 

aristocratic" and a lower-class literature "which grappled 

with a peculiarly American phenomenon--a tendency of 

American society to alter more rapidly than the ability of 

its artists to record that change" (CC, 95). The diffi

culty of the latter task was compounded by a concentration 

of power in the hands of those favoring the ~enteel litera-

ture and the necessity of the "lower class" novelist';, 

divorcing himself from manner in order to describe "the 

social machine" (CC, 97) because he had not time to learn 

to describe both. Mailer sees Wolfe and especially Dreiser 
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as the titan-heroes who undertook to bring light to the 

underlings. But they could not offer them the manners or 

tactics with which to enter the palaces of the gods them

selves. This war of "Naturalism versus the Genteel 

Tradition" (CC, 98), has continued, according to Mailer, 

without producing a writer able to "clarify a nation's 

vision of itself" (CC, 98) by uniting the two traditions, 

and in recent times the war has been transmogrified into 

"moral seriousness" vs. Camp, with Herzog and Candy as the 

"protagonists" (CC, 100). Mailer sees.his own role as re

generating a literature which is essentially dead, not as 

carrying on a vital tradition. It will be argued later that 

he envisioned An American Dream as that book which would 

"clarify a nation's vision of itself" and win him acclaim as 

the Am~rican Tolstoy. 

One of the most perceptive critics of American litera

ture, D.H. Lawrence, with whom Mailer shares much of his vision, 

identified the conflict at the heart of American life and 

the literature which has imaged it: that freedom and 

democracy are basically antithetical. America's attempts to 

work out a compromise between the two ideals have resulted 

in a tug of war between the proponents of each. The ques-

tion of how much individual freedom one must sacrifice to 

the general welfare is as dynamic today as it was at the 

drawing up of the Constitution. As Lawrence sees it, 
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"Liberty in America has meant so far the lireaklnr; away from 

all dominion. The true liberty will only beein when 

Americans discover IT, and proceed possibly to fulfill IT. 

IT being the deepest whole self of man, the self in its 

wholeness, not idealistic halfness. 111 7 Lawrence ;,aw further 

that a similar conflict is characteristic of American ar-

tists, a conflict between the intellect or conscious self 

and the subconscious or instinctual self. 

In an essay entitled "Superman Comes to the Super-

market", intended to help elect John F. Kennedy to the 

Presidency, Mailer sees a similar division in American life 

but links it to the aftermath of the First World War. Since 

then, Mailer believes: 

Our history has moved on two rivers, one visible, the 
other undereround; there has been the history of 
politics which is concrete, factual, practical and 
unbelievably dull if not for the consequences of the 
actions of some of these men; and there is a sub
terranean river of untapped ferocious, lonely and 
romantic desires, that concentration of ecstasy and 
violence which is the dream life of the nation (PP, 
51) . 

Mailer saw the possibility of once again uniting these 

rivers in the person of Kennedy, whose charisma could inject 

a sense of adventure back into politics. Mailer argued that 

It was a hero America needed, a hero central to his 
time, a man whose personality might su~v,e~t contra
dictions and mysteries which would reach into the 
alienated circuits of the underground, because only 
a hero can capture the secret imagination of a 
people, and so be r;ood for the vitality of his na
tion; a hero embodies the fantasy and so allows e~ch 
private mind the liberty to consider its fantasy and 



find a way to grow . . At bottom the concert of 
the hero is antagonistic to impersonal social proF,
ress, to the belief that social ills can be solved 
by social legislating, for it sees a country as all
but-trapped in its character until it has a hero who 
reveals the character of the country itself (PP, 55-
56). -
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The hero that a nation chooses is thus a metaphor for itself, 

and when America chooses an Eisenhower or a Lyndon Johnson 

for its President, it forces underground again the essential 

myth of the American Dream, that America was "the country in 

which the dynamic myth of the Renaissance--that every man 

was potentially extraordinary--knew its most passionate 

persistence" and "that each of us was born to be free, to 

wander, to have adventure and to grow on the waves of the 

violent, the perfumed, and the unexpected" (PP, 52-53). 

What Mailer has been attemptinr; throur;h his writine; 

is to revive the myth of unlimited individual possibility 

for American:..;, not in its bankrupt Horatio Alger version 

still presented in oral-formulaic political speeches, but in 

terms of uniting its instinctual life to it:> intellectual 

one, which is to say, to bring the myth to consciousness 

again where it had been before the closing of the Western 

frontier turned the myth inward. The deadly earnestness 

with which Mailer presents his thesis of heroism may be 

underscored by his belief that his essay helped elect 

Kennedy and the fearful responsibility he consequently felt, 

for he was not sure that Kennedy was the rir,ht man. If it 
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turned out that there was more of the i nte I le cl tli:in ttl!' 

romantic in him, the nation would continue to be schlzo-

phrenic. Mailer's search for a hero capable of embodyinr, 

America's vision of itself and his failure to find him in 

the world of politics or fiction or even in the mythic 

"White Ner;ro" who long held his imagination may be what led 

Mailer to attempt to create himself as that American hero, 

who runs for President in his mind or for Mayor of New York 

City in a campaign whose futility is measured by the dis-

tance we remain from Mailer's ideal. 

Mailer's search for an ideal condition for the self 

has resulted in his being categorized by some critics as an 

American Transcendentalist. But however much he may share 

with the Transcendentalists, particularly the Whitmanian 

quality of creatinr, the self as a metaphor for America and 

the Emersonian ability to see the most in the least things, 

the essential passivity and optimism of Transcendentalism 

are foreign to his nature. In addition to the fact that he 

sees his world as a fallen one whose Adam, if he is to be 

heroic, must recreate mankind with more resistance to de-

structive forces, Mailer envisions the future in terms of an 

apocalypse, for he believes that there is a continuing war 

between God and the Devil for possession of the universe and 

that God might lose. For Mailer, God 

exists as a warring element in a divided universe, and 
we are a part of--perhaps the most important part--



of His c;reat expression, His enormous destiny; per
haps He is try inr; to impose upon the uni ver:1e fU :> 
conception of being against other conceptions of 
beinc very much opposed to His. Maybe we are in a 
sense the seed, the seed-carriers, the voyagers, the 
explorers, the embodiment of that embattled vision; 
maybe we are engaged in a heroic activity, and not 
a mean one (Adv, 351). 

But he is never sure whether we are agents of good or evil. 

Unlike Melville for whom the meaning of such terms was rela-

tive (i.e., the tortoise is both dark and brir,ht), Maller 

could follow Mark Twain in imaging God and the Devil as 

identical twins. But Mailer can believe that one's intui-

tions can be trusted to tell them apart, saving him--so far 

--from the bitter pessimism of Mark Twain's later years. 

What I have been suggesting is that Mailer has taken 

upon himself the task of making our most basic myth, the 

Adamic myth, exist on a literal level, thus synthesizing the 

thesis and antithesis, the dream and the reality, in much of 

our literature. And he is fully aware of the potential 

tragedy should he and his successors fail. He is engaged 

in developing "the deepest whole self of man" which Lawrence 

prophesied as the way to true liberty for Americans. Per-

haps no other American writer has had a vision of such mag-

nitude. With what justification, the following chapters will 

be concerned. 
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ADVERTISEMENTS FOR MYSELF 

It may be said of Advertisements For Myself that the 

whole is greater than the sum of its parts. Critics of the 

"New" school would be inclined to agree with Marvin Mudrick's 

assessment that a large portion of the book is of interest 

only to thesis writers.l Those with a preference for novels 

view Advertisements as an important source book for ex-

plaining Mailer's later fiction, particularly An American 

Dream. Barry H. Leeds, for example, sees Advertisements 

as a stage toward later and more "valid" artistic forms, 

although he does not tell us how to determine such valid

ity. 2 Others, mainly reviewers, have not found it necessary 

to recognize that the book contains anything besides "The 

White Negro" and Mailer's embittered comments on the sad 

state of life and literature in post-war America. It is 

time to step back far enough to see the whole elephant. 

Earlier I described Advertisements as Mailer's "artistic 

manifesto", for it is in this book that Mailer constructs 

his aesthetics of growth and declares his intention to 

become a major American writer. While others have noted 

these themes, what has generally been ignored is that 

Advertisements as a whole is not merely a collection of 
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juvcnilia an<i fur::itive pieces interspersed with paranoic 

delusion;, of persecution and grandeur. It is Mailer's first 

major step toward the attainment of an heroic self; it is 

hls not-yet-fully-realized perception that the hero needed 

by America is not to be found between the pa~es of a novel; 

it is his declarntion of independence from his ljterary 

forebears; above all it is the record of an artist's comin~ 

of ar,e. If these themes are common enou~h in the annals of 

American literature, the form in which they are presented in 

Advertisements is not. One critic has stated that the book 

has a movement but not a form.3 I will argue that form in 

Advertisements is the pattern of that movement in terms of 

which Mailer has defined p;rowth. 4 Mailer has frequently 

ima~ed the pattern of growth as a curve which is part of a 

r:: 
circle, in turn part of a spiral. J 'I'he movement in thc~>c 

terms is circular and upward and symbolic of eternal life.
6 

General Cummin~s in The Naked and the Dead was able to see 

only a :>ep:ment of the spiral, "the curve of all human 

powers" which are limited by death (ND, l-143). It is a natur-

alistic point of view to see the curve as "the upward leap 

of a culture [which] is blunted, slowed, brought to its 

early doom" (ND, 444). And it is a totalitarian point of 

view to desire as General Cummings does to "mold the curve". 

By the end of Advertisements, in the prolo~ue to the ma3num 

opus Mailer then envisioned, the mysterious narrator has 
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come to see nll of time and ~rowth in tPrm~; of th<' :;plral. 

"'l'he logic of his intuition" convinces him that "the natural 

spiral, wherever it appeared, was the mark of a complex of 

fee ling the form of his thought was also spiral: he 

would have to make that all but circular voyage through ex-

perience before he would come back to contemplate the spiral 

again" (476). The closed forms of the rectangle and triangle 

are seen as symbolic of the "narrow intense faith" of the 

Puritans, while the freedom and potentiality of the spiral 

are in opposition to such closed-mindedness (479). The 

cryptic exhortation at the end of The Deer Park, to "think 

of Sex as Time, and Time as the connection of new circuits 11
,
7 

is clarified by the hypothesis in this prologue that "pas-

sive Time, Time on its way to death" may be denoted by 

parallel lines, while "Time as growth" connects the lines, 

showing them to be "once around the route in the expandinc; 

spiral of Being" (481). The spiral in movement is a gyre 

(the image may have been borrowed from Yeats), "God's gyre" 

in which each individual is a microcosm of God: "God is 

like Me, only more so" ( 492) . Ultimately the form of growth 

attains cosmic proportions for Mailer when combined with the 

existential predicament of the individual's inability to 

know whether the gyre of his life is a part of God or the 

Devil. 

The total form of Advertisements For Myself approx-



imates that of a spiral. Mailer's "advertisements" serve 

as the connections between the parallel linP.s of the indi

vidual works he includes. The lines are horizontally 

parallel, like the run~s of a ladder, with the immature 

collei;:i:e piece, "A Calculus at Heaven", on the lowest runp; 
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and "Advertisement F'or Myself on the Way Out" on the top. 

What lies between is not so neatly pro~ressive as this spiral 

metaphor suggests, but the chronological order that Mailer 

follows in the book is roughly equivalent to the pro~ress of 

his growth as an artist. The concluding piece, while ending 

one book, very specifically points to future accomplishments 

and unquestionably documents Mailer's conception of his work 

as a continuin~ process of growth. 

Since a declared purpose of the book i~:; "the lnten

ti on to clear a r;round for [the lonrJ nave 1 11 (vi) which he 

later abandoned, Advertisements may be seen also as an 

exorcism of the past, both that pre-existential part of it 

which committed Mailer to the obligations of a successful 

first-novelist, and the frustrating years of searching for a 

philosophy of his own and a style aopropriate to it. This 

meant closing the eap between what he wished to be and what 

he believed he was. It meant finding a direction and a 

method for growth and satisfying himself of his progress. 

By the time of Advertisements, he had progressed sufficiently 

to consider himself with some perspective and to have dis-
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covered a coherent vision of life to give artistic form. It 

is the further development of that vision for which I be-

lieve Mailer intended Advertisements to "clear a ground". 

His achievement in point of view in Advertisements is illus-

trative of his general development. 

In The Naked and the Dead a third-person undramatized 

narrator, to use Wayne C. Booth's terminology, 8 tells the 

story from the points of view of the various characters while 

maintaining an ironic tone which cues us that no final knowl-

edge is possible. In Barbary Shore the third.person is 

dropped in favor of the first-person dramatized self-conscious 

narrator-agent, in keeping with the limitations of the exis-

tentialist's knowledge to his personal experience. In order 

to know what goes on between McLeod and Hollingsworth in 

that book, Lovett must actually be invited to their meetings, 

a situation explainable only by Mailer's conscientious 

preservation of the integrity of his chosen point of view. 

In The Deer Park an appeal to the willing suspension of 

disbelief is made by Sergius, a similar type of narrator, 

who claims imaginative access to vital scenes between char-

acters and so renders them for us as if he had been there. 

Such gymnastics are solved with considerable wisdom in 

Advertisements by combining all the possibilities in the 

author himself. He is author, narrator, protagonist, reader, 

and critic. His work thus becomes self-contained, which is 



to say that Mailer in Advertisements becomes the chief 

metaphor of his work. Later, in The Armies of the Night, 
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he separates more clearly these component points of view, 

for by referring to himself as "Mailer" he indicates that 

the narrator has progressed beyond the character and is more 

convincingly detached from the Mailer who has acted as 

opposed to the Mailer who is writing. The advantages of 

this technique will be examined later; it is not qualitatively 

different, however, from that of Advertisements. The point 

at which Mailer assumes these various ~oles is the point at 

which he is cap~ble of doing so. In other words, he had to 

develop a vision of life, of his work, and of himself greater 

than any his nov.els had developed. The difficulties he 

experienced with his early narrators occurred because he as 

yet ha~ no coherent vision of life and invariably created 

narrators who either were something more than he was or 

something less because he feared creating a character larger 

than himself. The fictional character he came closest to 

believing in was Sergius O'Shaugnessy whom he worked and re

worked in and out of the novel and play versions of The Deer 

Park and who continued to make appearances in short stories 

and projected long novels. His long embattlement with the 

character of Sergius led him into those "rebellious imper

atives of the self" (313) where he found the character most 

consistently demanding and rewarding to explore. The knowl-
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ed~e he gained of himself had future novcli~tic ~alns, for 

in An American Dream and Why Are We in Vietnam? he was able 

to create fictional characters with inner lives of their own. 

Thus, the point of view in Advertisements, like the book 

itself, is a major breakthrough from past failures to future 

achievements. 

For Mailer, the development of the self could take 

place on1y in an atmosphere of radical freedom from all 

encurnbrance--from hereditary and literary ancestry, from 

outgrown allegiances to the politics of the Thirties, perhaps 

most of all from the dangers of "totalitarianism" in r;eneral, 

the American variety in particular, whose end was the death 

of individualism. The not-unheroic strivin~ to become equal 

to such an unlimited freedom, to create a synthesis of the 

self with possibility, is the great strenv,th of Advertise

ments. The import of the book, then, lies not so much in 

the ideas meant to revolutionize our collective consciousnes~ 

as in its recording of one phase of Mailer's attempt to 

embody American heroism in himself. 

Distrustin~ the then current trend toward psycho

analysis because it sets up a relationship akin to priest 

and confessor, allowing the confessor to transfer his insiv,ht 

and responsibility to himself to an agent of socialization

along-acceptable-lines, Mailer becomes a proselyte of self

analysis. He declares the aims of the novelist to be 
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c on t r a r y t o t n o ::> c: o f t 11 c p ~; y c h o an a J :v ::-; t , t h e one l s " a r dH: 1 

concerned i·li U1 Recomi1w.", the otil0r "a r1'1~u1ator cnncr•rr1"il 

J\.clvertisements i ,, a record of the' :;cl f-

analysis I1ailer has undergone, and which he seems to underr;o 

before our eyes in the tone of his "advertisements", for the 

book is a kind of purr:ative, a therapv, a means of 1'clearinri; 

a e;round" for r~reater work ahead. Richard Foster had dis-

cerned tirnt Advertisements is written in the dramatic mode 

of eleP'.y, "beinf, shaped as a total action embodying patterns 

of divestment anrt pur~ation which yield up at last a clear 

nro:::;pe ct of frt;sh pos '' j bl li ti es."') The metaphor of purp;:i-

tion is to t)ecomc 3.n important one in ~1a.iler's future worl:, 

particularly in Ca0nibals ·and Christians and Why A_re We~ 

Vietnam? where it is P'.iven national si~nificance. Here we 

:;ee Mailer cl1aracterL~ticallv testinr: his :ideas on hlmself 

be :'ore ann ly in"'. tnem furt!1er. 

A chronological nrocedurc through the book should 

reveal the pro~res~ion of Mailer's struggle with himself 

and the tentative self-confidence won by the book's end. 

The prefatory matter of' :B_~ver~_i::;emen~s, ''A !Jote to the 

Reader" and ti1e two tatJlE:s of content:~, satirizes tlte narrn·;1-

riinded render 1,~iw wltl1 limited insi;:sht catep;orizes a work. 

At the same time, ~ailcr outdoes his readers by oresenting 

his own cate~ories for the work containert in the book and 

his critics tiy listi nr; the pieces he considers best. Thus, 
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to his stated revolutionnrv purpose; on the other, he ridi-

cule3 that audience for not bein~ equal to the task of 

corr1preh~·ndinc him. On another level, the one that has had 

the least attention, Mailer stru~~les fer his own integrity, 

the public tic clRmned. The first sentence of the book proper 

lllustrates all three of these attitudes: "Like many another 

vain, empty, ;ind bullyinr, body of our time, I hnve been 

runninr:: for President these last ten vear.s in the privacy 

of ny mind, 2nd it occurs to me that I am less close now 

than i'Jhen I ber,etn 11 
( P)). It is to the Presidency of American 

Jettcrs if net of tll'~ !Jnited States that Mniler aspires, anc 

('nr• mu::->t be ele2t0cl FrP.~ident. At the same time he identifie 

r·, j m :~ e l f' w i t l 1 the t .\' p i c a l candidate ' s "vain , empty , and 

bullyln7" natuY'e, \il1Lc'1 or;:;ervation is not calculated to 

~ndear hjm tc the voter~. On the third leveJ, the flat 

'.rnncsr::: 0f' the la2t clJ·Jse r0deems tl1e sentence and the 

;~ent:iment. These confJi~ti'.·1r. tone:3 or ::-oJic:itation, arro-

r;ance, and humi 11-t:,r J.rc characteri~;tic of the advertisement:; 

whicr: h:i nd tlH:- ~c,ok tnr:C'tr1er because the justifications for 

Mailer's self-confidence i:rcre yet to be demonstrated to t:1e 

vott>r'~, as rvrailer is fu-il'r c~onscious. That "I am still at 

this formal middle o:' life a creator of 0entiments larger 
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than my work" Mailer recognizes even at the end of Adver-

tisements (439). However, he believes that his "present 

and future work" will have "the deepest influence of any 

work being done by an American novelist in these years" (15, 

italics mine). Advertisements is an important step toward 

closing the gap between ambition and goal, and the gap can 

be closed only by the difficult inward search for the style 

which bears the deepest relation to the self. The magnitude 

of that difficulty is expressed in the book's third para-

graph: 

There was a time when Pirandello could tease 
a comedy of pain out of six characters in search of 
an author, but that is only a whiff of purgatory next 
to the yaws of conscience a writer learns to feel 
when he sets his mirrors face to face and begins to 
jiggle his Self for a style which will have some re
lation to him. I would suspect it is not possible, 
no more than one can remake oneself signature for 
signature, but I have to admit I am not suited for 
this sort of confrontation despite two novels put 
down in the first person and a bloody season of 
overexpressed personal opinions as a newspaper 
columnist. To write about myself is to send my 
style through a circus of variations and postures, 
a fireworks of virtuosity designed to achieve ... 
I do not even know what. Leave it that I become an 
actor, a quick-change artist, as if I believed I 
can trap the Prince of Truth in the act of switchine 
a style ( 15-16). 

Despite the elusiveness of the "Prince of Truth" Mailer does 

indeed set out to expose him. One learns about himself 

only by purposely exposing his vulnerable self to confronta-

tions whose outcome is unknown and therefore dangerous to the 

self, an existential situation by Mailer's definition, and 
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3.ny role one rL1ys as a consequence mw>t cithf'r lie ~ccqite<1 

as a true enactment of a portion of one'~ nature or rejected 

as a false one. Such role-playing has had the r;reatest im-

portance in the nrop;ress of Mailer's life and work, causin~ 

r:;reo.t dismay to hi'; readers and critics wt10, just when they 

think they have co.te~orized Mailer, are bewildered by t1is 

unp re di c tab le ~;hi ftinp; of roles. Many of these roles have 

been sensational, ran~ing from the stabbinp; of his second 

wife to publicly dcnouncinp; the President of the United 

Stu.tes in "obscene" lan;::uar;e to runninr; for M;:i.yor of New 

York, and it is not to be argued that Mailer has acted with-

out knowle<1~e of the notoriety to be p;ained by such ventures 

Rather, one muc, t reiterate that Mailer'~; art does not have a 

separate existence from his life and that the tryinp; on of 

~ifferent hats as of different forms of writinr; is directed 

ultimately at explorin~ the limits of the self--not at how 

much cf f,~ailcr the public can take. 

Advertisements is the recohnition that such an 

exploration wac necess:=i.ry. The premise on which Advertise-

P1en t2. L::; ba~ e d is that f;Jai ler has e xne rienced defeat o.s a 

writer, which he blame~ alternately on a totalitarian society 

trn t ;, t, i fl es r;rowth o.nrJ on himself for not having the 

stren~th and cnura~e to mature in spite of that society. ~he 

writers and thinkers of the Thirties had formed his early 

political and literar:/ conr:epts and, as with n.ny youthful 
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idr::a:;, ffa-1ler had to alter them on the basis of later ex

perience. Th0:;c vd10 note the derivative nature of 'I'he Nalzed 

nncl the Dead !>nth phllo:;ophical l.v and forma1 ly10 tend to 

i ,~.nore the fact that Mailer experienced comhnt in the Paci fl c 

theatre. lie aclmit:; Unt his first thou~ht:; after Pearl 

H3.rbo r were concerned with "whether it would be more likely 

that a ~reat war novel would be written about Europe or the 

Pacific" (?In, so his aspirations to write such a novel were 

formed prior to his experience of war and must have colored 

hi0 impressions of it. But although the extreme pessimism 

and dehumanization of the soldiers in The Naked and the Dead 

may he accounted for in part b.v the :1.nheritcd philosophical 

bia~~ of t'1c Dt:prcs:;ion era, it i:~ aL>o attributable to his 

per~;on3.l experience ::i:~ a soldier. The fascinntlon wl th 

power which rlt? ex!1it1l t:> in tne characters r~, f General Cummir.r~:~ 

and Sergeant Croft, for example, is verv much his own. 

Mai 1 e r t e 11::> u. ;~ that h t:· n ha cl formed the de s i re to be a 

major v1ri ter" before he was seventeen, in his first semester 

Rt Harvard (23). B; Mailer's lights, beinr a major writer 

also rieant v:ieldinr, ;io·::8r, beinr; in a position to "mold 'c.h~:: 

curve" of human life as Cumminp;s wished to do. Others hnve 

noted that r11ai lcr is both attracted and repel led tJy tfir~ 

n o t i on o f 2 c on c e n t r a t i o n o f p ow c r i n t ii c h :rn cJ :; o f n n c 

in di vi dual. 11 I bell eve what repelled rli m was the fear n_(/c, 

only that the wron~ individuals would abuse their power and 
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produce a totalitarian state but also that he himself would 

not make the he;t u:;,_ nf it ;;hould he attain it. He records 

trial the expertr:ncc~> of' the years followinp the cntanulUnr-

. if nncc 1 hnd been a youn~ man whom many did 
not notice, and so was able to take a delayed re
venfe--ln my writin~ I could analyze the ones who 
nep-lected to look at me--now I came to know that I 
could bestow the cold tension of self-hatred, or the 
warmth of likin~ oneself again, to whichever friends, 
ac~uaintances, and strangers were weak, ambitious, 
v11 lnerah le and in love with themselves . 

This was experience unlike the experience I 
i1aii learneci from book0, and from the war . • It 
took me year~~ to realize that it was my experience, 
the only one I wouJd have to remember, that my 
apparentl:J unconncct-cd rat-scuffllnr,s and ego
gohblinrrs could he fitted finally into a dra~;tic 
vi :~ i on , an i n t r 0 cl u c t i on o f the b r av c t o t h c ho r r i l! 1 r: , 
:1 dre:-i.m, a nir,htmarc which would helcinr; to others and 
yet be my own. Willy-nilly I had had existentiaJism 
forced uron me, I was free, or at 10n3t whatever was 
'.3tlll rend~· to c!1ariri;e in my character escaped from 
the social o\) 11 r,.1. t :inns which s uffoca tc others. I 
CGuld seek to become what I chose to be, and if I 
failed--therc was the ice pick of fear! I would 
'1ave notllinh to excu0e failure. I would fail be
cause I had not been hrave enou~h to succeed. So 
I was too much free. Success had been a lobotomy 
to my pa~t, there seemed no power from the past 
w~ich could help me in the present, and I had no 
c~oice hut to force myself to step into the war of 
the enormous pre3ent, to accept the private heat and 
fativu~ of settin~ out by myself to cut a track 
throur;h a new wild (8G). 

It wac> ;:i.t thi:) early turninp, point :in his career 

that Mailer bcr::rn to h.:ivc very much more at stake a~; a 

writer than he ~ad ~ad in The Naked and the Dead. Thi3 io 

why tne subGequent oopular and critical failures of his next 
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two novels, Barbary Shore and The Deer Park, were so devas-

tating. Hence the defensive tone of Advertisements and its 

issuance as a PJ.ani fe~>to. If the success of 'Phe Naked nnd 

ti1e Dead cut him off from his Brooklyn-Jew1sh past, the 

failures of Bar~~ary. Shore and The Deer Park cut him off from 

h:i,; dreams of power. At this point the aesthetics of r;rowth 

had its birth. And from this point on public opinion of his 

work ceased to be meaningful to him; he instead worked at 

becoming his own critic, the one he could be sure would 

follow the injunction he issued as an epigraph to The Deer 

Park: "Please do not understand me too quickly." 

Althouvh Mailer arrived at these positions inde-

pendently, he was awar0 of the similarities in the career 

of Ernest Heminr;wo.y and was most careful tn emphasize the 

differences. Hemin~way, he maintained, had secured his 

reputation on the knowlcdr;e that "he would have to campaign 

for '.-:imself, that the best tactic to hide the lockjaw of his 

shr:inkinr; genius was to become the personality of our time." 

Although Hemingway "did a lot of things which very few of 

us co u 1 d do " , Mai 1 e r r: o es on , " for a 11 hi ,, s i z e , and a 11 

we've learned fron i1irn cbout the real importance of phy;;ical 

courage, he has still pretended to be i~norant of the notton 

that it is not enough to feel like a man, one must try to 

think like a man as well." The essential lesson Mailer has 

learned from him, however, is that 



lie'~' known the value of his own work, and he four;ht 
t:-> mnke hie> ncrsonality enrich his tiooks . . An 
author'~ personality can help or hurt the attention 
re:-i.derc; rrive to rd:; hooks, ancl 1 t L> :>omc,timc~ faLiJ 
tc1 one'~~ ta1cnL; not to have a puhli c wi tli a clear 
nul:lic rccor,nition of one's :;lze. 'I'lic wrr:1 to :;nvc 
;,r()ur vrnrk and rc:lch more readers i:; to acivertL>r 
yourself, steal your own favorite paf".e out of 
Hcminr:way 's unwrj t ten >rotes From Papa On How 'I'he 
Workin~ ~ovelist Can Get Ahead (18-19). 

Believing that one must be in~ratiating to win puhlic 

approval and knowing this approach to be unsuited to either 

his inte~rity nr his temperament, Mailer declares his inde-

pendcnce from the Hemingway style and the Hemingway distrust 

o~ ahstract thoufht~. Aware of the limited accomplishments 

of his generation, he :c;ces that neverthelcs:> 

\vi~ :J.re tlw cov1ards who must de fenc1 courrrp:e, sex, con-
:: c iousne,-;~;, the' Lle;-iuty of the body, the search for 1ovc, 
and the ccipture of what may Ile, after all, an heroic 
destiny . it has been our act of faith, our 
attempt to see--to see and to see hard, to smell, 
even to touch, yes to capture that nerve of Being 
which may include all of us, that Reality whose ex
istence may depend on the honest life of our work, 
the honor of ourselvcG which permits us to say no 
better than we ~ave seen (21-22). 

So ends the "First Advertisement For Myself", which 

alone with all other such advertisements in the book make 

up what Mailer refers to in his "Second Table of Contents" 

as the "Bior:raphy of a Style 11
• What mal-:es it bior:raphy 

rather than autobio~raphy is the crltic~l capacity Majl~r 

bringf. to bear on hL3 O':m work--perhap0 cis oh.jective as Uwt, 

of a sympathetic bio~rap~er--w~ile the individual advertise-

ment:; act 2s a biocrapher' s comments on the pieces that 
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In Part l, "Be~inninr;s", the first selection L; a 

forty-par;e ~3tory written in 1942 while at iin:rvard entitled 

11 A Calculus at Ileaven". While Mailer does not recommend the 

story "except fo:r tnosc who have curiosity about my early 

work", he concedes th3.t it makes 11 an interesting contrast to 

The Naked and the Dead, for it is an attempt of the imagina

tion (aided and warped by books, movies, war correspondentn, 

and the liberal mentality) to ~uess what war might really be 

like" (24). It is a less interestinz contrast to The Red 

Ba<:!:~e of Courage, also an imaginative response to war, and 

'Tailer's modesty concerning it is very much in order. One 

mignt note tne u~H:: of several techniques which appeared la.ter 

in 'rhe lL'.lkeci ar.d the Dead. 'rhe story has no particular plot, 

rati1er consistinr; of men placed in a situation and reactinf 

to it. Storytelling na~ never been one of Nailer's fortes, 

but he i1au consi:.>tentl;y used such a situational device; 

indeed, it is tne basis of his existential philosophy. Ther~ 

is a focusin3 on a number of individuals from different 

ranks, as in The '.Jaked and the Dead, with flashbacks equiv-

alen t to the "Time '.l!achine" sections of the novel. Although 

these sections nave been frequently cast as derivations 

[~Ole ly from the portraits and "Camera Eye" sections of 

U.S._~, I think that Faulkner's influence is discernible in 

these distortions of time, for Mailer had read The Sound and 
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the Fury a year earlier ~rncl claimed to l1ave lon~~ l>t't'11 111-

fluenced by j t; ( 70). Indeed, temporlll clL;Lort Lon~; wct'C' tu 

have increasinc significance in Mailer's developln~ vision. 

"De;stroy time, and chaos may be ordered" is the stated con-

cept in a later story (173). 

The character of the Captain in "A Calculus at 

Heaven" is that of an anti-intellectual artist figure, im-

probably named Bowen Hilliard, who can be claimed as a 

descendent of Ileninf;way and a romanticized version of Mailer 

himself, as well as the prototype for Lieutenant Hearn in 

The Naked and the Dea6. Hilliard expresses the story's 

theme: 

" in America, men live, work and die without 
even the rudest conception of a dic;ni ty. At their 
death . . well then they wonder what the odds are 
on a ne:ivcn, and perhaps they make futile rle~;perate 

beU; on it, addin~ up tneir crude moraJ calculus, :;o 
that if tne bi[; team, neaven, comes throuch, and wins, 
and therefore exists, they will be able to collect 
their bets that evenin.;:i;" (35). 

Fortunately, f·lCJJ_ ler b2comes much more adept at 

handlinc; a metaphor, althou?:;h it is characteristic of him 

to ~ilk it dry. ~ore important here is the naturalistic 

attitude of helpless humanity struggling against an unknow-

able force wi ti1 death the inevitable end of their actions. 

Mailer's move from naturalism to existentialism lies in his 

coming to believe that an individual must assume responsibil-

ity for his own destiny, taking a positive attitude toward 

what ls to be gained, not the self-defeu..tlng one present 



here and later in The ;.Jaked and the Dead. This story also 

illustrates the type of point of view Mailer used in his 

first novel and which he abandoned in the cilanr;eover from 

naturalism to existentialism. 

4G 

Another early achievement, a story called "'rhe 

Greatest Thing in the World" which won first prize in a 1941 

contest, is notable for revealing how early the idea that 

what was earned dangerouEly was worthwhile appeared in 

'.·1ai ler' s work. A Heminsway influence is indicated, and with 

modifications the concept occupies a central position in 

Mailer's later existentialism. 

Mailer does not include excerpts from The Naked and 

ti~-- Jca~ in Aclvr:rtL;enH:nL:;, pre:.-;um::i.lily ~> lncc 1 t would bn 

wcJ1 known to hl:> readers, and neiU1er will I Jh;cu:..>:.> Lt 

separately. 

Part 2 of Advertisements, "Middles", quite appro

priately r:iegin:::. with excerrits from Barbary Shore. The 

"pr·ominent and empty" Mailer of the years between The Naked 

and the Dead and Barbary Shore (1948-1951), who "had to 

beg1n life again" (85) began it through Mikey Lovett, whose 

amnesia is akin to Mailer's own "lobotomy" from his past. 

The book's flounderings are apparent to Mailer for he claims 

it was "a book to ernerr;e from the bombarded cellars of my 

unc:onscious, an ar;onized eye of a novel which tried to find 

some amalgam of my new experience and the larger horror of 
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that world which mir,ht be preparinr; to destroy itself" ( 87). 

Yet he postulates that 

if my work i:::; alive one hundred years from now, 
Barbary Shore will be considered the richest of my 
first three novels for it has in its high fevers a 
kind of insane insight into the psychic mysteries 
of Stalinists, secret policemen, narcissists, children, 
Lesbians, hysterics, revolutionaries--it has an air 
which for me is the air of our time, authority and 
nihilism stalking one another in the orgiastic hol-
low of the century (87). 

Mailer is one of the book's few critics not to treat it as a 

realistic novel and consequently give it failing marks. The 

"psychic mysteries" have been the subject of much of his work 

and a continuin~ source of fascination to him. That Barbary 

Shore is a badly made novel not even Mailer would arc;ue; 

that it contains somethinr; of value is not too stronG a 

claim to make for it. 

The allegorical nature of the book and its charac-

ters is often noted. Perhaps a student of Freud could make 

a case for its having the structure of a nightmare. Cer-

tainly there is a real structural conflict between the 

initiation story of Mikey Lovett and that of the fascistic 

nature of socialism under Stalin in the form of a tedious 

dialogue between McLeod and Hollingsworth. Once the author 

is released from the obligation to be "realistic", however, 

the book can bear almost as much weight as a medieval dream 

vision which ends where it began (with the repetition of the 

opening sentence in the case of Barbary Shore) and in the 



meantime is not oblj,~cu to rnJ.int:1Ln a Cl)l1~;L;tL't1t llLL·1·:tl 

levei. 12 The narrator-hero of a dream vision 1~encrall.Y 

wanders until his instruction in virtue is taken over by a 

guide. From this point on he reports what he has seen or 
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heard and is usually not an active participant, although he 

is obliged to become one upon awakeninc from the dream. 

Lovett's role is 3imilar, and in the book's context suggests 

Arthurian parallels, some of which Leeds has noted. 1 3 The 

relationships with Guinevere and Lannie (a perverted 

Launce lot) are wanderinc;s; those wi ti1 '.v1cLeod and Hollin13sworth 

are instruction, and Lovett becomes the agent of what ~ood 

can be taKen from tne Look: the "remnants of [McLeod's] 

socialist culture 1114 to be protected in troubleu times until 

it can be restoreJ to its richtful place of power. ~cLeoJ 

is Lovett' s ,;;uici0 and a spiritual Kinr; Arthur, pa~>::>in1:~ rtL> 

neritace on to Sir Be0ivere whose death does not exclude the 

fu·:ure attainment of Avalon rJut whose immediate result L> 

B2rbary. 

Witnout overstatin~ the parallels, I must suggest 

those of the boo~ to another badly received American novel 

by a popular author which it resembles in flaws as well as 

virtues: The Blithedale Romance. ~he socialist-turned-

fascist zeal of the Hollingsworth in each book is an 

obvious parallel. The roles of Miles Coverdale and Mikey 

Lovett are likewi3e similar, i.e., to be accessible to tne 
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action in order to report it and to become the custodians of 

its moral import. Their initial amorality c;i vc~:; way throu1~h 

initiation to a certain amount of wisdom, particularly of 

the failings of socialist endeavors due to human limitations. 

What both books lose in plausibility they gain in mood· and 

atmosphere, like true American romances. A further Hawthorne 

parallel is seen in the ending of Barbary Shore, this time 

compared with The Scarlet Letter. Leeds has noted the 

similarities of Pearl and Monina (67-68). In addition, at 

the end of Barbary Shore, McLeod, having earlier acknowledged 

that he is Monina's father, dies, and the child, now capaole 

of human emotion, cries for him. She is then r;iven into the 

hands of her mother's adulterous, evil lover, Hollingsworth. 

The situation might have provided a nightmare ending to The 

Scarlet Letter. 

I have been suggesting that Barbary Shore has con-

s ide rab ly more j maginat i ve power than Mailer's earlier wor!~ 

and an integrity of its own, evident when it is compared to 

works with which it shares concerns instead of to "realistic" 

novels, as l1as too often been the case. It illustrates 

artistic gr:wth in Nailer through his delving into the 

materials of the subconscious hitherto unexplored by him. 

In addition, the novel shows a progression in theme from a 

realization of the bankruptcy of Stalinism to the conclusion 

that while socialism may provide hope for an indefinable 



future, what is needed at present are individuals couraGeous 

enough to wi tts tand the encroachment of to tali tariani:>m. 

Mailer's purpose in including ten pages of excerpts from the 

novel in Advertisements must have been to encourace a full 

readine; of it and a more sympathetic one than previou:::;ly 

possible, o.ppearing as it did at the beginning of the Korean 

War and the McCarthy era which in its own way it prophesied. 

Ma1ler marks the novel as "a first step toward work I will 

prooably be cioing from now on . . an entrance into the 

mysteries of murder, suicide, incest, orgy, orgasm, and 

Time" (99) and notes that "much of my later writing cannot 

be understood without a glimpse of the odd shadow and theme

m~ddened lic;ht Barbary Shore casts before it" ( 87). 

'l'he second mo.j or step was taken l n 'l'he Deer Park, 

bu l prior to tint Maj lr-r :>pent a c;rcCJ. t uc:1l of time foun-

dc r~L l1f';. The s~wrt storie::> he includes in Advertisement:-; 

fron the period between Barbary Shore and The Deer Park 

(1951-55) are in his opjn:ion regressive since he "was not 

trying for more tll8.n [ne] could do" ( 100). A slim piece 

called "The Notebook" explores the Hawthornesque theme of 

the writer as observer rather than participant and is 

indicative of Mailer's ability to separate the roles, thoue,L 

not yet to combine them in himself. 

The next major piece in Advertisements L> "The M'ln 

Who Studied Yoga", intended a0 the prolor;ue to an elp:ht,-
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conceived .i.:::; cirJ1t :~tGr;cs of the dreri.m nf ":i minor· nr·tl:;L 

, ff 

manque about "the adventures of a mythical hero, Serr;ius 

0 1 Shau~nessy, who would travel through many worlds, throu~h 

pleasure, business, communism, church, working class, crime, 

homosexuality, and mysticism" (143). '1'he element of time 

was to be distorted, as in a dream. The contemplated novel 

proved to be overwhelming and was qbandone~ by the end of 

the first draft of The Deer Park. Rrom the exreriencc of 

o..>tru";r;linP'. wj t:1 the hu~e novel, lV!o.ller ber;an to oevclop a 

style hoth more lma~inative and more disciollned than those 

of rrhe Naked and the D1.::ad and Barbrir.v :-3hore. "'I'he 1'v1an Who 

Studied Yor;a 11 experiments witt1 a first-person omnl~;cient 

narr::i.tor who lns the rower to imar;ine him~:;elf as different 

characters ancl survey them with some detachment. Such a 

r:ioint of vjcw i~> a progression beyond t!rnt of the third-

per~;on undrarr1atized narro.tor of The Naked and the Dead and 

the first-person self-conscious nnrrator-a~Pnt of Barbary 

Sh~~_C?_; in fact it is a comilinatj on of the advantap:es of ecich; 

it L3 a wav of knowlnr: what one could not nrealistically'' 

know while mai1t8ininf distance from the character since he 

exl~t~ onJy in the Jma~inatjon, and it is preparation for 

the ~~sumotion nf all ~oles by Maller himself. Sam Slovoda 

is in fact Cl dramatizell vcr:>ion of the ~>elf as failure. By 

I depictinr:r, a "minor artist ;rianque" who " 1 1.'l:-; wanted to be a 



serious novelist and now merely indulges the ambition" and 

who shies away from new experience (146), Mailer creates an 

anti-self, separating himself from the fears and failures 
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he acknowledges in Advertisements. This is an example of 

the self-analysis Mailer engages in throughout the book when 

he plays a role he creates and then evaluates his perfor

mance. 

In the story, Sam and his wife Eleanor are satirized 

as patients of the psychoanalyst Dr. Sergius (a version of 

·O'Shaugnessy), who substitute the jargon of psychoanalysis, 

which conveniently names and supplies causes for all human 

failings, for the difficult introspection which would yield 

real knowledge of the self. Sam is frustrated by the dis

parity between his dreams of affecting history (he quotes as 

his own Mailer's maxim that "it is the actions of men and 

not their sentiments which make history" [152]) and his 

rejection of the world he meets in the pages of his news

paper. His conflict is illustrated by the central situation 

of the story. A group of the Slovodas' friends, all engaged 

in humanitarian occupations (lawyer, teacher, welfare worker), 

gather to watch a pornographic movie. The movie, entitled 

"The Evil Act", arouses the group but instead of admitting 

this they feel obligated to dominate the film intellectually 

by discussing it as art. The schizophrenic and hypocritical 

nature of American life which is to be Mailer's constant 



'.:.'.leme finds metaphorical expression here 111 3- more mature 

fasnion than it had in any of Mailer's previous work. 

?he story, as the intended prologue to the eight-

I -, 
) ; 

volume novel, gains richness from its metaphorical pattern. 

Seeds of all of that novel's themes are planted here as is 

the nebulous character variously depicted as Dr. Sergius, 

Cassius O'Shaugnessy, and Jerry O'Shaugnessy, who has been 

everywhere and done everything, the romantic hero who is Sam's 

alter ego and anti-self and by implication Mailer's desired 

self. The Sergius O'Shaugnessy variations are metaphoric 

equivalents of the styles of living which Sam and his 

group are afraid to assume and are illustrative of the kind 

of viable literary character I1ailer meant to "attract literary 

experience metaphorically equal to the ambiguous experience 

in [:::;he writer'::;] life 1-1hich impelled him to write in the 

first place" (cf. p. 8 above). In other words, the writer 

seeks to embody his exper1ences, ambiguous as to their 

essential goodness or evil, in characters who express that 

ambiguity. He is then in control of the ambiguity and may 

explore its implications in a way he could not in his own 

life. What Mailer does up until the writing of Advertise-

ments is to create separate fictional characters who 

approximate aspects of himself which he has been able, 

through his self-analysis, to identify and ~ive form lo. 

When Mailer becomes aware enough of this process to artlc-



ulate it, ne is al1le to ueal with nimself nwrt' oli.Jt:ctlvt·ly. 

fie comes to J_dentify the .::ict of imar;ininc; w1 th the prol> irw; 

of the subconscious self through writinc;. In a 1967 article 

f'lai ler articulates this concept more clearly . 15 He thinks 

tha: each of us carries around in his subconscious mind the 

stuff of a "rrn;:e and crcat social novel" con:oistinc_; of our 

raw experience:3. Sometr1inc; he calls "the navir;ator", a 

faculty which func ti om; similarly to the ego on the id, charL. 

its way throuc;h the massive data of our past experience and 

brines it to bear on the present. The navigator, like the 

autnor of a novel, c;ives order to the data; he charts a map, 

in i1ailer' s metaphcir, ci.nci that map is the novel each of us 

carries in his subconscious. We deal with the world on the 

basis of that novel, plnying the roles the navic;ator tells 

us to, even when our raw data is acquired throu~h faulty 

perception. Few uf us u.re able to tell how or why our navi

gator operates as he does; in fact only the best writers are 

able to bring a little r:iore of the nature of the navicator 

to consciousness and so become navigators themselves, di

rectin;; tfie course of human life. Mailer seems to believe 

that tl1e nav L:-;a tor holds the key to connecting the cons ciou::c-; 

and subconscious minds, or the past and the present, which 

he images as schizophrenic nalves of what should be whole. 

Joinj_nc the sct1izophrenic portions of his own nature inlu u 

metaphor lar;:;e enou[:;n to contain them is the proce::_;:~ we :;cc 



unfaldln~ in Advertisements. By the end of the book Mailer 

nas procressed far enou3h to have connected his past with 

his present, somcthinc Mikey Lovett, the ~mnesiac, was 

unable to do, anu whi cl1 L.J the crucial problem faced by the 

Sergiu~, 0 'Sh:rn,';nes;:,y of 'l'he Deer Park:. 11 ll L;; vl tal connect ion 

rrnst he r.iade ilcfore either naller or tne America who:Jc me' ta-

phorical hero he works at becominr:; can move into the future 

with any coherent force. When Sam Slovoda sits down to write 

a lone-contemplated novel he is stymied by his inability to 

create a hero who would give it shape: 

One could not nave ~t hero today, Sam thinks, a man of 
action and contemplation, capable of Jin, large 
cnou~h for good, a man immense. There is only a 
modern hero damned lJ.'f no more than the ue;liness of 
wi0hes who:Je satL;faction he will never know. One 
needs a man who could walk the staGe, someone who-
no matter vmo, not liimself. Someone, Sam thinks, 
who re.'l:~onallly coulu not exL3t ( 172). 

'I'he liberation of tne ::>t>lf for union wittJ tl1e universal 

spirit ·,·1hich is tht'. encl of yo,_i;a is impos.3ible for 3am becaus'· 

of ni~ inability to conceive of a living hero. 

Tne poli tlcal articles which follow "The Man W~no 

Stucl:Lecl Yoga" in Advert.i3ements illustrate the need for 

!1ailer to find a sty le appropriate to i1L; developinc ldeas. 

In the Partisan Review symposium entitled "Our Country and 

Our Culture" in whicn ;ic participated in 19'.>2, he ber;in::> to 

articulate the need of the artist to oppo:.~t.· him~>elf to tlw 

death-producinri; society, not to wori<: from wlll1in Uic :;ystcm 

(a position he was later to revise), and ln a 19'..)ll article 
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reviewin;~ David Riesman's Individualism Reconsidered, Mailer 

ali~ns himself witl1 the spirit of radicalism, while acknowl-

c d g i n c t he di ff i c u 1 t y o f maintaining i t ~> i n c e i t l ~' " c q u j v -

alent to acceptinc; alrno:::;t total intellectual alienation from 

America" (189). Such upposition does, however, r;ive one a 

"clear sense of the enemy", and ~·~ailer ha~> consistently 

taken radical positions both in politics and in literature. 

'.J:'o be a yea-sayer to thinc;s as they are is suicidal in 

Mailer's scheme of things, as it was in Melville's. 

In an interview included in Advertisements Mailer 

deseribe3 himself as a "Marxian anarchist" who is less 

intere~3ted in "politics as politics" than "politics as a 

part or cverythjnr; else in life" (253). !Iowever, with the 

exception of '11t1c l\rmies of the Hight, ;.1ailer has altern:1lecl 

hie; political anc.l literary roles in a way he might descrilH: 

as ::ic11i:::ophrenic. 1I1J1e raJical substance of llL3 politicc;, 

fron1 i1is 1943 campaic,1it-1t:; for Henry Wallace through his 19G'..J 

campaign for I lay or of He':< York on the not unsound notion 

that the city become the fifty-first state, has not obscured 

the fact that ne ha3 tried to gain power through tne estab-

lished system. The methods of attaining and holdinc polit-

ical power ne would accept, it seems, while revolutionizing 

its encl. 

The search for a style continues in the material 

included in Part 3 of Adverti::;ernents, called "Girth:3". rl\' • 
L [Ll.3 



section is :::1e rr;ost confessional of Advertisement~>, alLlwu1~h 

in keeping with the rest of the book it is limited to the 

experiences which fostered Mailer's artistic ~rowth. The 

banal piece, "The llomosexual Villain", for example, was the 

result of a conscious attempt to stop shyinc; away from liomo-

sexuality as a suoject, since it was to be explored in the 

eight-volume novel. Mailer acknowledc;es that the article 

was important to his u;rowtn, for he learned to dig "deep into 

the complex and often foul pots of thougnt where sex and 

society live in their murderous dialectic." Homosexuality 

also came to metaphorically represent for him "the endless 

twi~> ts of habit and defeat" whi en one must overcome to be 

more of a man" (20G). In addition, the cs~:;ay clarifie~> a 

point jn Mailer'~' a.ectt1etics of ,-.;rowth, ti1J.t it is uncon-

ve11tlonally moral: 

J\ writer '.1as lii::o talent, and for ull one knows, lie i :> 
born wi tr1 it, but w:18ther hi::: talent develop~:; L:; to 
some degree responsive to his use of it. He can zrow 
a::> a person or he can ~>brink, and by tl1i s I don't 
intend any facile parallels between moral and 
artistic growth. Tne writer can become a bigger 
hoodlum if need be, but his alertness, his curi
osity, his reaction to life must not diminish. The 
fatal thing is to shrink, to be interested in less, 
~ympatnetic to less, desiccating to the point where 
life itself lo::oes lts flavor, and one's passion for 
numan understanding changes to weariness and 
distaste (208-09). 

The end of the first half of Advertisements quite 

appropriately comes • t- t-' Wl ,_,o vOC section on "Trie Last Draft of 

~he Deer Park", for it marks a turning point in Mailer':; 
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career. When lUnehGrt refused to publish The Deer Park 

fll.J.ilcr' :_;cnt Lhc lluoli Ln cir~hl other· putJll:>tl<'r:; before flridln1~ 

one who would accept il, G.P. Putnam. The ten weeks the book 

spent between publishers forced Mailer into a number of small 

confrontations which sapped him of the energy he had planned 

to devote to another novel. His vision of himself as one of 

the great writers of his generation collapsed, and he turned 

to the world of jazz and drugs, playing the role of a 

"psychic outlaw" (217). His new experiences convinced him 

that the style of The Deer Park was faL>e, and he began to 

rework it. The problem centered around findin~ an appro-

priate style for his nGrrator, Sergius O'SnGugnessy. 

Mailer's recordin~ of the emerging of Sergius' style is 

lengthy but crucial: 

For six years I had been writing novels in 
the first person; it was the only way I could begin a 
book, even thou~h the third person was more to my 
taste the first person seemed to paralyze me, 
as if I had a horror of creating a voice which 
could be in any way oigger than myself. [Having 
gained self-confidence from his uncompromising 
position with Rinehart] for the first time I was 
able to use the first person in a way where I could 
suggest some of the stubbornness and belligerence I 
also might have, I was able to color the empty reality 
of that first person with some real feeling of how I 
had always felt . . I was able, then, to create 
an adventurer whom I believed in, and as he came 
alive for me, the other parts of the book ... also 
came to life . . The most powerful leverage in 
fiction comes from point of view, and giving 
O'Shaugnessy couraGe gave passion to the others . 

. . I was now creating a man who was braver 
and stronger than me, and the more my new style 



succeeded, the more I was writing an implicit por
trait of myself as well. There is a shame in adver
tising yourself that way, a shame which became so 
strontr, that it wa:::> a psycholop;ical violation to 
t;o on (220-21). 

Mailer's problem, then, was that he could neither write 
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about himself nor not write about himself. He had grown into 

someone worth writing about, but he had not yet gained the 

necessary detachment to consider himself as a literary char-

acter. The remainder of The Deer Park was written through 

a haze of drugs. Mailer pinpoints the central problem of· 

the book: "In changing the young man, I saved the book from 

bein~ minor, but put a disproportion upon it because my 

narr3tor became too interestlnr:, and not enour;h happened to 

h:im in the cocconci half of the book" (22G). A further fH'oh-

lem of point of view in the novel, mentioned earlier, is 

that Sergius must imagine the dramatic scenes between Elena 

and Eitel at which he could not logically be present. "I 

have to wonder a little if I am the one to write about [the 

Eitel-Esposito affair] . . Eitel is very different from 

me, and I do not know if I can find his style. Yet, imagi-

nation becomes a vice if we do not exercise it", Sergius 

says in way of explanation (DP, 88). His indecision as to 

whether Eitel's or his own story should have precedence is 

illustrated in this passage: 

[Eitel] told me his theory, and althou~h I do not 
want to go into theory, maybe it is a part of char
acter. I could write it today as he said it, and 
I think in all modesty I could even add a complexity 



or two, out t!1i0 i::; po.rtly a novel of how I felt at 
the time, and so I paraphrase as I heard it then, 
for it would take too long the other way (DP, 106). 
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A furt~er problem traceable to point of view is thnt 

Eitel's story is <lt lenst as interestin;r: .i_:; th::i.t of .Scr:-1;1w;, 

and while triev comrlcment each other :c;tr11ct.llrnlly and tr1r;m{1t-

icaJ.ly, tl1ey J:i.r because of the manner in whicii each l~; toJrL 

The subdued narrative voice in the Eitel sections contrasted 

to the dominant one in the Sercius sections leaves the 

reader with a sense of imbalance. The book's real accom-

plishment as an entity, it may be arc;uecl, was to push back 

the frontier of sex in the serious novel. 

The Deer Park was originally intended as Part I of 

tne eip;ht-volume novel, with plea~;ure as its subject. It i ~> 

certainly a centr0l sub,lcct, hut tlw exhort.'ltion :i:;3uccl ti.v 

God at the rwvel';, enrl., to "think of' ;,ex 2~; 'T'ime, ;ind 'I'lm~ 

as the connection of new circuits", is the 0ic:nificant 

me3sa~e in terms of l/ailer's work as n whole. Sex is a ~et2 

phor for either new connections and the hope that they will 

produce new life or for the dead-ended self-seeking of lust. 

'I'he ~;earch for new life is, after all, w?l:it brought the 

sick-spirited Ser~ius and Eitel to the ima~inative Hell of 

Desert D'Or where their courar;e was testJ~d r.i.nrl in Elt~l':; 

case found wantln~. Eitel is the fal led ;cirti:-;t flr~urr:. l!n 

esoouses a theory similar to that in ·1atthcw Arnold':; poem, 

"The Buried Life", that each of us nas a buried nature or 
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"nob le sa va~e 11 which is "chanr;ed and wh I pped :rnd t 1·:t l lll'd l1y 

everythinr, in life until it [is] almost dead." A mate wiUi 

a similar buried nature may be found and they may help each 

other thrive, but their path is full of obstacles likely to 

defeat them (106-07). Eitel's theory not only is acted out 

in the course of his relationship with Elena; it also pro

vides the skeleton plot for An American Dream. For Ejtel 

defeat seems almost inevitable. Near the end of the novel, 

Sergius' experiences with Mexican bullfighters illustrate 

what Eitel has never understood: "I was always most in

trigued by the bullfighters who projected the most intense 

fear", Sergi us records, 11 and then succeeded to put an imag

inative fight to~ether. The cowards know every way a man 

can fear the bull, and so on those rare days when they are 

able to dominate the movements of their bodies, they know 

more of the variations, and the moments, and the moments 

within the moments when sometning new can be done 11 (DP, 299L 

A sense of fear, of the consequences of failure, can extract 

a better performance from a man. This is what to Mailer is 

Rn exi~;tential situation, where one acts despite his fear a:J\, 

grows or, like Eitel, gives in to fear and dies a little 

more. Mailer acknowledges his concern with "living in 

Hemingway's discipline", which means "that even if one dullF:c 

one's talents in the punishment of becomin~ a man, it was 

more important to be a man than a very ~ood writer" ( 2 4 7) • 
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Serp:,ius' r;rowinr; :1warencss of the differl'nce lictwt:cn !•:1 \.<' l 

and the t:Jullfir;hters is what leads him jnto the writinr, of 

the novel in which he comes to terms with his and Eitel's 

experiences in Desert D'Or. Sergius' survival of Hell, then, 

is dependent upon his comprehension of the reasons for Eitel's 

failure to survive. "I only am alone escaped to tell you", 

Sersius mi~ht have said, for like Ishmael or Mikey Lovett or 

the Mailer of Advertisements, he has been a participant

witness in a life-chanring experience which it is his salva

tion to tell and the reader's to understand. 

To ~fai ler, however, who sti 11 measured a book's 

success by the number of copies it sold, The Deer Park was a 

failure. He had failed to convince others of the validity 

of his vision and so had to believe either that he "had no 

magic so great as to hasten the time of the apocalypse" or 

that the "wisdom, the reliability, and the authority of the 

public's literary mind" were at fault (?31). He decided t(~ 

appPal to an authority whose opinion he valuP.d. When the 

copy of The Deer Park which he sent to Hemingway was re

turned unopened, Majler moved one step closer to becoming 

hir> own critic. 

The remainder of Part 3 of Advertisements is devote·) 

to Mailer's columns for The Village Voice. He had backed 

the paper financially from its inception in 1955 but had 

been too involved with The Deer Park to become interested t~ 



it. Followin~ the publication of the novel, he described 

himself as 

anxiour. above all else to chanr;e a hundred self
defeatin0 habits which locked my character into space 
too narrow for what I wanted to become, I was at the 
time like an actor looking for a rare role .. 
At heart, I wanted a war, and the Vl llar;e was alre:-idy 
e;limpsed 0s the field for battle ... the column 
becan a~ the declaration of my private war on 
American journalism, mass communications, and the 
totalitarianism of totally pleasant personality (258-59). 

The Villace Voice columns ~ave birth to a progression of 

ideas and stylistic explorations which culminated in "The 

White Negro". The military metaphor of the columns as 

battleground with General Mailer advancin~ upon the enemy is 

furthered by their defensive tone. In retrospect Mailer 

re3.1izes that his r~l[':P 11 ar;ainst that nationaJ conformity 

whieh smothered ere at i vi ty" and "delayed tl1e self-crcat lon 

of the race" ;:i~;, well ::i.0 Cl[';ainst his own failinr,0 was 

untempered by tne ''fine conscious nets of restraint, caution, 

tact, elec:ance, taste, even [honorable] inhibition" which 

made for "good style" (264). "By their inner history", 

Mailer conclude0, "these columns are a debacle, because 

never be fore had I done so little where I committed so much·; 

(265). 

Mailer is very much concerned in these columns with 

his personal crowth. In a manner characteristic of much of 

his earlier and all of his later work, he positions himself 

for a confrontation witi1 an antithetical force in which 
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w'.Jat i::; mc::ot vital to Loth sides is laid on the line. He 

opposes himself in these columns to the social structure as 

he conceives of it, his object to purge it of its waste. 

Now imar,ery of our1:ation and waste is l.Jccominv. characteristic 

C'f rbiler'~' writinr;. The artistic use of lJiolor;ic.J.l func

tion::; is important to hi::; conception of the need to revl tal

ize the human body and spirit, to invert the perversions of 

a death-producing society. Obscenity, for example, is 

presented in one of the columns as a vital God-given means 

of expression which speeds the "true communication of soul 

to soul" and its supression supresses also the "creative 

sp1rit" (269). 

Another of the columns' major concerns is with 

"truth". M3.iler :>ccs truth as Robert Browninp; did in 'l'he 

Rint: and the Bonk, a;; the summary of the ~;cntiments o.ncl 

actions of all those concerned with o.n event, which in turn 

creates other 3entiments and actions. The artist has a 

speeial ability to imag:tnatively relate all of these "truths': 

into a whole. "The novelist trusts his 'vision'", Mailer 

tells us (281), and tne reader is invited to as well. 

The most important of The Village Voice columns is 

"The Hip and the Square" for in it Mailer bee;ins to forr1ulat · 

his oppos1tion to society into a metaphorlc equ1valent, the 

Hipster and his style of life. This subject was the end of 

his exploratory columns; it provided a positive embodiment 



of his anti-social convictions and rebellious impulses. As 

Mailer begins to define it here, Hip is 

an exploration into the nature of man ... [its] 
ultimate tendency ... to return man to the center 
of the universe rather than to continue his reduction 
into less and less of a biochemical mechanism . . . 
Hip is an American existentialism . . . based on a 
mysticism of the flesh, and its origins can be traced 
back into the instinctive apprehension and appre
ciation of existence which one finds in the Negro 
and the soldier, in the criminal psychopath and the 
dope addict and jazz musician, in the prostitute, in 
the actor, in the--if one can visualize such a possi
bili ty--in the marriage of the call-girl and the 
psychoanalyst .... It is a language to describe 
states of being which is as yet without its phil
osophical dictionary . 

. . Hip with its special and intense aware
ness of the present tense of life . . . has a view 
of life which is predicated on growth and the 
nuanceslb of growth (292-93). 

Hemingway's contribution to Hip lies in this emphasis on 

feeling all of the nuances of a situation. 

The claims Mailer makes for Hip in this early expos--

itory essay are to be explored more fully in the work whicn 

follows, culminating in their fictional presentation in An 

American Dream. The hipster becomes for Mailer the agent 

for change, for bringing about the revolution of conscious-

ness which he believes vital to the nation's survival. A 

revolution is violent by nature, and yet ~ailer believes, as 

he states in his final column for The Village Voice, that 

"violence is better without than within, better as indivldu~,~ 

actions than as the collective murders of society, and if w~ 

have courage enough there h~ beauty benenth" ( 303). 
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Pa.rt 11 ur Adver_'tisements, entitleJ "1li_p:c:tcrs", con

ta.in:; :.-11c ;owcrfully pl'.Jvu,·u.t~ve es:>ay, "'I'tic Wl1it.t· l:cr~r<J". 

In the ";)1 xtl1 /\ilv, 1·1 L,emc'nt For ~~.v:;,,l :' 11 
.,._,: ! cli pr·cceuc:; Li1:1_L 

e:<::'a~', f]Qi ler indicate:; tlc;1t clrc'J.m:·.tance:c. forr.ed him "tc, 

1_jegin the trip into the r<~ychic wild of 'Tl1c Wh:i tc Ner;ro I" 

and that the ex.ierience resulted in "one of the best things" 

lie has clone (310). We are not e;iven the details of the self

exploration that pr·ulluced the essay because Mailer believes 

that a factual account would strip him of the power "to 

proj~ct the best of one's ima~ination out into a creative 

apace lar~er than the ltemG uf one's life" (310). We are 

c'F'minded that f·~uiler up tc tti.i.;, point viev.r;:; his pa:3t ::.>el r :t:~ 

he would a fictional character. He stresses that from thi<> 

point on, however, i:e is not sufficiently detached from the 

events of his life tG report them to us. Here the book take~ 

a new turn; v1e are informed that "The White Negro", "The 

Time o:::' Her Time", and "Advertisements For Myself on the 'vh.y 

Out" are the "seed::;" which give the book its significance. 

In a metaphor of creation, Mailer tells us that "seed'' j s 

"the end of the potentialities seen for one:::;elf, and ev.~rv 

organism creates its seed out of the experience of it:; past 

and its unspoken vision or curse upon the future" (310). 

Seed, therefore, 1s that connection between past, present, 

and future vital to progress. 

The first of these seeds, "The White Negro", was 
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published as a separate work in 1957 but did not receive 

muci1 attention until included jn 1\dverti:;crncnt:,. fic:Vil:w:; of 

the book tended to :>c_i Zf' upon "The Wh i t.c Nc1~ro" a:; UH: c:<1r<· 

of the book anJ in fact to ic;nore or sllglit most of thr; otfir:r 

material. 17 The essay is certainly the intellectual core of 

Advertisements and a considerable stylistic advance over 

earlier essays. However, the reason for the critical atten-

tion it receive~ was that it advocated the violent overthrow 

of the American system--social, economic, and political. The 

essay was labelled irresponsible, dan~erous, and insane. 

Attempts were made to dominate it intellectually, an approach 

Mailer had ridiculed in "The Man Who Studied Yop;a". Tho;;e 

who sincerely attacked the essay's ideas, however, must have 

believed with Mailer than a man's writin~ can cause si~nifi-

cant action by others. They were right by Mailer's standard~ 

to oppose what they considered profoundly dangerous. For 

Mailer, such an antithetical attack was a necessary step in 

promotinv, his jdeas. The defeat of a worthy opponent can 

bring new vigor to one's cause. F.W. Dupee correctly 

perceived the dialectical nature of Hip, but imputed it to 

Mailer's inability to handle his material. To Dupee, 

Mailer "over-formulates Hip, schematizes it, makes its ways 

and words merely antithetical to those of its enemy the 

Square Likewise, Edmund Fuller notes that one is 

either a Hipster or a Square and questions whether there 
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are any in-betweens in Mailer's work.19 

While much attention was paid the ideas, to my 

knowledge no one has noted the insidiousness of the form in 

which they are presented in "The White Negro". It is that 

of a formal essay, complete with epigraph, division into 

sections, and quotations from authoritative sources. The 

careful progression from a statement with which all must 

agree, i.e., that concentration camps were the result of the 

action of a totalitarian state, to the assumption that death 

is the end of all actions by societies, has been overlooked 

as has the presentation of opinion as fact, and the loaded 

language calculated to produce a given response--all stan-

dard techniques of propaganda. 

Mailer establishes in the essay's first section that 

individualism has been a casualty of the Second World War 

and that man must live with the fact of his death by deus 

ex machina rather than as a consequence of his actions. The 

remainder of the essay is devoted to a description of the 

hipster, the antithesis to the movement of the age. Mailer 

now begins to create the myth of the hipster, who embodies 

not only the radical impulses in Mailer himself but also 

those of Natty Bumppo and his descendants. The hipster is 

one with the mythic American hero whose "essential nature" 

Lawrence described as "hard, isolate, stoic, and a killer. 1120 

In Mailer's schematism the hipster is an ''American 
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existentialist" who lives with the imminence of death, iso-

lates himself from society, explores "the rebellious impera-

tives of the self" and exhibits extraordinary courage. His 

intellectual antecedents Mailer traces to Lawrence, Henry 

Miller, Wilhelm Reich, and Hemingway; his embodiment to the 

m~nage-~-trois of the bohemian, the juvenile delinquent and 

the Negro through the media of drugs and jazz. The white 

Negro is the synthesis of these various impulses. What that 

synthes~s means ultimately to Mailer is revealed in the 

following passage: 

incompatibles have come to bed, the inner life and 
the violent life, the orgy and the dream of love, 
the desire to murder and the desire to create, a 
dialectical conception of existence with a lust for 
power, a dark, romantic, and yet undeniably dynamic 
view of existence for it sees every man and woman 
as moving individually through each moment of life 
forward into growth or backward into death (316). 

By bringing the buried self to consciousness, Hip enables 

one to grow toward wholeness. The schematizing of Hip is 

thus an important stage in Mailer's aesthetics of growth. 

Like his creator, the hipster is a navigator engaged in 

"codifying ..• the suppositions on which his inner uni

verse is constructed" (316). He accomplishes this through 

self-analysis, "for if one is to change one's habits, one 

must go back to the source of their creation." He "seeks 

to find those violent parallels to the violent and often 

hopeless contradictions he knew as an infant and as a child" 

and "if he has the courage to meet the parallel situation at 
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the moment when he i::> ready, then he has a chance to act as 

he ha;:; never acted before . . and so free himself to remake:· 

a b i t o f h i ::o n c r vow> ~; y ~; t cm " ( 3 2 0 ) . 

belief that one rld:.:; onc~>C>lf of unlH:nlthy rcpre~>:>iorn; rJy 

acti111~ them nut i :; the fr;roundwork for trw provocative cuncf·pt 

whicll follow:;: that the commission of murder may be nccc~.;::ary 

and indeed couraceous to purge oneself of violence in order 

to leave oneself open for love. The extremity of contemporary 

man's condition requires extreme action in Mailer's view, and 

the logic of his ore3entation requires us to either accept or 

reject hls thesis in full. 

Love f'or the wr1i. te Negro is "the C>ccirch for an orc;a~'>r·· 

rnurc .'.lpocalyrtic tli::in U1c one which preccrle<l it" (3:.11). 1~:1 

orga:~m nailer mean~; an inten:.:;c rnomC'nl in vJrilcil a lllllC' mor'l' 

of the myl;tery of the :;elf is reveo.led to him. The "IT" 

which Lawrence speaks of, the fulfillment of which brin~s 

true 1 ibe rty, may have ueen in Mal le r' ;:.~ mind when he wrote 

the followinr;: 

to be with it is to have erace, is to ue closer to 
the secrets of ti12t inner unconscious life which will 
nourish you if you can hear it, for you are then 
nearer to that God which every hipster believes i::; 
located in the senses of his body, tnat trapped, 
mutilated and nonetheless megalomaniacal God who is 
It, who is enercy, life, sex, force, the Yo~a's 
prana, the Reichian':"' orr;one, Lawrf~ncc':: 'hl•,od,' 
Hemingway's 'r;ood,' the Shavian li fr•-force; 'It'; 
God; not the God of the churche:..; but the unachievable 
whisper of mystery within the sex, the paradise of 
limitless energy and perception just beyond the next 
wave of the next orgasm (324-25). 
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If paradise lies in "limitless energy and perception", each 

good orgasm brings a glimpse of it and provides faith in its 

existence. The apocalyptic orgasm that Mailer envisions as 

the end of the hipster's search is a state of being in which 

the mysteries of existence would be perpetually unfolded. 

This concept of Revelations i3 not remote from the Chri~-;tian 

one. Mailer rejects the atheism of some l':uropean exi:;ten

tialists in favor of this vision of "the pos0ibilities within 

death" opened by an intensified consciousness (316). 

A secular corollary to the insight obtained through 

the sood orgasm is that of the character and his context. 

In Hip, the context (by which I believe Mailer means all the 

nuances of a [';ivcn situation) dominates thF: man "because his 

character is less significant than the context in which he 

mu3t function .. If Man is "not only his character but 

his context, since the success or failure of an action jn a 

given context reacts upon the character and therefore affects 

what the character will be in the next context. What domi

nates both character and context is the enerey available at 

the moment of intense conflict 11 
( 327). Experience is thu3 

cumulative, a line of movement but also a series of unit3. 

The idea is common enoup;h and is present in Mailer's own 

work from its beeinnin~s. It gains importance, however, 

from it::; central position in the existentiali~t phllo[;orliy 

which dominates all of Mailer's later work. Churucter ln 
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and enters into "an absolute relativity where there are no 

truths other than the isolated truths of what each observer 

feels at each instant of his existence" ( 327). This concept 

is what enables Mailer to assume many roles and position;, 

however contradictory they may appear. 

"The White Negro" concludes with a vi~>i on of the 

nature of society having been acted upon by Hip as a "gigan

tic synthesis of human action" in which we come to understand 

whilt leads to "our creation and disasters, our growth, our 

attrition, and our rebellion" (331). The difficulty of dis

asreeing with the desirability of this end lends strength to 

the essay. Despite some unevenness and a tendency toward 

va0uencss, Mailer's "radical humanism" r,ain:-. powerful expreo.

::;ion in this essay. S~lf-confidence replace;, defcnsivpnes::; 

in the tone, 0.0 indication of the F,rowinr. as~>urance of r11a11er· 1 

;;tyle as he explores ideas which excite him with a sense of 

direction. The essay stands in relation to Advertisements 

as Advertisements does to his work as a whole: it is the 

culmination both stylistically and intellectually of a phase 

of Mailer's growth, encompassine his past work and leading 

toward that in the future. 

The debate and interview which follow "The Wh1tc 

Negro" in the collection add nothir1r; to M;:iilcr'~' c,ty1c tH1t 

explore the philosophy of Hip somowtin.t further. f:aC'h i:; ~1 
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dialectical exchanr;e, a form which Mailer favors as a rnenn;; 

of kcepinr-: hlm on his toes a~> well a~:; r:l vl nr: ti l rn 11 :t c1 (':Jr 

sense o f the enemy " . "Reflections on Hip" con:>_U;t::o of ;in 

exchange of views with Jean Malaquais and ~ed Polsky. Mailer 

is more specific in discussing the nature of the Hip revo

lution. He sees it as "movinei; not forward toward action and 

more equitable distribution [as the Marxist revolution was 

to do], but backward toward beinc and the secrets of human 

energy" (336). Instinct is to dominate consciousness in 

this neo-primitive state he envisions, and he believes that 

human nature is basically good and creative. He reiterates 

that we must develop through dialectics a view of man which 

embraces all contradictions. This concept, the Goal of his 

aesthetics of growth, is worthy of a Renaissance humanist. 

A 1958 interview with Richard G. Stern, called "Hip, 

Hell, and the Navigator", ends Part 4 of Advertisements. 

Stern's penetrating opening question asks whether Mailer 

advocates Hip or is simply describing a phenomenon. Mailer 

sidesteps the question, but his subsequent answers reveal, as 

do all of his wri tinp;s on Hip, that he is instead creatinl~ '· 

mythology which has little factual basis. He compares the 

hipster's "state of extreme awareness" with the novelist's 

ability to "illumine each line of his work with greatest 

intensity of experience" ( 350) • So experience and e xpres-

si on are linked, and one writes more about a few experience0 
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in order to express their "nuanc-es". In this way Hip "opens 

tlle possibility that the novel, alonr; wltll many otht'r art 

forms, may be r;rowinr, into somethinp; larr;er rather than 

something smaller" (352). Other claims made for Hip in this 

interview are that it gives meaning and morality to our 

actions; that our actions are good or evil as our senses and 

instincts inform us (another outgrowth of Hemingway's code); 

and that Hip, in fact, is a religion in wh'ich man's fate is 

dependent upon God's fate and vice versa. What this inter

view reveals is that Mailer's mythology of Hip has cosmic 

proportions and that he has for the first time developed a 

vision large enough to give direction and room for growth to 

himself both as a man and an artist and to any others wishinr 

to save themselves and their society from a painful and pro

gressive death. 

A mythology may be described as a system for explain

ing and ordering phenomena concerning human relationships 

with nature, the supernatural, and other human beings, and 

this is precisely what Mailer has formulated as Hip by the 

end of Part 4 of Advertisements. With certain adaptations) 

this mythology gives structure to his vision up to the 

present, and his aesthetics of growth lies at its core. 

In Part 5, "Games and Ends", Mailer continues to 

define his mythology and its antithesis, here imaged as the 

"Wasp" way of life ("cancer has been their last contribution 
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to civilization" (357)) against which Hip must wage war. 

Robert A. Bone accuses Mailer of arrested development, 

claiming that Hip is an outgrowth of Mailer's war experience 

and that it is "a sympton, not a cure for our malaise. 11 21 

World War II surely confirmed Mailer's sense of the dialec

tical nature of things, but the earlier study of Marx laid 

the foundation for his thinking. The war metaphors which 

Mailer uses throughout Advertisements, as well as numerous 

other works, are a vital part of Mailer's "embattled vision 11
, 

to borrow a phrase from Norman ·Podhoretz,22 and in that 

vision there is, for him, as much at stake as in Milton's 

vision of the war between God and Satan for possession of the 

universe. 

The advertisement for Part 5 makes use of a war 

metaphor. Mailer divides the remainder of the book into 

three sections: the first a "restcamp" after the "patrol" 

through "The White Negro"; the second a "reconnaissance" 

into "another difficult terrain"; and the third a "forced 

march on the mind" (359). 

The first contains three early short stories which we 

may skip over; a few "letters to the editor" which continue 

the attack begun in The Village Voice columns on the distor

tions and lies characteristic of the mass media; and a 

fragment of a play inadequately influenced by Beckett. 

The second part contains "Notes Toward a Psychology 
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of the OrGy", which continues the polarization of Hl.p and 

Square by listin0 oppo:>lng characteri:.>tic~; of Po.ch. On<' 

interesting pair is the Hip "obeying the form of the curve" 

opposed to the Square "living in the cell of the square" 

(389). I noted earlier in this chapter the significance of 

these forms to Mailer: the curve's potential i~ the spiral. 

A short essay entitled "A Note on Comparative 

Pornography" points out--before Vance ~ackard-- that the 

emphasis on sex. in advertising makes sex just another commod

ity and is symptomatic of America's destructive national 

tendencies. "The heart of the insane", Mailer concludes, 

"lives in the wish to move away from life outside oneself, 

grow G?d-like in the vault of the brain, and then move on 

to give the schizophrenic's gift of life to what does not 

have life and never can" (396). This is real obscenity to 

Mailer, who defines the obscene as "that which is out of 

joint with nature" (397). The implications of this subject 

are explored further in An American Dream and especially in 

Why Are We in Vietnam?. Again, Mailer.lays the groundwork 

for his future novels in Advertisements. 

"From Surplus Value to the Mass-Media" is a disser

tation on the Marxist theme that "profit must come from 

loss" whose thesis 1s that in twentieth-century capi-

talism a worker's leisure time is the target of exploitation 

and control rather than his working time, as was the case in 
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the last century. The masstmedia now, therefore, hold the 

reins of power and the individual is thoroughly institution

alized. One notes in this essay the formative influence of 

Marx's vision of revolution on Mailer's way of thinking. 

The essay also anticipates Mailer's later attempts to use 

the mass-media to disseminate his own views. The next piece, 

"Sources--a Riddle in Psychic Economy", reveals that one of 

Mailer's ambitions is to unite the traditions of Marx and 

Freud in a synthesis he calls "psychic economy" which 

together with Hip is a step toward that "gigantic synthesis 

of human action!' which Mailer envisions as the desired end 

of human progress. The emphasis in psychic economy is upon 

the subconscious human tendencies to which Mailer wishes to 

find the key. 

Sharply contrasting with these lofty essays are two short 

poems. One of them, "I Got Two Kids and Another in the Oven", 

is a fair effort on the theme of new life created through 

the sexual act by uniting "flesh body will" (404). 

Mailer also includes in this pSt pourri a segment 

from the play version of The Deer Park. Although he states 

here that he expects to have the play published in 1960, it 

was neither produced nor published until 1967. During the 

intervening years, Mailer wrestled with the play and its 

characters, trying to incorporate his changing ideas into 

them. The character of Marion Faye, particularly, took on 
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layers of meaning in the transition from the novel to the 

play, since he was Mailer's earliest portrayal in fiction of 

the hipster. 

The second section of Part 5 also includes the eval

uations of his contemporaries which I discussed in Chapter I, 

as well as an essay on Picasso in which Mailer observes that 

for Picasso "exploration is circular, it moves along the 

route of the association, and so any exploration of reality 

must travel not from object to object but from relation to 

relation" (425). This is true, of course, for himself as 

well. 

The final section of the book, the "forced march on 

the mind", opens with the "Last Advertisement For Myself 

Before the Way Out", from which I quoted at lenr;th in 

Chapter I. It is here that Mailer reviews with bitterness 

the wasted talents of his and Hemingway's ~enerations, cas

tigates himself for his own failures, and ends on the hope

ful note that the novel with which he currently is engaged 

will carry what the great writers have told us "another 

part of the way" (439). Aside from two short introductory 

comments, this is the last we hear of the authorial voice in 

Advertisements. The "Last Advertisement" reiterates Mailer's 

shifting dependence from early models and public opinion to 

himself. He knows he is not yet the hero America needs to 

unite itself ("I am still at this formal middle of my life a 
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creator of sentiments lar~er than my worlc"), but he ha~; de

lineated one jn the form of the hipster, who untll he prove~; 

inadequate, metaphorically contains the elements Mailer be

lieves can revitalize the America he cares so fiercely about. 

In his diagnosis of America's sickness and his prescriptions 

for recovery, Mailer is out of step with his own generation 

of writers, most of whom describe futile attempts by their 

protagonists to break out of the patterns woven by their 

pasts or at best the ironic attainment of a freedom they are 

not equipped to handle--Bellow, Malamud, Updike, Roth, 

Baldwin--the list of these writers is lon~ and impressive. 

They are descendants of those American writers whom R.W.B. 

Lewis has grouped in "The Party of Ironyn 2 3, while Mailer 

synthesizes in himself the concerns both of the Party of 

Irony and tile Party of Hope: he does not merely lonr; for a 

new Eden but actively seeks it through whatever means are 

available to him and believes in the possibility of its 

attainment. 

Having led us along the winding spiral of his career, 

Mailer stakes the continuance of his progress as an artist or1 

the three remaining pieces of Advertisements, parts of the 

projected novel calculated to be "the longest ball ever to 

go up into the accelerated hurricane air of our American 

letters." Although that novel was never completed, the three 

pieces are of interest in ascertainine the direction Maller 
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expected his work to take following Advertisements and his 

growing self-confidence in it, won through the struggle with 

the enemy in himself whose defeat is the subject of 

Advertisements. 

"The Time of Her Time" is a long story which may 

stand independent of the novel which was to contain it, more 

so than "The Man Who Studied Yoga". Interestingly, the 

story was omitted from the British edition of Advertisements, 

undoubte·dly because of its sexual explicitness. 2 4 The 

narrator is the Sergius O'Shaugnessy we glimpse at the end 

of The Deer Park, who having learned from the bullfighters 

how to dominate fear and open the possibilities for growth, 

has opened his own "Escuela de Torear11 in the Village. 

The numerical symbology of the opening pages prepares 

for the orgasmic apocalypse which is the story's object. 

Sergius' room is one hundred feet long (the perfect whole), 

with nineteen windows on three of the walls and part of the 

fourth (potentially apocalyptic); twelve (the apocalyptic 

number) and divisions of it appear. Further, it is in spring 

that Sergius and Denise meet and on the third occasion of 

their love-making that Denise reaches her first orgasm through 

intercourse. Their sexual engagements are imaged as battles 

each wages on the body of the other for the victory of his 

style of life. Sergius is an existentialist qualified to 

instruct Denise in the art of living, while she is a Jewish 



liberal pseudo-intellectual, a victim of psychoanalysis. 

She is also the ".Jewish college girl from Brooklyn with a 

Master's degree" included as one of Sergius' bullfir;ht 

students in The Deer Park (DP, 301). ThC' mar;nitude of the 

battle is evidenced by Sergius' feelin~ that victory, that 

is, bringing Denise to orgasm, "would add to the panoplies 
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of my ego some peculiar (but for me, valid) ingestion of her 

arrogance, her stubbornness, and her will--those necessary 

ingredients of which I could not yet have enough for my own 

ambitions." Defeat, on the other hand, would bring him 

"closer to a r;eneral depression, a fog bank of dissatisfaction 

with [him] self . . " ( 458), the familiar "i::;row or pay" 

theme in Mailer. Althou~h Denise cannot fully appreciate 

the nuances of the situation that Ser~lus can, lt ls clear 

that she knows that if lier masculine, ar;r;ress i ve wil 1 can be 

feminized by achieving orgasm, she will then enter "the time 

of her Time" when body, mind, and will are in phase with one 

another. What finally separates Denise from her past and 

gives her the terrifying freedom for which she hates Sergius 

are the whispered words which bring her to climax: "You 

dirty little Jew" ( 46 4) • This sentence is as full of nuance;; 

as anything Mailer ever wrote. 

The second half of the story moves with a rhythm of 

its own; it is the work of a mature, self-confident arti::;t. 

As Howard Harper has perceptively remarked of the story's 
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•. [M.t1lcrl h::uc> movc:d to a new ~>ynth1':--;!~:; of rh.vU1m, 
sound, :1nd cmot j ona l tone:J C1nd ovt> rtone:;. 'I'rw word:; 
are loC1dc:cJ with emotional a~; well a::-; litf'r.'.ll rnc;rnlrw., 
and with their vivid evocations of ~>ounds, smell;,, 
tactile feelings, and motions--as well as the more 
conventional visual images--Mailer achieves an almost 
overwhelming sense of the psychological totality of 
his situation.25 
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"The Time of Her Time", then, achieves on a small scale what 

Mailer wishes to accomplish on a grand scale. The two re-

maining pieces depend more heavily on the context of the 

projected novel in which they were to be included than "The 

Time of Her Time". One, the poem "Dead Ends 11 , treats the 

theme of the cancerou::-; waste of narcissism and homosexuaJlty 

in a form di ffcrent from others in whi<'tl Mailer ha;, exrr•':>:>f'd 

similar ideas. However much he rails a~ainst jar~on of any 

kind, which he considers mechanistic, this poem suffers from 

a concentrated overdose of his own jargon. 

It is siznificant that Advertisements ends with a 

beginnine;: the "Proloi::;ue to a Long Novel" entitled 

"Advertisements For Myself on the Way Out". From the title 

alone it is clear that Mailer considers his new novel to be 

an outgrowth of the book he ends with this piece. The pro-

logue is a fictional summation of the style of life and art 

which Mailer has worked up to in Advertisements. It is told 

by a first-person narrator resembling the navigator who 

writes the novel of our subconscious minds. The character 

of the navigator cannot be pinned down; like the Devil, he 
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can assume all shapes and like God, he is ;:i.11-knowlnf~. 'I'hc 

narrator also theorizes about Time, a concept of ~reat ~l~

nificance to Mailer since The Deer Park. Time is seen here 

as growth, as the "natural unwinding" of a spiral, as the 

connections forged in human relationships. Time is either 

potential or dynamic and each individual follows his own 

Time spiral. As with nis concept of God, Mailer makes Time 

wholly dependent upon human action. 

Marion Faye appears to be the novel's hero, and like 

a true Mailer hero Faye is characterized as "Napoleonic" in 

ambition, "wide as the Renaissance" in talents, with "in

stincts about the nature of growth, a lover's sense of the 

moment of crisis, [knowing,] perhaps as well as anyone alive, 

how costly is defeat when it is not soothed by greater con

sciousness, and how wasteful is the profit of victory when 

there is not the courage to employ it" (476). Marion has 

reached a crucial moment in his life, a typically extreme 

situation in Mailer: he must decide to murder a former 

friend or to wither away by stifling the desire. 

The action of the novel is to derive from a gatherin? 

of people of all types in Faye's gothic Provincetown home 

where murder, suicide, and orgy are to engage them and the 

reader in the most vital mysteries of the self. As projected, 

the novel is most ambitious, the style of the narration 13 

as "self-consciously attractive and formal" (219) as the 
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first draft of The Deer Park, and perhaps it is well that 

Mailer abandoned the book. It would surely have occupied 

all of his middle years, and he would probably have outgrown 

it before it was completed. And yet its very ambition 

is proof of Mailer's victory over his defeats and frustra

tions. Like the young man who wished to write the novel of 

World War II, Mailer still aims for the gold medal, but, as 

we have seen, his motives and ends have grown tremendously 

in these years. Thus, Advertisements For Myself is the 

culmination of the first important phase of Mailer's career. 

It is a dramatic account of the manner in which the man and 

the style come together and of the potential released by 

the synthesis not only for Mailer himself but by analogy for 

all mankind as well. 
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II 

AN AMERICAN DREAM 

Mailer's ~rowth ln the period followin~ the publica

tion of Advertisements For Myself to the appcarnnce or Uie 

final version of An American Dream in 1965 may be character

ized as that from young adulthood to full maturity. Personal 

and artistic failures marred the years from late 1959 to 

1962. Seemingly testing the theory of violence developed in 

"The White Negro", Mailer stabbed his second wife, Adele 

Morales, at a party held to celebrate his candidacy for the 

mayoralty of New York. Committed to Bellvue Hospital, Mailer 

made an eloquent courtroom plea for hi:~ own :>~:mi ty ancl wa:; 

released. 'I'he incident left deep p:>.vcllLc ,;car:~, lrnwvv('f', 

and of course ended. for the time his political ambi li cm:;. i\. 

book of poems published in 1962, Deaths For the Ladies, 

and Other Disasters, proved aptly named. Neither the themes 

nor the forms of these poems proved significant advances 

beyond what Mailer had already accomplished in Advertisements. 

although the book is not without merit if only because it 

represents another of Mailer's attempts to become the well

rounded Renaissance man. 

Much of his writing durinc this period was to be 

found in magazines, including a monthly column for Esquire 

from November, 1962 to December, 1963, entitled "The Big 

87 
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Bite''· Some of these columns and other magazine pieces were 

collected as 'I'he Presidential Papers, puh llshed in l 1J(J::;. Mure 

will be said of this volume later. Late ln 19G3 Mailer bc~an 

work on An American Dream, and it occupied the center of his 

attention through 1965. 

In Advertisements For Myself Mailer announced thnt 

he "would try to hit the longest ball ever to go up into the 

accelerated hurricane air of our American letters". The 

long novel he then envisioned as "the lonroest ball" he set 

aside in 1963 to begin work on An American Dream. The sig

nificance Mailer attached to that novel may be seen in a 

passage from Cannibals and Christians, quoted in the introduc

tion. What America needed, Mailer argued, was a "single great 

work which would clarify a nation's vision of itself" in the 

manner of Tolstoy and Stendhal. Dreiser tried and failed, 

presumably coming close in An American Tragedy, and since 

then, !1ailer charged, tne novelist's vision has been partial, 

a microcosm contained in a metaphor, rather than "a creation 

equal to the phenomenon of the country itself" (CC, 99). 

Even Hemingway and Faulkner "had given up trying to do it 

all" (99). The magnum opus which Mailer intended to write, 

one may conclude, was to be the nation's as well as his own. 

To a practical mind the immensity of Mailer's ambition seem;:; 

self-defeating if not absurdly grandiose. And yet An Amerlca~ 

Dream is surely among those American novels from the 
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Leatherstocking Tales to Absalom, Absalom! which help to 

clarify our vision of America's national self both past and 

present, ideally and realistically. It will be a major argu

ment of this chapter that Mailer's novel has significantly 

enlarged the literature of the American Dream both in form 

and substance. 

If one may gauge the force of a novel by the quantity 

of criticism it provokes, An American Dream is easily Mailer's 

most powerful book to date. While most criticism of it has 

been either favorable with reservations or extremely condem

natory, the growing number of Mailer scholars find deep 

significance in the novel. As one such scholar has expressed 

it, An American Dream "aims at fiction's ultimate virtue: 

the rendering of the uncommunicable . • . . nl 

· It is his vision of the uncommunicable dream-life of 

the nation in the middle of the twentieth-century that Mailer 

has rendered in An American Dream. The novel's title suggests 

that its substance is a version of the central myth in 

American literature, that of the dream of forsaking past 

corruptions to begin life anew, to make a new life in a new 

place. Few of America's major novelists have not recorded 

the failure of that dream for whatever reasons they envision-

the inherent evil in man, the encroachment of the machine and 

"civilization"; few have found the dream compatible with 

experience. Typically the American hero either lights out 



for the territory or is forced to compromise his expectations 

through an early death, madness, or a bitter old ar,e. The 

American experience as recorded by our best novelists kills 

innocence and leaves in its place an achin~ sense of loss 

insufficiently soothed by the wisdom gained from the ex

perience. Perhaps Mailer alone of our novelists has a vision 

of America's descent into the "heart of darkness'', of its 

grappling with the Devil and of its emergence with a sense of 

fresh possibility gained from this most elemental battle. 

America has long known how to murder, let her now learn how 

to create, Mailer seems to be saying. In addition to render

ing the past and present American experience, Mailer offers 

an imaF,inative possibility for the future, an American nream 

offered in place of what has become the American Dream. ln 

terms of Northrop Prye' s cycle of my th~;, M:1 i. le r step::> from 

the anti-heroic ironic literary mode of his conternporarle~; 

to begin a new cycle in the mythic-cum-romantic mode in whicr, 

gods play a part and the hero is a human being who "moves 

in a world in which the ordinary laws of nature are slightly 

3Uspended". 2 

Mailer presented his conception of the American 

Dream in conventional terms in "Superman Comes to the Super·

market", retitled "The Existential Hero" for The Presidenti;il 

Papers. "We have used up our frontier", he tells us, "but 

the psychological frontier ... is still alive with untouched 
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possibilities and dire unhappy all-but-lost opportunities." 

rrypically he :_;ecs thC3P possilJilitiCS in tf'I'ffi~~ of comti;:it. 

American politic::; have had "ll ttlc to oo wl th ttw rea I :;utJ-

terranean life of America", Mailer asserts, c>O that :'n "army 

which would dare to enter the valley in force might not only 

determine a few new political formations, but indeed could 

create more politics itself" (PP, 37). In other words, 

politics, like American life generally, has ceased to be 

adventurous, failed to absorb the psychological changes which 

have occured over the years. I quote again the passage from 

this essay which could serve as the epigraph to An American 

Dream: 

Since the First World War /\mcrican,; ri::ivc 
lie en leadinp; a double life, and our hL> tory ha~> moved 
on two rivers, one visible, the othPr under~round; 
there has been the history of politics which ls con
crete, factual, practical and unbelievably dull if 
not for the consequences of the actions of some of 
these men; and there is a subterranean river of un
tapped ferocious, lonely and romantic desires, that 
concentration of ecstasy and violence which is the 
dream life of the nation (PP, 51). 

A fall took place in our century "from individual to mass 

man", and America was more vulnerable to "homogenization" 

than Europe because comparably rootless. "Yet", Mailer r;oe~, 

on, 

America was also the country in which the dynamic myth 
of the Renaissance--that every man was potentially 
extraordinary--knew its most passionate persistence. 
Simply, America was the land where people still 
believed in heroes . . . . It was a country which had 
grown by the leap of one hero past another .... 
And when the West was filled, the expansion turned 



inward, became part of an agitated, overexcited, 
superheated dream life. The film studios threw up 
their searchlichts as the frontier was finally sealed, 
and the romantic possibilities of the old conquest 
of land turned into a vertical myth, trapped within 
the skull, of a new kind of heroic life . . /\nd 
thls myth, U1::it cuch of us was born to lH' fret~, to 
wanuer, to have adventure, and to r;row nn the wave;, 
of the violent, the perfumed, and the wwxpccl.cd, 
had a force which could not be tamed . . l t was .::i.s 
if the message in the labyrinth of the ~enes would 
insist that violence was locked with creativity, and 
adventure was the secret of love (PP, 52-53). 
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Over the years, Mailer's thesis goes, politics and the myth, 

or the reality and the dream, had hopelessly diverged. What 

was needed to reunite them again was a hero to embody the 

whole life of the nation (cf. pp. 23-24 above). Should such 

a he r o be 1 a ck in r; , th c re s u 1 t w o u 1 d be " a t o ta l i t a r i ::in i :-; m n f 

the psyche l.Jy the ::>tultifying technique~; of tlw m:-i:;s rnt'dia" 

(57) and eventually national death throur;h destruction from 

within and without, America's enemies takin~ advantage of 

her weakness. 

The essay establishes the hope that John Kennedy 

would be such a hero; the book itself is a testament to 

Kennedy's failure to measure up to Mailer's conception of 

him, both in life and because of death. The Presidential 

Papers were written as a kind of Renaissance didactic manual 

to refine the inherently noble qualities in those who were 

to hold the reins of power. For the powerful attract the 

attention of the gods, Mailer believes. "Ultimately a hero 

is a man who would argue with the gods, and so awaken devils 
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to contest his vision. The more a man can achieve, t.he more 

he may be certain that the devil wi 11 inhalii t a part or ld ~; 

creation", Mailer contends (PP, 8). 

Mailer'~; vl0lon of American pos::>lbllity to.kc::> It~~ 

inception, then, from two historical period~>, both of which 

were uniquely vital and creative ages when the limits of 

human possibility were explored: The Renaissance and America 

before the closinG of the frontier. It is Mailer's belief 

that such an age is possible again in America provided that 

she finds a hero with wit, passion and grace whose life the 

nation may imaGe. 

In the openin~ pages of An Americ~n Dream, we are 

presented with the current version of the American Dream, 

transmogrified from its original Edenic associations throu~h 

the late nineteenth-century post-frontier vertical myth 

presented in the Horatio Alger novels, i.e., that hard work, 

clean livinG and a pincn of luck are all one needs in a land 

of opportuni ty--provided that one is a "Wasp"--to move up 

the ladder of success toward wealth and power. What is more 

likely in modern America is the attainment of wealth and 

power not tnrough one's own efforts but through association 

by marriage or inheritance. Stephen Richards Rojack equates 

himself with John F. Kennedy because both have arrived at 

their positions through two similar routes. One is the 

ladder-of-success of tne Harvard-educated war hero-turneu-
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Congre~:;sman, the other route by associat lon with wealth and 

power--Kennedy throur;h inheritance and Roj ack through 

marriage to Deborah Caughlin Mangarvidi Kelly, whose ancestry 

denotes the meltinE-pot metaphor of America itself. Kennedy 

had continued alon~ the obvious lines of the tran~mo~rlfied 

Horatio f\.lf_jer myth--that any rich ~;on of a Catholic immir;rant 

has a chance to be President of the United States. Mailer 

had already argued in The Presidential Papers that Kennedy's 

brand of heroism was lacking a vital ingredient: the imaGi

native power to act as a catalyst to unite the subterranean 

America with the conventional one. His purpose in thus 

establishing Rojack's similarities to Kennedy is to emphasize 

this crucial difference, to propose Rojack as a possible hero 

and through the act of writing the novel to attempt to make 

him a surrocate hero for the failed Kennedy and for Mailer 

himself. The novel in this light may be considered a growth 

experience for its author as well as a vision of the possi

bilities for growth for the nation itself. 

Rojack is established from the beginning of the novel 

as an existentialist whose essential difference from Kenned:' 

is that he has a sense of the abyss, of "magic, dread, and 

the perception of death" as "the roots of motivation"3, 

whereas Kennedy in all probability "never saw the abyss" ( 10) 

Mailer's sense of the possibility for heroism in Adverti semen:~:, .. 

it will be remembered, lay in the hipster. As ha8 been 3een 



in The Presidential Papers, however, Mailer came to believe 

that America needed a hero who could lead a whole nation, 

not a divided one, a hero with a face and a personality to 

personify the "large historic ideas" which come to power 

(PP, lG), a hero out in the open who could bring the enemy 

out in the open' be caw>e "when no personality embodies ran 

idea], no other personality may contest it" (PP, Hi). 

Although the hipster might represent to Mailer an attractive 

alternative to America's present direction, he has no means 

of obtaining power, since the collective effort of an effec

tive rebellion is not in his nature. "All heroes are leaders", 

Mailer tells us (PP, 16). They are capable of attaining and 

holding power and of representing their ideas. The channels 

of power being what they are, the practical solution would 

be to elect as President an heroic leader. And heroes are 

made, not born, in Mai le r's canon; in fact they make them

selves, they are existentialists. "Existential politics", 

Mailer tells us, "is rooted in the concept of the hero, it 

would argue that the hero is the one kind of man who never 

develops by accident, that a hero is a consecutive set of 

brave and witty self-creations" (PP, 16). "The basic argu

ment" of existential politics, he goes on, i3 that "if there 

is a strong ineradicable strain in human nature, one mu~;l 

not try to suppress it or anomaly, cancer, and plar,ue wlll 

follow. Instead one must find an art into which it can 
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r;row" (PP, 35). F'ollowinr; his own 3.rr;umcnt, Mai1er :;uh:;ti-

t u t t: ~; r o r t h c j 11 c f f e c t u a 1 11 i p s t c r t lJ e c x L; t c n l I a I I : ; L w r 1 () c a rt 

make him~~elf r;row. 'I'hc concept is a key one, not only for 

an understanding of An American Dream but also for Mailer's 

future artistic deveJopment. "If you can't find a hero, 

make one," goes the theory, "and if you can't make him into 

a hero, make yourself into one." Stephen Richards Rojack is 

Mailer's most significant attempt to create a hero other than 

himself. 

So Rojack at the outset separates himself from the 

"found" hero, Kennedy. He re cord~> for us ;:it the book's 

beginning the key experience which turned him into an exis

tentialist. It occured during the war on a night with a full 

moon. Some mysterious power, referred to as "it" or "the 

e;race" entered Ro.jack and led him to kill four German machinc

gunners. The fourth soldier confronted him and forced Rojack 

to look into his eyes, containing knowledge which went "back 

all the way to God" (12). Rojack faltered before the soldier's 

stare and the mysterious presence deserted him because of 

his cowardice. Later Rojack realizes that the eyes "had 

come to see what was waiting on the other side and they told 

me then that death was a creation more dangerous than life" 

(14). This is the glimpse of the abyss which remained with 

him as the authentic experience of his life, while the 

pattern he followed after the war, that of the conventional 



twentieth-century Americ::rn Dream, proved f:tl :>C. Out u f' t11 :; 

experience he had developed his thesis that "mo.glc, drco.d, 

and the perception of death were the roots of motivation", 

but he had not tested the thesis further. Instead, he became 

a "professor of existential psychology", attempting to teach 

his thesis to others while sensing that only through experi

encing it could one know its authenticity. Having arrived 

at the conclusion that he is a failure (although he has a 

Ph.D., a full professorship, a popular television show, and 

a rich wife), Rojack gets down to basics. He wishes a more 

authentic self, one in line with the one meaningful experi

ence in his life, and that self is obtainable only through 

an act of violence which wrenches it free of the false self 

and allows it to create itself anew. Suicide is the only 

other alternative Rojack sees, for he cannot continue with 

the roles he has been playing. 

The stroncest tie to his old life is his relationship 

with his wife, Deborah. Like the "bitch goddess" Leslie 

Fiedler has shown us to be characteristic in modern American 

literature, 4 Deborah has worked at psychologically castratin~ 

Rojack, but yet he is so bound to her by the ferocity of 

both his love and his hate that the only way to be free of 

her was either to take his own life or hers. He could not 

escape from her to a far place as could his mythic pred

ecessors, Rip Van Winkle or Huck Finn. Like Jay Gatsby, 
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Rojack's creation of himself in his own image exposes the 

newborn self to the extreme dangers of a corrupt environment, 

and the unfit are either killed like Gatsby or, knowing evil, 

search for a new environment capable of sustaining life, like 

Rojack. 

Rojack's narration of present events begins with an 

experience on a friend's balcony in which the moon, which 

throughout the novel lights up Rojack's perceptions of death 

and of the depths of his own being, reflects his suicidal 

desires; since his life is deadening, perhaps he should give 

it up before it. is wholly dead and save his soul from extinc

tion. Mailer's belief is that the soul migrates after death, 

unless one has killed it through a cowardly, suppressive 

existence. By entertaining the idea of suicide, Rojack can 

feel all that is noble in himself, his "courage", "wit", 

"ambition and hope" rising to the moon, while "a growth 

against the designs of [his] organs", a cancerous growth, 

begins in his body (20). This is Rojack's second authentic 

experience. His choices have been narrowed down quite liter

ally to life or death. The benefit of the experience is 

that he has been stripped of his trappings and is in touch 

with his deepest being. Throughout the novel from this point 

on Rojack hears a voice in his mind whenever he must make a 

vital choice. The voice is either that navigator at the 

seat of our being with which we are by now familiar or the 
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voice of old, deadened habit, and Rojack must learn to listen 

to the one and deny the other. The first represents the sut-

conscious, instinctual life in tune with the senses. It i:_; 

like the guide in a dream-vision who must be trusted in peril. 

Rojack's progress from this point on is developed in terms 

of a series of tests in which he must make the right choices 

with or without the aid of the voices or pay for his mistakes. 

Mailer's organizing principle and theme in this novel as in 

so much of his work is "grow or pay". 

The movement of An American Dream may be seen as a 

spiral similar to that of Advertisements For Myself. The 

action of the novel, concentrated into a period of approxl-

mately thirty-two hours, or, more siGnlficantly, lwo nlc;tit~; 

and a day, is exemplary of Mailer's concept of time as "the 

connection of new circuits", for time is used here symboli-

cally, as in a dream, rather than literally. It is foolish 

to complai7, as some reviewers have, that the novel's action 

could not realistically have taken place in such a short time 

span. 

On another level, the novel as originally written 

was a race against clock time, for Mailer wrote it in eight 
r:: 

installments for Esquire magazine.J Although the material 

was considerably rewritten for the hardback edition, the 

tight episodic structure of the novel was retained. Mailer 

looked upon the serial form as a test of hls imaginative and 
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writing powers, althou~h he did not at the outset expect that 

the book would have "the huge proportions and extreme ambi

tion" of the bir-; book: described in Adverth;cmcnt:> For Myself. 
6 

Lilcc the novel itself, then, lt~,; potential hero wa:; 

to bloom ovcrni~ht. FollowinG the balcony scene, Rojack 

ventures into the late ~arch night air. The season obviously 

is ripe for a rebirth. His first action, after having de-

scribed the parasitic nature of his relationship with Deborah-

she "occupic[s] [his] center" (32)--is to telephone his wife 

and to be drawn to her by the residual force he must over-

come. His senses still sharp from the balcony episode, 

Deborah's apartment impresses him as a perfumed jungle, 

wh:i ch it proves to be. Deborah is a powerful adversary, the 

Devil'~> child we come lo learn, with all of his subtlety and 

strenr;th to overcome. Her malie;nity is palpable to Hojack 

and the inevitable battle to the death ensues. Deborah is 

described as a bull, in a reversal of male and female roles, 

who tries to "r.mnr;le" Rojack's "root" (35). As he succeeds 

in strangling her, he has a vision of "heaven", "some quiver 

of jeweled cities shining in the glow of a tropical dusk" 

like the New Jerusalem or t~e Renaissance vision of the New 

World. On an allegorical level, Rojack's action is equlvalent 

to the American Revolution, while on a mythic level, he in 

reborn. A "new grace" infuses him, his "flesh seem[s] new". 

Now the newborn soul, created through the act of murdering 
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another, must try to survive in a hostile environment. If 

Deborah's murder is the historical equivalent of the American 

Revolution, Rojack's subsequent action is conducted in the 

present, in the America which has become as corrupt as the 

old world. Brom Weber has observed that unlike most novels, 

in An American Dream 

the climatic moment occurs at the beginning; the 
processes, concepts, and values of reason are lit
erally and symbolically destroyed at that stage. 
Thereafter only the psychic growth of Rojack is 
consequential; his perceptions must create a world 
where before there was merely arid thought disguising 
nothingness.7 

The world to be created is the jeweled city in the fertile 

tropics as opposed to the neon city in the arid desert which 

is Hell. 

The metaphoric level which Mailer develops in this 

novel runs parallel to the literal level, as in a medieval 

dream-vision, and the two levels constantly enrich one 

another with each detail contributing to the total pattern. 

If Deborah is evil and corruption, all that is associated 

with her is corrupt as well: the Catholic Church, the family 

fortune imaged as "the filthy-lucred wealth of all the world" 

(38), her father the Devil and the incestuous child they 

presumably beget. Not content, as he suspects his contem-

poraries are, to write a novel which is only "a paw of the 

beast" (CC, 99), Mailer heaps metaphor upon metaphor in an 

attempt at "a creation equal to the phenomenon of the 
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country itself", the Great American Novel. 

The war between good and evil for possession of 

America is central to Mailer's vision. Remcmberin~ an earlier 

conversation with Dcborat1, Roj ack emphQ~d zc~> ttii ~~ elemental 

nature of the American experience. "I know that I am more 

good and more evil than anyone alive", Deborah tells Rojack, 

"but which was I born with, and what came into me?" "I'm 

evil if truth be told", she goes on, "But I despise it, truly 

1 do. It's just that evil has power." "Which is a way of 

saying", Roj ack interprets, "goodness was imprisoned by 

evil." It has long been the sad theme of American literature 

and in turn the oldest story of man that the serpent has 

entered the garden. What Mailer provides for us in Rojack 

is a confrontation with the serpent and a chance to make 

good as powerful as evil. Mailer's perception of God and 

the Devil as warring but equal visions of the universe adds 

dimension to Rojack's struggle. Good is not inevitably 

doomed as in Hawthorne or his meeker descendant, John Updike. 

Now that Rojack has attracted the attention of the gods by 

taking life and death into his own hands, they will act out 

their war throuGh him. So Rojack's fate is that of God as 

well. 

Rojack awakes from resting beside Deborah's body to 

a rainbow, like a covenant, at "the edge of [his] vision" 

(41). A heightened awareness, similar to that obtained 
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throuch druc;s, and a feeling of grace remain with hlm after 

the murder, evidence of the rightness of his choice. 'l'hrou1~h 

the defeat of his worthy opponent, "what was c;ood in her had 

been willed to [him]" (43). He is directed by a messenger 

from his subconscious to engage in sex with Deborah's German 

maid, Ruta, whose name suggests the female complement to 

what he calls his "root" or sexual organ. Sex to Mailer, we 

may remember, is a metaphor for creation or destruction. 

This is precisely the choice Rojack must make in his bout 

with Ruta: to either leave his seed in her anus, the Devil's 

"empty tomb", or her vagina, the Lord's "chapel". His inner 

voice directs him to the chapel, but on impulse he chooses 

the tomb. He has a "vision immediately after of a huc;e city 

in the desert, in some desert, was it a place on the moon? 

For the colors had the unreal pastel of a plastic and the 

main street was flaming with light at five A.M." (49). 'I'he 

city is Las Ve~as, America's Hell in the desert, not the 

jeweled tropical city Rojack envisioned at Deborah's death. 

Barry H. Leeds, with whose general approach to this novel I 

am in accord, attributes this choice to Roj ack 's need of "thE· 

evil within himself in order to combat the evil beseiging 

him in the world" (Leeds, p. 126). The implicit significance 

of this statement in terms of American literature is that 

while the American hero's typical reaction to initiation intc 

the evils of adulthood or "civilized" society is madness, the 
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desire to escape or a debilitating assimilation, Mailer's 

hero must learn to handle evil not simply to survive but in 

order to become cood and to create goodness around him. 

Leeds and others have compared Rojack's pro~ress to a pil

~rimage, and in the exemplum of a pil~rima~e the pil~rim'c 

succe~s or failure is the possibility of the reader's own. 

As in the myth of the fortunate fall, coodncss cannot be 

preserved without a knowledge of evil, and true innocence is 

ignorance. Rojack's experiences subsequent to his rebirth 

at Deborah's death test his ability not to overcome tempta

tions but to combat evil itself, as a type of St. George. 

Under the power r;ained through lear;uing with the 

Devil, Rojack returns to the scene of the crime. Strong 

desires to mutilate and feast upon Deborah's body, like a 

primitive inr;c.sting hL3 victim's courar;e by ea.tin[~ hi;, 

heart, are res trained. Instead, the navigator, or "messenr;e r" 

as this force is called in the novel, challenges Rojack to 

take the "boldest" (53) route by throwing Deborah's body out 

of the tenth-story window and making her death appear a 

suicide. What is boldest about this choice lies in Rojack's 

combating American society's most basic function, the protec

tion of the lives of its citizens, while undermining its 

enforcement of this function throueh a lie. Ironically, 

society's corruption is underscored by Rojack's choice, for 

normally he would have been punished for an act which society 
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labels a crime, whereas Rojack accomplished a good by 

destroyin~ Deborah's evil. Further, Rojack is later allowed 

to p;o free because the authorities cannot Ile certa.tn that he 

ls without mir,hty political power. 

Needinr, another injection of 1~u1 le ln order to dc.::i.l 

with the police, Rojack returns to Ruta for a qulck sexual 

bout. This time, however, he believes that a force within 

her emplants his seed in her womb, probably as payment of a 

life to the Devil for the life Rojack has taken from him. 

However, this does not prove to be adequate payment. 

Rojack is now able to perform in the manner expected 

of him while retaining a clear mind. During interror;ation, 

he attributes to Deborah one of Mailer's own views on the 

state of the soul. One may choose to comm1 t :> ui ci de if h L> 

soul "i~> in danr;er of being extinc;uished", because "if the 

soul is extinc;uished in life, nothin~ passes on into Eternity 

when you die" (68). In an essay entitled "The Metaphysics 

of the Belly", included both in The Presidential Papers and 

Cannibals and Christians, Mailer explores the relationship 

between the soul and the being it inhabits. A being by his 

definition is "anythinc; which lives and still has the poten

tiality to change, to chanr;e physically and to change morall.v. 11 

Soul, in contrast, is "what continues to live after we are 

dead." It enters into a type of marriage relationship wlth 

the body it enters. Each may affect the other; they may 
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"grow together or apart", be good or bad for each other, and 

the soul is "changed by its existence in the world" for 

better or for worse (PP, 318-19). 

In projecting such a view onto Deborah's action, 

Rojack almost comes to believe that what he says is true. 

His story also postulates that Deborah committed suicide 

because she had contracted cancer, a Mailer metaphor with 

which we are by now familiar. An autopsy corroborates that 

much of Rojack's story and confirms physically Deborah's 

corruption. 

Throughout these experiences, Rojack maintains a state 

of heightened awareness. His senses, particularly the olfac-

tory, operate psychically. A passage following his interro-

gation illustrates the degree to which his senses resemble 

those of a primitive, an infant, or, in Mailer's chosen 

metaphor, an animal: 

Like a bird indeed in a cage in a darkened room, the 
passing flare of light from outside gave some memory 
of the forest, and I felt myself searing out on the 
beating of my heart as if a climax of fear had begun 
which might race me through swells of excitement 
until everything burst, the heart burst, and I flew 
out to meet my death . 

. . . I knew at last the sweet panic of an 
animal who is being tracked, for if danger were close, 
if danger came in on the breeze, and one's nostrils 
had an awareness of the air as close as that first 
touch of a tongue on your flesh, there was still 
such a tenderness for the hope one could stay alive. 
Something came out of the city like the whispering 
of a forest, and on the March night's message through 
the open window I had at that instant the first smell 
of spring, that quiet instant, so like the first 
moment of love one feels in a woman who has until 
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then given no love (74-75). 

By becoming natural, that is, in touch with his own nature, 

Rojack is in touch with the natural world as well. Althouc;h 

cities have replaced forests, communicatj on of bcinr~;, to 

their natural environment is still possible throurr;ti 1ntencc 

effort. The quoted passage further stresses through the two 

similes of sex and love the creative nature of Rojack's new 

being. 

Temporarily free of Deborah's domination and his own 

fear, Rojack compares himself to a creature who "took a leap 

over the edge of mutation" and having "crossed a chasm of 

time" was now "some new breed of man" ( 80). This concept of 

the creation of the self is very much the subject of this 

middle section of the novel. And like Adam, the new Rojack 

is incomplete with a mate. The passage in which this dawns 

upon him is not in the least subtle. While trying to keep 

his new self intact under the police interrogation and his 

own weakness which compelled him "to cry out that I too was 

insane and my best ideas were poor, warped, distorted, and 

injurious to others", Rojack asks God for a sign, "crying it 

into the deeps of myself as if I possessed all the priorities 

of a saint." He then "looked up with conviction and despera

tion sufficient to command a rainbow, but there was nothin~ 

which caught my eye in the room but the long blonde hair of 

Cherry standing across the floor . . • the dread lifted even 

as I stood up and once again I felt a force in my body .. 
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and a voice inside me said, 'Go to the girl'" ( 86-88). 

As her name indicates, there is somcthinr; virr;inal 

and as American as cherry ple about Cherry, despite the 

sordidness of her past. Her Southern family background 

includes incest, suicide, and madness as in the Faulknerian 

version of the failed American dream, and her former lovers 

include members of the Mafia and a black musician. Cherry 

too is a murderer, having arranged for the removal of the 

boyfriend whom she believed the cause of her sister's suicide. 

Cherry's wide experiences make her something of a represen-

tative American and therefore a candidate for spiritual re-

newal. While watching her nightclub act, Rojack establishes 

a psychic control over Cherry. He shoots an imaginary arrow 

into her womb and is nauseated by the 3ickness it releases. 

Like Error in the first book of The Fairie Queene, Rojack 

vomits forth all the illness within himself: 

violations, the rot and gas of compromise, the stink 
of old fears, mildew of discipline, all the biles of 
habit and the horrors of pretense .... I felt like 
some gathering wind which drew sickness from the 
lungs and livers of others and passed them through 
me and up and out into the water . . . • if the 
murderer were now loose in me, well, so too was a 
saint of sorts, a minor saint no doubt, but free at 
last to absorb the ills of others and regurgitate 
them forth, ah yes, this was communion ... (98). 

A feeling of peace follows, expressed in this surprising 

simile: "Nausea faded like the echo of a locomotive", surely 

an unusual image for a contemporary American novelist but 

characteristic of nineteenth-century writers, as Leo Marx 
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has shown us in The Machine in the Garden. The locomotive 

is an anti-pastoral symbol, the literal "machine in the 

garden" of America, and here Mailer removes it from his 

creation. He removes as well the condition of the Sartrean 

existentialist as he contemplates his terrifying freedom-

nausea. Rojack's growing self-assurance results not so much 

from his action in the novel as from his author's vision of 

his eventual end, that is, of the metaphorical significance 

attached. to his actions. The making of a viable hero to 

serve as an exemplum at this stage of Mailer's thinking is 

still' the province of the novelist-creator. The voices or. 

instincts which lead Rojack to the actions he .takes emanate 

from the Creator of Being who is Mailer and only God by 

analogy. 

The major test of Rojack's potential for heroism lies 

in the strength of his love of and loyalty to Cherry. Her 

kernel of virtue amid the accumulations of corruption is more 

assumed than demonstrated. As she is the representative 

American who may be saved by Rojack's heroism, she is also a 

metaphor for America itself and of its possible survival 

if its core of goodness is strong enough to combat the evil 

which has enclosed it. 

Cherry, too, is a proponent of Mailer's suicide theory, 

of dying while there is something to attach one's soul to on 

the other side, whereas Rojack, now experienced in resisting 
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the suicidal impulse, i~> characterj zed by Cherry as an "ortj-

mist" for his belief in the e;ain to one'~; :_>trPnp;th in ct1ooslnr; 

to live. But Rojack still dreads death. The moon is to be 

full for three mor·e cl.;tys, sieni fyinr, that PoJacl\ L~; a type of 

Ci1rist who must conquer death in that ~>ymbol i c lenr:th of timP. 

The way to l i fc is throur;h the courageous love u.l Cher1·.v. 

Rojack's initiation into love is conducted amidst a 

carefully constructed environment. The physical surroundings 

arc odious; Cherry's apartment is the one in which her sister 

committed suicide. The time, appropriately, is dawn. Rojack 

and Cherry beein by bein8 truthful with each other, then 

start to make love, not "as lovers, more like animals in a 

quiet mood": 

Nothing was lovin~ in her; no love in me; we paid our 
devotions in some church no larger than ourselves 
Fatigue had left me all but dead--I had no brain 
left, no wit, no pride, no itch, no snarl, it was 
as if the membrane of my past had collected like a 
dead skin to be skimmed away (120-21). 

Note the Lawrencean metaphor for the American need to slough 

off the past. And the religious implications of the act are 

stronger in the passage which follows. Rojack removes 

Cherry's diaphragm, "that corporate rubbery obstruction I 

detested so much", and the decision to create more life 

through love is made: 

I was passing through a grotto of curious li~hts, dark 
lights, like colored lanterns beneath the sea, a 
glimpse of that quiver of jeweled arrows, that 
heavenly city which had appeared as Deborah was 
expirine in the lock of my arm, and a voice like a 
child's whisper on the breeze came up so faint I 



could hardly hear, "Do you want her?" it asked. "Do 
you really want her, do you want to know something 
about love at last?" and I desired somethine; I had 
never known before, and answered; it was as if my 
voice had reached to its roots; and, "Yes," I said, 
"of course I do, I want love," but like an urbane old 
gentleman, a dry tart portion of my mind added, 
"Indeed, and what has one to lose?" and then the 
voice in a small terror, "Oh, you have more to 1ose 
than you have lo~t already, fail at love and you 
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lose more than you can know." "And if I do ;1ot fcii l?" 
I asked back. "Do not ask," said the voice, "choose 
now!" and some continent of dread speared wide in 
me, rising like a dragon, as if I knew the choice 
was real, and in a lift of terror I opened my eyes 
and her face was beautiful beneath me in that rainy 
morning, her eyes were golden with light, and she 
said, "Ah, honey, sure," and I said sure to the 
voice in me, and felt love fly in like some great 
winged bird, some beating of wings at my back, and 
felt her will dissolve into tears, and some great 
deep sorrow like roses drowned in the salt of the 
sea came flooding from her womb and washed into me 
like a sweet honey of balm for all the bitter sores 
of my soul and for the first time in my life without 
passinc through fire of straining the stones of my 
will, I came up from my hody rather than down from 
my mind, I could not stop, some shield broke in me, 
bliss, and the honey she had given me I could only 
give back, all sweets to her womb, all come in her 
cunt. 

"Son of a bitch," I said, "so that's what 
it's all about." And my mouth like a worn-out 
soldier fell on the heart of her breast (122-23). 

The passage is surely one of the most beautiful Mailer has 

ever written. In touch with his deepest being, Rojack is 

able to choose love, and grace descends upon him like a 

bird. The vision of the heavenly city appears, as it did at 

Deborah's murder, si~nifying the rightness of each choice. 

The time to ~urder an old evil part of the self is followed 

by a time to create an extension of the new self in another 

human being. Rojack watches Cherry's face metamorphosize in 
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renewin~ sleep, like that of Dorian Gray after death, throu~h 

the various star;es of evil to that of a "r:olden child, . 

sweet fruit, national creation" (124). Here is America, 

whose "separate lives must come together" tn sleep (124). 

Leavin~ her for his appointment with Roberts, the 

police detective, Rojack feels fully alive. Hts own vitality 

is once a~ain sharply contrasted to the anti-pastoral locomo

tive: "One hundred years before, some fir0t trains had torn 

through the praj rj c and their warnin:~ 1 ,.1.d congealed the nerve. 

'Beware,' ~nid the sound. 'Freeze in your route. Behind 

this mach1ne c~mes a century of maniac~ and a heat which 

look co to c ")D3 ume the earth'" ( 12 '.)) . We are sharply reminded 

of the nigr1 tmare 'si1i ch crossed the cont inP.n t in the name of 

the American Dream. And Rnjack is reminded of the p~ct he 

made to the Devtl ttirouc;h Ruta before m!l.kinr: one with the 

Lord throup-tl Cherry. Which will prove the strone;er is the 

central question of the remainder of the novel. 

Havin~ acted with Cherry as a whole man, Rojack now, 

apart from her, bec,in:-; to disintegrate to his "separate 

parts: colle~e profcGsor, television performer, mar~inal 

socialite, author, police suspect, lecher, newly minted 

lover of a thrus~ named Cherry. I had roots, weed's roots: 

Jewish father, immigrant stock; Protestant mother, New England 

banking family, second-drawer" (127). The:Je separate roles, 

each requirin~ certain manners and behavior, however con-
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flictins, must be shed or combined into a truer, stron~er 

whole. The chapter be~un by the vision of an authentic ~elf 

through love continues with the sheddinc of old, inauthentic 

selves in "A Catenary of Manners", the chapter's title. 

Telephone calls from the producer of Rojack's television show, 

the chairman of his department at the university, and a 

socialite friend of Deborah's enable him to ~>loue;h off the 

first three roles he mentions in the quoted passar,e. Inter

estingly, portions of some of Mailer's theories are attributed 

to these persons, as might happen in a dream. The producer 

quotes Mailer's favorite Marxian maxim that "Quantity changes 

quality"; the chairman's wife believes that "the last meal a 

person eats before they die determines the migration of their 

soul" (138); and the socialite is psychic with odors. From 

the latter Rojack also learns that Ruta ls Barney Kelly's 

mistress and that both ::.>he and Deborah were spies and pos

sibly double-agents. This information is corroborated when 

Rojack is allowed to drop the role of police suspect because 

too much secret information might be revealed if he were 

prosecuted. This situation is reminiscent of that in Barbary 

Shore (and of Orwellian "double-think"), as RojacY. sees that 

the "secret of sanity 11 is "the ability to hold the maximum of 

impossible combinations in one's mind" (150). Rojack is 

further reminded of a lecture he had once delivered which 

strikes him with "the force of a real idea": 
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In contrast to the civilized view which ele
vates man above the animals, the primitive had an 
instinctive belief that he was subservient to the 
primal pact between the beasts of the junr;le and 
the beast of mystery. 
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To the savar;e, dread was the natural result of 
any invasion of the supernatural: if mnn wished to 
steal the secrets of the ~ods, it was only to b~ 
supposed that the r;ods would def0nd themselves and 
destroy whichever man came loo close. By this lor)c, 
civilization is the successful if imperfect theft of 
some cluster of these secrets, and the price we have 
paid is to accelerate our private sense of some 
enormous if not quite definable disaster which awaits 
us ( 15 0) . 

Rojack, a type of Prometheus waiting to be bound, is now sur-

prisingly released, and his sense of dread at the unknowable 

reasons for the decision is greatly increased. Having gained 

the attention of the r;ods through the theft of their power 

to Give or deny life, Gojack is brour,ht close to nausea by 

the mysterious nature of the power which could control his 

destiny. His impendin.1~ appointment at midni ~ht with fbrney 

Oswald Kelly is to be a confrontation with a visible portion 

of that mystery: 

I had a sudden hatred of mystery, a moment 
when I wanted to be in a cell, my life burned down 
to the bare lines of a legal defense. I did not want 
to see Barney Oswald Kelly later tonight, and yet I 
knew I must for that was part of the contract I had 
made on the morninG air. I would not be permitted 
to flee the mystery. I was close to prayer then, 
I was very close, for what was prayer but a beseech
ment not to pursue the mystery, "God," I wanted to 
pray,"Tet me love that girl, and become a father, 
and try to be a good man, and do some decent work. 
Yes, God," I was close to begr;ing, "do not make me 
go back ar;ain to the charne 1 house of the moon." 
But like a soldier on six-hour leave to a canteen, I 
knew I would have to return (153). 
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Allan J. Wagenheim and others have misread this passage to 

conclude that Mailer says here that marrying, becoming a 

father, and writing take courage enough without following 

where the imperatives of the self lead. 8 However much cour-

age such a life takes, it is not the way of the hero, the 

hero needed by the nation or by the embattled vision of God, 

and should Rojack choose it he would fail to grow into that 

hero. 

Returning to Cherry, her "gift" of "new life" she 

returns to hima 

those wings were in the room, clear and delicate as 
a noble intent, that sweet presence spoke of the 
meaning of life for those who had betrayed it, yes 
I understood the meaning and said, for I knew it 
now, "I think we have to be good," by which I meant 
we would have to be brave (154-55). 

By making a pact with the Devil, Rojack has betrayed before-

hand this love. His only hope for its survival is to commit 

himself totally to the good, hoping to defeat the evil and 

invalidate the pact. Such action requires tremendous cour-

age and the understanding that "love was not a gift but a 

vow. Only the brave could live with it for more than a 

little while" (156). 

Cherry and Rojack 'first test the strength of their 

love for each other by revealing their past sins. Rojack 

confesses that he murdered Deborah, and Cherry that Barney 

Kelly had been her lover. This latter confession brings 

on a repetition of Rojack's vision of the city in the 
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desert, first present when he compacted with the Devil for 

the cunning to get away with murder. For the moment the 

relationship of Kelly to Cherry, the feelinc that "Kelly and 

I were running in the same blood", reawakens the desire to 

murder. But the knowledge that their love is distincuishable 

from "the art of the Jevil" calms him (166). He learns 

further that Cherry believes that he has impregnated her and 

that she had aborted earlier pregnancies by Kelly and Shago 

Martin. The importance to Rojack of the carrying on of his 

seed should be underscored by the passage quoted earlier 

from Advertisements For Myself in which Mailer defines "seed 11 

as "the end of the potentialities seen for oneself, and every 

organism creates its ;;eed out of the experience of 1 ts past 

and its um;poken vision or curse upon the future. 11 As for 

Cherry, she has had her first or~asm throu~h normal inter

course, repeating the situation in 11 The Time of Her Time 11
, 

and it proves to be an apocalyptic orgasm for her, for she 

has long believed that her death would shortly follow its 

occurrence. 

There are two major encounters remaining in the 

novel, both with Cherry's former lovers who had planted 

seeds of an accursed future in her womb. The weaker of the 

two opponents is immediately confronted. Shatso Martin, a 

kind of hipster turned beat, appears at Cherry's apartment. 

He i::.> the Nerr,ro mytholor;ized in "The White Negro", complete 
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with the coolness of tne jazz musician. As in a dream where 

all the characters have a tight circle of relationships, 

Shaco has not only been Cherry's lover, but also has met 

Deborah and replaced Rojack's television show with his own. 

As a "captive of white shit", Shago's color is the reverse 

of his true nature. Cherry accuses him of losine his black, 

of becoming evil, in a Poe-like inversion where black equals 

good and white evil. 

The inevitable fight that ensues between Shago and 

Rojack and its sexual and power implications have been well 

analyzed by Leeds. The outcome of the fir;ht is most impor-

tant here. Shago has been badly beaten, and Rojack is 

sickened by the knowledr;e that he has gone too far: "It 

had all gone wrong again. I could feel the break in the 

heavens" ( 184). For Shago still retained much of his good-

ness, and Cherry had once loved him as she now loved Rojack. 

Neither she nor Shago had proved brave enough to keep it 

alive. Cherry's belief that "God is weaker because I didn't 

turn out well" is of course Mailer's, and central to this 

novel. As in a Socratic dialogue, Rojack asks a leading 

1uestion, "You don't believe everything is known before it 

happens?" 

"Oh, no," Cherry replies. "Then there's no decent 
explanation for evil. I believe God is just doing 
His best to learn from what happens to some of us. 
Sometimes I think He knows less than the Devil be
cause we're not good enough to reach Him. So the 
Devil gets most of the best messages we think we're 
sending up" ( 185) . 
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Cherry adds that these ideas first came to her in Las Vegas, 

the city in the desert in Rojack's vision where Mailer himself 

began thinkinr: ;it)out writinr: .!\n Americrni Jlream.9 

Rojack hos second thouehts concerninr: his ability to 

ascend the mountain of love 10 , for not only is he too quick 

to betray Cherry but also he intuits that years in the future 

she will become a bitch. Although Cherry passes on to him 

Shago's umbrella, symbol of his manhood and power, Rojack 

instinctively feels that she is not safe from harm by Shago. 

Nevertheless, ignoring his instincts, he leaves her, a mistake 

which is to be compounded into disastrous proportions later. 

Mailer here prepares us for the novel's outcome. Two voices 

now vie for control in Rojack's mind: one tells him to ~o to 

Harlem and assure Cherry's safety; the other to go to Kelly. 

He cannot choose between them. He knows that he should do 

what he fears most, perform the bravest act, for that would 

have the largest gain; he knows that he should "trust the 

author! ty of [his] senses" ( 191), but his fear is so great 

as to blot out his senses. Instead he allows the taxi in 

which he is riding to carry him to Kelly. Believing that 

"God was not love but courage" and that "love came only as 

a reward", Rojack is nevertheless overcome with fear: 

I no longer had the confidence my thoughts 
were secret to myself. No, men were afraid of 
murder, but not from a terror of justice so much 
as the knowledGe that a killer attracted the attention 
of the gods; then your mind was not your own, your 
anxiety ceased to be neurotic, your dread was real. 



Omens were as tangible as bread. There was an archi
tecture to eternity which housed us as we dreamed, 
and when there was murder, a cry went through the 
market places of sleep. Eternity had been deprived 
of a room. Somewhere the divjne rage met a fury 
(191-92). 
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The fury, or agent of divine wrath, is Barney Oswald Kelly. 

Rojack's meeting with Kelly is the novel's climax. Kelly has 

been portrayed as the Devil with a face. His rooms at the 

top of the Waldorf Towers signify the power he has attained 

in both the natural and supernatural worlds. He is a corrupt 

Horatio Alger who has ruthlessly and cleverly worked his way 

from poverty to incalculable wealth and powen As Kaufmann 

has amply demonstrated, "America has made Kelly into a 

corrupt version of the Renaissance man. 1111 

Roj ack"'' s midnight meeting with Kelly has all the ten-

sions of Faust's final meeting with Mephistopheles. This is 

the most weighty "grow or pay" situation yet devised by 

Mailer. We are aware that only the most extreme courage on 

Rojack's part will enable him to renounce the Devil and 

strengthen his vow to the Lord. The title of the chapter, 

"At the Lion and the Serpent", signifies that the courage of 

the lion will be pitted against the wiliness of the serpent. 

Beginning his ordeal, Rojack starts to climb the 

steps to the tower. Several have noted this ascension into 

Hell,12 but not its implications: that Hell resides at the 

top of the power structure, as in the nightmare version of 

the American Dream. The climb precipitates a vision of Hell 
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in America. Central to this vision is "a nineteenth-century 

clock, eight feet hi~h with a bas relief of faces: Franklin, 

JacK:son, Lincoln, Cleveland, Washinr;ton, Grant, Harrison, and 

Victoria; 1888 the year: ln a rinr; around the clock was a 

bed of tulips which looked so like plastic I bent lo touch 

and discovered they were real" (194). 'rlle ycnr 1888 mark;; 

the end of frontier and the beginning of the machine ar;e, 

thanks to the efforts of the heroic figures whose concepts 

of the American Dream were turned to nightmares by the machine, 

as the real flowers were replaced by machine-made imitations. 

Rojack knows that the heroic action called for now 

would be to climb the stairs representin~ the various stages 

leadinr; to the tower, symbol of the apocalyptic meeting which 

:i~~ to t;tke place. But yet he take~> the 0lcvator or "crir;c" 

insten.d. A;; it a~;cend:y he feels that ":>ornc ccrtaJnty of 

love was passing away, some knowledge it was the reward for 

which to live" (196). Denying the voice that urges him to 

g'.J to Harlem to save Cherry, he is denying the saving grace 

of thQt love, and although his decision to confront Kelly 

may have been the wiser, our expectations that Rojack will 

prove heroic are deiminishing. 

On reaching Kelly's quarters, the door to which bears 

his coat of arms with the motto "Victoria in Caelo Terraque", 

Rojack must prepare to meet the Devil in sta~es, throur;h 

several of his servants. Ruta's presence revitalizes his 



demonic powers, while his visit with Deidre, Deborah's 

daughter, brin~s him comfort. Deidre is on0 of Mnil0r'~ 

ephemeral children with wisdom heyonJ her .vcar;,. 'I'ltrnur~h 
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her we obtain our first hint that she is a product of an 

incestuous relationship between Deborah and Kelly, like Death 

born of Sin and Satan in Paradise Lost. Deidre recalls an 

incident in which she was provoked to call her mother a beast, 

to which Deborah replied, "Beware of beasts. rrhere's a 

species which stays alive three days after they die" (200). 

The caveat, of course, is directed at Rojack, and the impli

cation that Deborah is a type of anti-Christ is strengthened. 

Armed with this lvarning, Rojack is ushered into 

Kelly's presence. He L:; in the company of two of hJ r, earthly 

lieutenants, ~css, his first lover, now an old woman reputed 

to be "the most evil woman ever to live on the Riviera", and 

Eddie Ganucci, a mobster king. To Rojack's psychic nose, the 

odors Kelly gives off rnake his presence "more real to [him] 

as an embodiment of Deborah than of himself" (204). The 

beast in Deborah now inhabits Kelly's body until the time 

that it may lodge itself in another, and Rojack is clearly 

its object. Rojack's intuitive fear that the evil soul may 

take possession of him leads him to reinact the scene near 

the novel's beginning, in which he contemplates suicide by 

jumping off a balcony in order to save his soul. He has 

"a sudden thought": 



"If you loved Cherry, you would jump," which 
was an abbreviation for the longer thought that there 
was a child in her, and death, my death, my violent 
death, would Give some better heart to that embryo 
just created, that indeed I might even be created 
again, free of my past (210). 
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But as we have learned from earlier works of Mailer's, free-

dom from the past is obtained only by coming to terms with 

it, and one must make such an effort before one may truly 

create a desirable future. This is what Rojack must now do. 

He must face Barney Kelly, who on all levels--as his 

murdered wife's father, as the American power structure given 

a face, as a corrupt Henaissance and Adamic figure, as Rojack's 

mythic father, and as the personification of Satan, Rojack 

cannot move forward, he cannot grow out of his past into the 

future, he cannot become a hero without wa~lng psychic war 

a~ainst all that Kelly represents. "God exists", he thinks, 

as "a vast calm altor;ether aware of me" (210), and we are 

prepared for an apocalyptic moment in which the lieutenant 

of God meets the agent of the Devil more nakedly than we 

are ever again to see in Mailer's work. Whether Mailer can 

write Rojack out of this situation depends upon his vision 

of the future. 

A voice tells Rojack to walk the parapet outside 

Kelly's apartment. 1 3 It is a test of his will over his 

dread. His will remains "divided against itself" (211), but 

his intuition of God arms him for the encounter with Kelly. 

It is made in Kelly's library, painstakingly detailed as a 
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decadent Renaissance nishtmare. Rojack pror:ressively feels 

it as a "royal chanel", "the interior of a c:J.vc", :u1d "ari 

antecllo.mber of Hc11" where "a flcld of force" come~; upon 

him (219-20). He still carries Shago's umbrella which brings 

him temporary strength, like a shield, as Kelly begins a 

discussion of God and the Devil. As one of Satan's agents, 

he reveals that the Catholic Church and orr;anized power "from 

the Muslims to the '.,Jew York Times" all work ln the Devil's 

behalf. He goes en to account for his rise to power from 

impovcri3hcd ber,inninr;s. The story of course is that of the 

American Dream tr:insmor:rified. Kelly marries wealth, 

European wealth, to complete the picture of corruption, and 

conceivinr; Deborah in the name of Satan, his luck turns into 

infallible power. "There's nothing but magic at the top", 

Kelly confides, becaw;c "God and the Devil are very attentive 

to the people at the ~;ummit." One must "be ready to deal 

with One or the Other" or settle for merl.iocrity (230). We 

are reminded of Rojack's prayer to be allowed to settle for 

mediocrity by becoming a family man. 

As was the case in the significant meetinss between 

Cherry and Rojack, he and Kelly now exnose their secrets to 

each other, thus mcetin~ as equals. Kelly reveals his inces

tuous relationship with Deborah, and Rojack counters with a 

confession of murder. The nakedness of their confrontation 

as agents of God and the Devil imparts a strong psychic 
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dimension. Rojack feels as a force Kelly's invitation to a 

~ ' menage a trois with Ruta, to "bury the ghost of Deborah by 

gorging on her corpse" (237). This is followed by another 

vision, that Shago is with Cherry or that someone is being 

murdered in Harlem, and again Rojack is so overcome with 

dread that he prays "to be free of magic, the tongue of the 

Devil, the dread of the Lord" (238). But instea<:l the 

messenger within him tells him to "walk the parapet or Cherry 

is dead", to walk it or he himself is "worse than dead" (238). 

The parapet walk is now the ultimate existential 

act, with life and death, the victory of God or the Devil in 

America as its outcome. Relinquishing Shago's umbrella to 

Kelly, Rojack steps up onto the parapet. The language in this 

passage is highly metaphoric, as charged with tension as a 

high-voltage wire. The parapet is three-sided. Making the 

first turn (equivalent to murdering Deborah), Rojack sees the 

street below: "the fall seemed twice as far, and then opened 

again like a crack in the earth, which deepened as I looked 

into it and fell away and opened out again bottomless" (241). 

It is the abyss, of course, which Rojack has glimpsed. 

Halfway into the second segment a storm arises and Deborah's 

"lone green eye" clouds his vision. Again two conflicting 

voices give orders. His cowardice tells him to get off 

while he can and his courage instructs him to look at the 

moon. The moon sends this message: "You murdered. So you 
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are tn her cage. Now, earn your release. Go around the 

parapet again" ( 2i12). Gaining confidence, Ro.jack completes 

the first circuit, but as he is to be~in the second passa~e, 

so clearly crucial for his salvation, Kelly tries to push 

him off wi tr1 Shac;o' s umbrella. Roj ack manar;es to strike 

Kelly with the umbrella, then liurls it over the parapet, but 

his courage r;oes w:L tl'l it. Ignorinf'; the voice tellinr, l1im to 

walk the parapet ar;ain, he takes the "cage" to the street. 

Dread and a sense of woe invade him, for he knows that he has 

failed and that the love that is a reward for courage will 

be denied him. He arrives at Cherry's apartment in time to 

watch her die from a beatinr, mistakenly imposed by a friend 

of Shaeo's. Sha~o, too, has perished in a Harlem fight. 

Deborah's life ts paid for with Cherry's life because of 

Ro,iack's weakness. In the cour0e of the novel'~; action 

Ifojack has proved out hi~s thesis that "magic, dread, and the 

perception of death [are] the roots of motivation", and that 

love was not a stronr, enough motive in the final analysis. 

The epilogue to An American Dream centers on the 

role that America has played in Rojack's defeat. Enga~ed 

in a search for new life and for a heroism mature enouEh to 

combat demonic force, Rojack heads West, the archetypal 

direction toward renewal in American history and literature. 

The body of America is imaged as cancerous, horribly decayed. 

Its odor is ever-present in Las Vegas, the city of fire and 
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lee in the desert which is Hell. The extreme heat of the 

desert countered by the cold of air-conditioned buildings 

is metaphorically equivalent to the two river~> of rationality 

and madness which America has not succeeded in combining. 

Tne West once so promising is now cancer-producing. The 

atmosphere is that of an air-conditioned nightmare, to borrow 

Henry Miller's metaphor, as Mailer has, and the "arid empty 

wild blind deserts 11 of the West are "producing again a new 

breed of man", one more suited to a submarine or a space 

capsule than to his natural habitat. Mailer is to pick up 

this theme more strongly fifteen years later in Of a Fire 

on the Moon. For now, Rojack gambles the remnant of Cherry's 

r,ift to him, make<> u small fortune, nnd prepares to le~v~ 

America. Metaphorically, the messnri;c here' L> th8.t America's 

remaining opportunity is the good fortune to be able to 

leave her. 

Just before leaving Las Vegas, Rojack walks into the 

desert to look at the moon: 

There was a jeweled city on the horizon, 
spires rising in the night, but the jewels were 
diadems of electric and the spires were the neon of 
signs ten stories high. I was not good enough to 
climb up and pull them down. So wandered farther 
out to the desert where the mad before me had come, 
and thought of walking into ambush . . I was 
safe in the city--no harm would come to me there-
it was only in the desert that death would come 
up like a scorpion with its sting (251-52, italics 
mine) . 

Rojack's vision of the jeweled city of heaven in a fertile 
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jun~~le wr1:tch appe:i.!"ed like a promise at Debor•:ill's denti1 le 

not to be found in 1tt' tr.,versicn. thiR art1r1c1al city in the 

wasteland of' Eel l. His final vision is of Cherr:v in t~1e limbo 

or the rnoont aloni:; with her archetype, :.i:aril:,rn Monroe. Dyh1p, 

b~forc their £ouls were dead~ they have eoc~pcd the fate 1n 

store for Anerica. 

Lea vi nr•: the ni ["'h~.mar1sh waa tel and behind him, RoJ ack , 
hea.d;J so•Jth tr.i t~ie sv:~1lcl1.c .1w1gles of Ouatemala and Yucatan, 

c arrv lnG wi ti: •1i1ri not only the poss1 bi li ty of his own sn l vn-

t 1,:m blJt the l-:ope of a new America in Central America us 

f,J,.. the terrl ··-.rs untouched by "civilizntion 1
', but unl.i.ke 

h1~ r!ctional rr0dcccssorn, RoJack doeA not wish to escape 

e~ much as to continue '1to ~row on the waves or the ·1iolent, 

the perfuMed, and the unexnected. 11 ThP rorces or evil hci.ve 

rrove1 too ;1CW€ rful for ~5 r. weak embryonic hero13m. F'~rhnp~::t 

the ne"' terr.i tory w:t 11 P!"OVide tl1e no:.iris~ment America lacks 

and so ennhle Rcjack to grew to maturity. Perhaps he will 

yet develop t.he strength to efroctively combat the Devl 1. 

In this lip:ht, Ro,1ack's American Drerun has been successful. 

Havinr, come to terms w1 th :11 s past, havinr: learned something 

about ''the beast of' my1.> terv", he can move out into the 

future and truly remake himself not out or weakness but or 
:3 trene;th. 

At th13 ~oint in time, ~niler cannot visualize a 
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hero capable of recreating America within lt:; prl'~w11t llotuid

ari es. He must be r;in anew in a new place. 'l'h L; op tl on i :; 

open to the visionary and the writer of fiction, but not to 

the man li vinr: in and with the "real" world. In An American 

Dream Mailer has r;iven us a great ima~inatlvc vision of 

America, one which :::>urely will secure him u place in the 

chain of American writers who have told us the most about 

ourselves. :Jevertheles::o, he feels a strong responsibility 

to remake the America he sees about him. His fictional hero 

inadequate to the task, Mailer himself will try to become 

the man of our time. His progress toward that eoal will be 

the subject of the following chapter. 
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III 

THE PROCESS AND THE PRODUCT: THE ARMIES OF THE NIGHT 

1. The Process 

The years following the publication of the final ver

sion of An American Dream find Mailer expanding in all 

directions, using both media new to him and existing literary 

genres in new ways. In slightly more than two years Mailer 

authored a collection of essays, a Broadway play, two films 

(which he also starred in and directed), a photographic 

interpretation of bullfight,ing, a novel, numerous magazine 

articles, and, finally, a book entitled The Armies of the Night: 

The Novel as History/History as a Novel. The form developed 

in Armies was the product of Mailer's determined search for 

a style and a hero appropriate to that style during these 

years of 1966 through the spring of 1968. That Armies 

was the goal of Mailer's flurry of activity is evidenced 

by the three books which have followed it, Miami and the 

Siege of Chicago, Of a Fire on the Moon, and The Prisoner 

of Sex, all, with modifications, in the same basic style as 

Armies. 

A chronological approach to Mailer's work in the 

years between An American Dream and Armies will enable us 

to see that Armies is in many ways the culmination not only 
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of a phase in Mailer's career but also of twenty years of 

living and writing. 
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In 1966 Mailer was a defense witness at the Boston 

trial of Naked Lunch on obscenity charges. He was deeply 

impressed by Burroughs' work, to which an essay written in 

1963, "Some Children of the Goddess", will attest. Mailer 

saw Burroughs' vision of the future in Naked Lunch as that 

of an "all-electronic universe" described in language that 

"bombard[s]" the reader like the "maximum disturbance" of 

technological noise (CC, 116-17). The highly charged relent

lessness of Burroughs' style is also impressive to Mailer, 

although he places little emphasis on Burroughs' subject in 

Naked Lunch, the nature of addiction, seemingly a subject 

which would interest him. Rereading the book three years 

later while its contents were on trial, Mailer was engaged 

in analyzing its art and concluding that a style which cut 

like a knife's edge, as Burroughs' did, was the only style 

worthy of emulation. It was at about this period that 

.Mailer's last novel, Why Are We in Vietnam?, was conceived, 

and it will be argued later that the style of that novel 

derived in part from Mailer's encounter with Naked Lunch, 

particularly the technique of bombarding the reader with 

language. The principle behind this technique is that of 

nullifying conventional language with the force of one's 

own, thereby breaking the language barrier by requiring a 

new consciousness of the reader. The recognition of this 
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technique in the early part of the period now under discuf,ston 

marks a turninp; point in Mailer's till nkinp:. ConvJ need that 

the mass media whjch rely upon technolor;ical mean::; of commu

nication, especially the news media, the Hollywood film, and 

television, abuse their intent to communicate "truth" or 

"reality", ~·1ailer attempts to provide an alternative to their 

deadening effects. He seeks authentic uses for these media, 

ways of communicating through technology how technology 

tends to destroy creativity, thought, and spontaneity, turning 

its viewers and readers into extensions of itself. It is as 

if Mailer at this point in time came to realize that the 

novel, the poem, the story--the conventional literary genres 

to which he had devoted so much of his talent and enerp.:y-

were no longer capable of influencing the masses and that 

the revolution in the consciousness of our time would have 

to be abandoned or approached through radically different 

means. Much of the work that Mailer produced in these 

years is experimentation with technological or semi

technological means of reaching an audience. Mailer's synthe

sis of technology and art represents a major step forward in 

his aesthetics of growth, for heretofore his approach to the 

machine had been solely antithetical--destroy it in order to 

recreate humanity--while a synthesis of art and technolov,y 

allows the artist to control and therefore transcend the 

machine, bringing about expansion, growth, and new theses 
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and antitheses. 1 

During this phase Mailer's search for new ways of 

reachinr-; an audience results in few works that would he con

sidered to have lastin~ value. As parts of the continuin~ 

process of Mailer's crowth, however, each work has a unique 

value. And two of these, Why Are We in Vietnam? and The 

Armies of the Night, I consider outstanding efforts by Mailer 

to communicate his ideas about America. Well conceived both 

thematically and aesthetically, they represent significant 

advances over An American Dream most especially in the con

ception of the author-audience relationship. On first 

readinF, (unfortunately the only readin~ most ~ive a novel) 

the content of Afl.D alienates the majority of 1ts audience, 

even the presumably sophisticated, as a survey of the novel's 

reviews will reveal. Similarly, Why tends to alienate through 

style and language, although its message probably is repug

nant to fewer readers, evide~ced by the growing portion of 

the American populace that opposes the war in Vietnam. This 

is not to say that AAD and Why have no artistic unity; I 

believe that they do. However, I am convinced that the 

separation of form and content is less difficult for casual 

readers than for students of literature and that as a con

sequence few readers of either AAD or Why comprehended the 

medium or the message. For Mailer this failure to connect 

with his audience is more than a blow to his ego; it largely 
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negate3 the work itself, for its intentior1 i~ to influence, 

to affect chan0e, to becorrie a part of an cxpandinr; lwm.:rn 

consciousness. Therefore, I contend that The Armies of the 

Hight, which fuses form and content throup;ll the participation 

of a believable hero in an actual event, illustrates that 

Mailer h.::i.s learned how to capture the audience he needs to 

fulfill his r;oal. 'l1 he fact that the book received tile 

nation's two hi~hest literary awards, the National Book Award 

and the Pulitzer Prize, supports this contention. For these 

reasons I consider Armies Mailer's most mature work in terms 

of his own aesthetics, although it is likely that American 

literature instructors will favor the last two novels because 

they fit so well into the continuum of American literature as 

taught in universities. 

Let us trace the process which culminated ln 'I'lle 

Armies of the Uif,ht. While Ylailer was ingesting the elec

tronic style of William Burroughs, he was publishing the last 

of his thematically unified collections of odds and ends, 

Cannibals and Christians. If Mailer's personality had served 

as the substantial armature of Advertisements For Myself, 

his reputation and his constant theme of the Sixties, that 

America is "Cancer Gulch", hold Cannibals and Christians 

together. The book consists largely of essays written since 

1964 on politics or literary efforts written prior to 1964-

criticism, poems, and stories. Mailer has organized the varied 
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collection on the basis that all the pieces are "parts of a 

continuing and more or less comprehensive vision of existence" 

a la Lawrence, Miller, and Hemingway (CC, xi). One considers 

this a "given" and perhaps CC needs no further justification. 

Robert Lawler, always a perceptive critic, sees further unity 

in the volume's junction of the political with the literary: 

"Politics, the obscene and the craft of fiction necessarily 

form a cohesive whole in Mailer's mind, for politics is the 

obscene of his times, as he sees it, and the writer must 

face both (and be involved in both) and deal with them if 

he is to be more than a symptom of the disease tt2 

In CC, Mailer selects the· metaphorical role of 

physician to a s·ociety dying of the plague, his goal some

thing akin to spontaneous remission of the disease by in

spiring each of us to free ourselves of the plague. Rojack 

had been as successful a patient as he could conceive of 

given the state of society; Mailer now tries to promote the 

cure on a larger scale. At this point, however, he is still 

convinced that the most effective treatment is through the 

pages of a novel. Already the doctor is prescribing a 

purgative, a central metaphor in Why. Looking forward to 

that book we may focus on two key elements in CC: 1) Vietnam 

as the metaphoric American Armageddon-and 2) explorations 

into the nature of form. 

The question which has obsessed and continues to 
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obsess Mailer through all of his succeeding works is raised 

again and again in these essays: is America "extraordinary 

or accursed'' (42)? Mailer operates on the assumption that, 

if accurserl, America can still battle to he extraordinary 

and that, if extraordinary, she is perilously close to ac

cursedness. While here he seems to equate the extraordinary 

with good and the accursed with evil, there remains the third 

possibility that the extraordinary attracts accursedness by 

attracting the attention of the gods. In a memorable piece 

on the Republican Convention of 1964 Mailer uses the suicides 

of his prototypical romantic heroes, Hemingway and Marilyn 

Monroe, and the assassination of John Kennedy to evidence 

the madness turned inward, the cannibalism of a nation 

feedinc upon its vitals which is a sure symptom of its deatt1-

throes. Whether America's imminent demise ls for the overall 

good or ill in the universal battle for possession of the 

universe is the great ambiguity for Mailer. However, rather 

than take the philosophical route of the eighteenth century, 

that all is for the best in this best of all possible worlds, 

Mailer conducts his own battle for America's survival. With 

the deaths of his candidates for heroism and with the ex

patriation of his fictional hero, Rojack, Mailer in these 

years is coming to rely more heavily upon his own potential 

heroism. He becomes more active politically, focusing on 

the war in Vietnam and on Lyndon Johnson as the faces of 



insanity in American life: 

The ~reat fear that lies upon America is not 
that Lyndon Johnson is privately close to insanity 
so much as that he is the expression of the near in
sanity of most of us, and his need for action is 
America's need for action; not brave action, but 
action; any kind of action; any move to ~et the 
motors gain~. A future death of the spirit lies 
close and heavy upon American life, a cancerous 
emptiness at the center which calls for a circus (77-
7 8) . 

Mailer sees something bestial in the idea of the "Great 

Society", "the most advanced technological nation of the 
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civilized world", as "the one now closest to blood, to shed-

ding the blood and burning the flesh of Asian peasants it 

had never seen 11 
( 79) . The rhetoric here suggests that of 

an inflamatory speech, which it is, Mailer's "Speech at 

Berkly on Vi ctnam Day 11 in 196 5, a pre cedcn t for hj s appearance 

in the 1967 March on the Pentagon. 

A third quotation will complete Mailer's theory on 

the purgative nature of the Vietnamese War: 

. • . the only explanation I can find for the war in 
Vietnam is that we are sinking into the swamps of a 
plague and the massacre of strange people seems to 
relieve this plague. If one were to take the patients 
in a hospital, give them guns and let them shoot on 
pedestrians down from hospital windows you may be sure 
you would find a few miraculous cures" ( 91). 

Vietnam, then, to Mailer represents an outlet for violence 

which would otherwise be directed against the self. It is 

cowardly action, however, no better than suicide, for no 

matter how Johnson and his advisors may justify it, the war 

consists of violence for its own sake. This is the case 
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because the opposition is no match for the a~~ressor. Remem-

ber that for Mailer, as for !Ieminp;w;iy and P;iullrncr, the 

worthy defeat of .1. worthy opponent h; n brave action, nnd the 

victor ~ains the couraGc of his defeated opponent as his 

prize. However, the defeat of a weak opponent is cowardly 

brutality and propagates more cowardice and finally madness. 

These themes are fully developed in Why Are We in Vietnam?, 

while Mailer establishes his metaphor of Vietnam as America's 

Armageddon in Cannibals and Christians. 

His thou~ht having found its direction, even its 

obsession one might say--for the war and the President 

provided Mailer with the opposition needed to test his own 

potential for the role of American hero--Maller turns his 

attention to his style of attack, which in turn leads him 

into ~nquirles into the nature of form itself. In an inter-

view included in CC, Mailer talks about keepine; his conscious

ness in shape by "fight[ing] against diminishing talent" and 

by not "relax[ing] into the flabby styles of thought which 

surround one everywhere". Interestingly, he goes on to say 

that 

if what you write is a reflection of your own conscious
ness, then even journalism can become interestin~. 
One wouldn't want to spend one's life at it and I 
wouldn't want ever to be caught justifyinr, journalism 
as a major activity (it's obviously less intere9ting 
than to write a novel), but it's better, I think, to 
see journalism as a venture of one's ability to keep 
in shape than to see it as an essential betrayal of 
the chalice of your literary art (218-19). 
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Although he later conceded to journalism--albeit a hi~hly 

personalized style of journalism which claims no objective 

truths--a force throur;h sheer numbers of readers that the 

novel could no longer have, he would bristle when Robert 

Lowell complimented him fol"'. being "the best journalist in 

America."3 Although like Hemingway Mailer had produced more 

journalism than fiction, he considered it as working out for 

the big fight. 

Concerned with finding a personal style for his attack 

on a concrete enemy, Mailer philosophizes on the nature of 

form in two lengthy dialectical "interviews" with himself: 

"The Metaphysics of the Belly", included in both The Presiden-

tial Papers and Cannibals and Christians, and "The Political 

Economy of Time" in CC. Although the latter piece contains 

many of the ideas that Mailer has better expressed in his 

fiction, it defines and clarifies certain concepts which have 

a way of being cryptic in the fiction. For example, here he 

conceives of time as "the continuation from life to death" 

and equates the soul with time (326). The "only container" 

of time is "an enlifement, that mode or character or style 

by which time is perceived in each different kind of being" 

• 
and 1 s thus "a set of separate ere a ti ons" ( 32 7) • The soul, 

which is seen in terms of time, attaches itself to a body. 

There its nourishment comes from "growth and victory, from 

exploration, from conquest, from pomp and pageant and 



triumph, from glory .• Its nature is to bec.ome more than 

it is" (341). The soul will try to "shape creation in its 

fashion" in the passive body it inhabits (353), but if the 

soul is frustrated in its attempts it may be defeated and 

eventually die or turn into spirit. Spirits are "habits, 

not innovations; functions, not creations; waves, not forms; 

not so much the act as the context; never the event, but the 

institution" (360). If "vision is the mind of God; soul, 

His Body", then "Spirit is what He has left behind. Literally. 

It is his excrement" (365). We are very deep now into the 

philosophic vision behind Mailer's aesthetics of growth. 

The growth of one's soul is not merely a personal matter, 

for if the soul is allowed to die or is forcibly defeated, 

death and eternity no longer promise peace but may continue 

"the worst terrors of life 11 (363). The growth of the soul 

in Mailer's mind is therefore akin to the survival of the 

creative power itself, of mankind's ability to perpetuate 

itself. As soul is time's "enlifement", 

form is the deepest clue we possess to the nature of 
time in any epoch, to the style of the time, to the 
mode by which reality is perceived in the time, to 
the way time moves in the conciousness of man, where 
it possesses grace, where it is hobbled, how strength 
addresses itself to weakness. Time is all but equal 
to creativity, for time is the potential to create 
as it resides in each of us (367-68). 

In such a view time is capable of being destroyed along with 

creativity. We are able to evaluate the state of time and 

soul in any age by the form it takes, for 



form is the record of every intent of a ~oul to ex
press it::>elf upon another ~rnul or :;rlrlt, it:> dP.~;1r(' 
to reve.'.11 the Gr1apc--which is to :;ay tl1t~ rny:;t<.:r:1_ of 
the time lt contains in itself. And ll I:"; alded or 
resisted in achieving that shape by every spirit it 
encounters (373). 

"The Political Economy of Time" gives us perhaps the ultimate 

meaning of the "grow or pay" theme in Mailer's work and of 

the importance he attaches to victory over forces which 

would impede growth. At the same time we are impressed again 

with the concept of form as a record of growth and of the 

significance of the forms we discern in Mailer's work, e.g., 

the spiral movement of Advertisements For Myself. Mailer's 

forms are dynamic, often jagged like the charting of a 

corporation's profit and loss, but always moving toward 

something and away from something else. The more Mailer 

comes to rely upon an existential hero, the more the form 

of his fiction may be seen in terms of a line or a graph, 

for the hero's progress becomes measurable through confronta-

tions won or lost. What "The Political Economy of Time" 

states about form, An American Dream in particular dramatizes 

and embodies. 

Like the search of the soul to "shape creation in 

its fashion", Mailer experiments with forms and styles 

during 1967 which work toward media-breakthroughs--new and 

hopefully more successful ways of reaching an audience. In 

An American Dream, it will be remembered, the hero's opponent 

was a personified force. In transferring Barney Kelly's role 
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to Lyndon Johnson, Mailer points up till' f'l 1 liLll·;11 f':L('t' (lr 

power whose mechanics are not nearly :;0 my.;tt'rlou:~ a:~ ht• l l.v ':; 

diabolics and therefore may be opposed with ~ome expectatlon~ 

of success. By learning to use the communications media for 

his own ends rather than those of the established power 

structure, Mailer sip;nificantly multiplies his import. In a 

way it is a wonder that Mailer was so long in arriving at 

tnis position, since he holds a degree in aeronautical engi-

neering from Harvard and so knows something of physical as 

well as socio-psychological technolo~y. 

The first media breakthrough comes early in 1967 

with the Broadway production of The Deer Park. Terming his 

play "existential", Mailer sought to "occup[y] a space which 

had been left uninhabited too lonr;, that area between the 

explorations of the realistic play and that electric sense of 

transition which lives in the interruption~ and symbols of 

the rrheatre of the Absurd". 4 His play was to move ''from one 

moment of intensity or reality (which is to say a moment 

which feels more real than other moments) to the next--a 

play which went at full throttle all the way" (11). Mailer 

had worked for ten years on the play version of his novel, 

rewriting it four times before arriving at what he considered 

a suitable form. In the final version he 

cut away all dramatic scaffolding, connective tissue, 
road signs, guides, and left the play stripped to its 
essential connections, the movement ideally from one 
real scene to the next, with the audience left to fill 
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the spaces between (11). 

One of the more startlin~ aspects of the play and its tech

nological innovation is the presence of a large neon siGn 

which flashes numbers counting down the ninety-nine scenes. 

Thus the play illustrates more starkly than his other works 

that life consists of a series of existential moments in 

which all significant growth or decay takes place. 

The Deer Park is to be staged so that "the set bears 

some relation to the inner space of Sergius O'Shaugnessy's 

memory, that the audience is in effect living in his mind 11 

(33). The audience, obviously, is intended to participate 

in the drama, connecting the circuits left unconnected for 

this purpose. 

Whether the play succeeded in its intended effects 

cannot be determined from the written version. In his 

dissertation on Mailer, John Stark analyzes the play as a 

written product and concludes that it is a "basically 

unsuccessful search for a new form. 115 Gerald Weales, who 

saw and reviewed that play during its short run, wrote of it 

two years later that without the 111 dramatic scaffolding, 

connective tissue'", "an audience comes to the scenes 

lacking the emotional freight that the characters presumably 

carry, and although they will not find it difficult 'to 

fill the spaces' (there is exposition enough), the scenes 

are likely to remain dull and flat. 11 6 Diagnosing the play, 
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his medium to be "cool", i.e., to provoke the audience to 

"fill the spaces" with their own sensual impressions, the play 

came across as an unhappy mixture of the hot and the cool, 

the vlsual effect of the flashing numbers perhaps havlnG 

filled tn too many spaces. One conslders, too, the possibility 

that Mailer's play might have effected more strongly a less 

literate audience than professional Broadway play-goers, a 

student group perhaps, or a television audience. To the 

latter Mailer queries the effects of his play: "a work of 

deep drama on television might open to what?" (24) Of the 

television medium generally Mailer protests that in its end

less "surface detail ... fundamental distinctions between 

the safe and the insecure, the reality and the dream, are 

marinated, dramatic oppositions are bypassed--powerful 

conflicts are first modulated, then mashed into one another. 

The side effect is nausea" (23-24). Anyone who has seen 

Mailer appear on one of the perennial television "talk" 

shows will attest that he performs according to what he 

considers an actor's job: "not to provoke emotion, but to 

bring you in on a reaction" ( 22). McLuhan would insist 

that the cool medium of television is responsible for such 

a reaction, while I would argue that Mailer "hots up" the 

medium considerably, making the reaction almost chemical. 

As far as The Deer Park is concerned, however, the medium 
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seems out of joint with the intended message. 

Two more experiments in media occur in the year of 

Why !:_r:_e __ W_e _i_~ _Vietnam?, one more an indulp;C'ncc of a whlm 

than part of Mailer's artistic r;rowth. A book entitled 

The Bullfight: A Photographic Narrative with Text oy Norman 

Mailer is issued along with a phonograph recording of Mailer 

reading his introductory essay. The idea, one assumes, is 

that while one looks at the professional photographs of 

bullfights, the recorded voice gives animation to the pictures, 

thus creating a third dimension of perception from the 

combination of the visual and auditory. I could obtain only 

the book from the publisher, however, and found the effect 

of readin~ words meant to be spoken similar to that of readin~ 

John Barth's collection, Lost in the Funhouse, whose purpo~e 

is defeated because it is intended as mixed media and yet 

is issued as a simple printed book. 

Aside from being an experiment in combining media 

(for the essay was originally printed in Playboy), The 

Bullfight is Mailer's eliptical equivalent to Death in the 

Afternoon. Admitting that "it would be memorable not to 

sound like Hemingway"7, Mailer nevertheless echoes Papa's 

aficio'n for the aesthetics of bullfighting. To Mailer, of 

course, a bullfighter is a potential existential hero who 

must display extraordinary courage against a worthy opponent 

in a situation the outcome of which is unknown but dangerous. 
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In addition a good bullfight provides a catharsis for the 

spectators. Mailer describes his own catharsis which involved 

learning about "the mystery of form" from the style and 

character of each good bullfighter. One particular matador 

styled 11 El Loco", because he was at his worst unspeakably 

bad- and unsurpassed at his best, "spoke of the great distance 

a man can go from the worst in himself to the best, and that 

finally is what the bullfight could be all about", that "a 

man cannot be judged by what he is every day, but only in 

his greatest moment, for that is the moment when he shows 

what he was intended to be 11 (214). · This essay is of a piece 

with Mailer's aesthetics of growth but must be said to have 

limited appeal, at least in the form of its publication in 

The Bullfight, where it reminds one of a children's record 

with attached pictures to keep the child's attention. 

A more significant experiment with form was Mailer's 

first venture in film-making. The philosophy behind this 

film, predictably, is existentialism ~ la Mailer. Writing 

about Wild 90 in the December, 1967 Esquire, Mailer con

trasts his film to a Hollywood production: Hollywood had 

been "part of the beginning of the computerized, unionized 

technological programmed torturing of talent which a genera

tion of electronic guitars has come to take for granted as 

Salvation Through Chemicals. 118 Further, "the process of 

commercial film-making has a natural tendency to liquidate 
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the collective human entity of the film 11 (194)--actors read 

lines they didn't write and move and gesture in manners pre-

scribed by the director. Mailer's idea centers around Qctors 

as existentialists: 

If existentialism is ultimately concerned with the 
philosophy of danr,er and the attractions of the un
known, acting is one of the surviving rituals of 
invocation, repetition, and ceremony--of propitiation 
to the gods (194). 

Since the outcome of our actions is unknown, acting which 

depe11ds upon scripts and elaborate settings is mere role-

playing. In Wild 90, therefore, there is no script. Mailer 

as producer-director selected a few friends to appear in the 

film with him--for he is actor too--and gave them the situa-

tion out of which they were to develop action. Mailer also 

directed the cameramen, called for retakes, and edited the 

completed film. He has controlled its distribution as well, 

making it generally unavailable except at eclectic film 

festivals. Mailer feels that his experiment in existential 

film-making was successful. Out of the given situation, that 

of three hoodlums holed up in a room for twenty-one days, 

conflict began to develop not out of plot nor from the 

opposition of hero and villain but "from that more complex 

opposition which is natural to every social breath of manner, 

that primary if subtler conflict which comes from trying to 

sell your idea in company when others are trying to deny 

you'' (267). From the point of view of the audience--and 
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Mailer gives us this appraisal too, making his control of 

the film total--the film has "the most repetitive perva~lve 

oosccni ty of any fi lrn ever rnacie for rull I I c or even un<kr1~r(JUrid 

consumption " ( 190) and so repels many viewers, but yet "tour;h 

guys 11 like the film because it is "filled with nothine; so 

much as [their] vanities, bluffs, ego-supports, and downright 

collapses of front" (190). Obscenity invites total physical 

participation in the medium which transmits it, McLuhan tells 

us, and it is no wonder that when the highly literate person, 

used to the "hot" medium of the printed page, is drawn into 

such participation he is repelled.9 Mailer's concern with 

self-imposed or collective censorship is that it destroys 

vitality. Hi~> aim in u::;ing obscenity in Wild 90 a:.> later ln 

Why Are We in Vietnam? is to produce a "robust art" which 

"feed[s] audiences with the marrow of its honest presence" 

and gives "light and definition and blasts of fresh air to 

the corners of the world" ( 269). 

Why Are We in Vietnam?, Mailer's last attempt at 

fiction, reveals the distance he has come in. the understanding 

of media since writing An American Dream. His subject is 

what he had referred to in "The Political Economy of Time" 

as "the spirit of the total corporation" (CC, 356), which 

he believes has produced that malignant form called the 

Vietnam War. His medium is voice-print, a kind of silent 

tape recording which utilizes obscenity, punning, and a 
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style which suggests tne patter of a mad dl:;c jock(•y co111ln1~ 

over the air waves of America, b locklntr, out al 1 other ~;lat lon:; 

while he is on the air. D.J. 's role as disc jockey repre3ent3 

a media breakthrough rather than one in point of view, for 

D.J. is descended from Mikey Lovett in Barbary Shore and the 

other fictional first-person narrator-participants through 

Stephen Rojack. He particularly resembles the narrator in 

"Advertisements for Myself on the Way Out" because he suggests 

alternate identities for himself, thus deliberately creating 

ambiguities concerninr, his moral nature. 

As disc jockey, D.J.'s medium is the radio and the 

air waves which transmit his voice. As narrator of a novel, 

his medium is print. To combine the two, to make a permanent 

record of a voice, is to record the voice on tape. Although 

not an actual tape recording, the narrative voice demands 

that the reader imagine it so. D.J. suggests the possibility 

that his voice-print will become the property of the "elec

tronic Lord" who is keeper of all stored information, and 

because D.J. cannot identify Him as holy or demonic his 

own purpose is ambiguous. 

We do not hear D.J. 's voice, but we imagine it. It 

is strident like a whining microphone to the mind's ear; it 

acts more like an extension of the central nervous system 

than of the ey~. The voice establishes a private communica

tion with the reader-listener like a radio with an ear-jack 

tuned to a station that plays hard rock. There is never any 
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let-up in the patter; lf D.J. need~~ tlrnt~ to flntl a phrn:;(', hr· 

fill::> ln with nonsense, and Ills :>trc.:11r1-of-con:;ciou:>nc:;:; i:; 

not private but meant to be broadcast. Ile rattle::> off more 

puns per line than any work has contained since Finnegan's 

Wake. Here is an example: 

We're going to tell you what it's all about. Go go, 
Dr. Jek tell the folk, we're here to rock, the world 
is coinG shazam, hahray, harout, fart in my toot, air 
we breathe is the prcz, present dent, and God has 
always wanted more from man than man has wished to 
give him. Zi~ a zig a zig. That is what we live in 
dread of God. 0 

The total effect of the voice is best described by 

Mailer himself: 

The words come out in squeaks, spiced with static, sex 
coiled up with technology like a scream on the radar. 
Bombarded with his language, the sensation is like 
bein~ in a room where three radios, two television 
sets, stereo hi-fi, a pornographic movie, and two 
automatic dishwashers are working at once while a 
mad scientist conducts the dials to squeeze out the 
maximum di::;turbance (CC, 117). 

This is how Nailer had described four years earlier the 

effect on him of Burrour,hs' style in Naked Lunch. At that 

time Mailer was also disturbed by the fragmented nature of 

the book, not understanding that the book's style was 

Burroughs' response to the "senders", equivalent to Mailer's 

totalitarians, whose messages are designed to achieve ulti-· 

mate control over the human consciousness. By breaking 

up their messages, Burroughs nullifies their language and 

becomes a sender himself, but one who would alter human 

consciousness for the better. 11 Mailer's similar intention~ 
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are a matter of record, and by 1967 he add:; hi0 footnote to 

Burroughs in D.J.: even one whose intentions to control 

others are good may hlmself be unknowin~ly subservient to 

evil forces, like the America whose obstenslble purpose in 

Vietnam is to free her people for self-determination. Since 

neither D.J. nor Maller can know the outcome of his efforts 

Lo alter consciousness, the novel is in a sense a self-

parody, for it questions the legitimacy of its own undertakinr,. 

At the same time it derives its legitimacy ~rom its exposure 

of its methods, as seen in this early passage: 

America, this is your own wandering trciubadour brought 
right up to date, here to sell America its new hand
book on how to live, how to live in this Electrox 
Edison world, all programmed out, Prononzo! (this last 
being the name Kinr, Alonso gave to the Spanish royal 
condom.) Well, Huckleberry Finn is here to set you 
straie;ht, and his asshole ain't itching, right? so 
listen to my words, One World, it's here for adoles
cents and overthirties--you'll know what it's all about 
when you and me are done .... (6) 

Mailer has pulled out all the stops in his effort to commun:, 0 

cate with that mass audience frozen in front of their 

television set~ who elected Lyndon Johnson to the Presidency 

and who condone the violent war they watch on the six-o'cloc~ 

news. 

Having realized that the only way to break the power 

of "technology land" is to use its mean for one's own ends, 

Mailer by the nature of his style in Why holds our attention 

from beginning to end. Yet many of his literate readers 

found that style an outrage, particularly because one of its 
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major devices is obscenity. One reviewer accidentally hit upon 

the point of the book during a vituperative outpouring: 

"Constipated by indignation at the admittedly dreadful war, 

[Mailer's 'customers'] bless any purgative by calling the 

result a nove1. 1112 Using hunted animals as a metaphor for 

the Vietnamese, Mailer tells us that we are in Vietnam because 

it is a convenient purgative for America• s nat ion·a1 violence 

which suppressed will lead to suicide. And Mailer's novel is 

an attempt to expose that purgative as one which substitutes 

madness for suicide and to prescribe a purgative offering 

relief from both: obscenity. As John Aldridge, one of the 

novel's most sympathetic critics, has put it: Why Are We 

in Vietnam? can "be seen as telling us something important 

not only about the obscenity of our situation in Vietnam, 

but far more crucially, about the possible power of obscenity 

to help alleviate that situation. 1113 

Ever since his Army experience, Mailer has been fas-

cinated with the power of obscenity to cleanse. For him it 

is linked to his love for America. He tells us in The Armies 

of the Night that having discovered in the Army "the 

democratic principle with its faith in the common man", he 

came to believe that 

that noble common man was as obscene as an old goat, 
and his obscenity was what saved him. The sanity of 
said common democratic man was in his humor, his 
humor was in his obscenity. And his philosophy as 
well--a reductive philosophy which looked to restore 
the hard edge of proportion to the overblown values 



overhane;ing each <>mall military cxi~;lf'nce .... 
Mailer never felt more like an J\meri cnn thn.n when tw 
was naturally obscene--all the r;ifl~> of the J\merlcan 
language came out in the happy play of obscenity upon 
concept, which enabled one to GO back to concept a~ain 

. . So after years of keepin~ obscene lanr,uage 
off to one corner of his work, as if to prove after 
The Naked and the Dead that he had many an arrow in 
his literary quiver--he had kicked goodbye in his 
novel Why Are We in Vietnam? to the old literary 
corset of good taste, letting his sense of language 
play on obscenity as freely as it wished, so discov-
ering that everything he knew about the American 
language (with its incommensurable resources) went 
flying in and out of the line of his prose with the 
happiest beating of wings--it was the first time his style 
seemed at once very American to him and very literary 
in the best way (Armies, 62) .... 

He goes on to say that "obscenity probably resides in the 

quick conversion of excitement to nausea" (Armies, 62), and 

if we add to this a statement made earlier, that "being 

half excited and half frustrated leads to violence" (CC, 196), 

the purgative nature of obscenity and Mailer's advocation of 

it as an alternative to Vietnam becomes clear. 

Appropriately, the obscenity in Why is anal in nature 

From "The Time of Her Time" and the first scene with Ruta 

in An American Dream, we have learned that the anal is 

associated with the Satanic. The higher the grade of the 

"asshole" the more Satanic is his nature and the more 

difficult it is for the average man to recognize him as 

such because he is very much a part of the established power 

structure. A medium-grade asshole (or M.A.!) is a junior 

executive who will ascend to a higher grade through the 

perverted Horatio Alger method: through lying, cheating, 
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and destroying the competition. D.J.'s father, Rusty Jethroe, 

is the "highest grade of asshole made in America and so sug

gests D.J. 's future: success will stimulate you to suffocate!" 

(38) "Success" in business in Mailer's scheme is equivalent 

to "success" in Vietnam and, in the novel's particular meta

phor, "success" in hunting. When Rusty takes credit for 

killing a bear rightly D.J. 'sin order to achieve status, 

the corruption inherent in the American Dream of success is 

neatly exposed. 

The ambiguities of identity with which D.J. invests 

himself, that is, whether he is a "Harlem spade", or hipster, 

or a Texas WASP (which is to say a murderer, for Johnson was 

born and Kennedy died in the state) arc the result of his 

parentage. A metaphor for America's future, D.J. must learn 

to overcome the burdens of his past. His father representing 

America at its technological worst, D.J. 'smother Hallie is 

what Leslie Fiedler would term a castrating female. Worse, 

she is representative of America's schizophrenia: a "lady" 

because she suppresses verbal obscenity and 11 just thinks 

that way" (21). The identity problem is symptomatic of the 

larger "ambiguity at the center of D.J. 's mes0age center" ( 50-

51), the black and white, good and evil ambieuity in terms 

of which Mailer sees America. Although D.J. is able to see 

"right through shit" (50), he is unsure of the source of his 

perception and is afraid that what he sees will craze him 
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a~ the animals of the Brooks Range have been crazed by contact 

with technological hunting and as his father has become 

crazed by the lust to kill. 

'l'he motif of the hunt, which others have recognized 

as the "classic American myth tale of quest, initiation, and 

ultimate absolution" with the demonic at work beneath an 

idyllic surface
14

, and the even closer parallels to Faulkner's 

"The Bear" and a number of Hemingway's works, 15 becomes 

invested with more than ritual significance in Mailer's novel. 

D.J.'s suppressed violence toward his father must find an 

outlet or turn to cancer. In a hunt conducted by professional 

guides with the aid of helicopters and hich-powered rjfles, 

man has so perverted the ethics of huntin~ as to become more 

bestial than the animals he hunts--and the parallels Mailer 

intends to the nature of the Vietnam War should be obvious. 

Since World War II America has not combatted a foreign enemy 

equal to its strength, and hunting lesser game produces not 

growth but madness. The hunt conducted by D.J. and his 

alter-ego, Tex Hyde, (The Jekyll/Hyde dichotomy runs through 

their relationship) is for an equal enemy. By stripping 

themselves of illegitimate aids, they begin to perform an 

ancient "purification ceremony" of a good kill. Movinr; 

beyond "The Bear" and its many predecessors in American 

literature, this hunt takes place on America's last frontier; 

the white expanses of the Alaskan North which in Mailer's 
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scheme is the repository of all human knowledge present in 

the electromagnetic force field of the North Pole. The hunt 

therefore takes on Faustian implications. Enterin~ the force 

field where no human had set foot, the boy~> experience an 

electric char~e which excites them with a lust to kill. They 

overlook a fight between a white wolf and an eagle (meta-

phorically madness vs. America) which is a cowardly draw. 

They evade the helicopters searching for them and, cleansed 

of "mixed shit", enter bear country. Having le ft their 

weapons behind, they cannot kill the bear they encounter 

there, although D.J. senses that "the center of all signifi-

cant knowledge" (207) would be revealed to him by the bcar 1 s 

death, as in Faulkner's story. Instead D.J. watches the 

bear kill a caribou and takes away the secret that there is 

"no peace in the Nor th" ( 211) . 

That night, still electrified with frustrated violence: 

the boys wake to the Aurora Borealis. Each is filled with 2 

lust to sodomize the other--the Satanic implications are 

clear--but suppresses the desire because he knows the other 

will kill him. It is then that their initiation takes place, 

corning not in a vision (the method of An American Dream) but 

throu~h electrified air waves, as if all of the violence of 

the continent were concentrated in the Brooks Range: 

. . . they hung there each of them on the knife of the 
divide in all conflict of lust to own the other yet in 
fear of bein~ killed by the other and as the hour went 
by and the lights shlfted, something in the radiance 
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some communion of telepathies and new powers, and 
they were twins, never to be near as lovers again, 
but killer brothers, owned by somethin~, prince of 
darkness, lord of light, they did not know; they just 
knew telepathy was on them, they had been touched 
forever by the North and each bit a drop of blood 
from his own fin~er and touched them across and met, 
blood to blood, while the li~hts pulsated and ~low 
of Arctic night was on the snow, and the deep bcac;t 
whisperin~ Fulfill my will, ~o forth and klll, and 
they left an hour later in the dark to ~o back to 
camp and knew on the way each mood of emotion buildinc 
in Rusty and Big Luke and Ollie and M.A. Bill and 
Pete and their faces were etched just as they had 
forseen them and the older men's voices were filled 
with the same specific mix of mixed old shit which 
they had heard before in the telepathic vaults of 
their new Brooks Range electrified mind (219-20). 

The revelation which accompanies their initiation is that 

God is a beast, a killer. Mailer's terrifying message is 

that man's fate is God's fate: in becominf, more evil, man 

remakes God in hi~> own image. "God ls li kc Mc, only more 

so", the narrator of "AcJvertlsemcnts For Mycclf on the Way 

Out" told us, and America's God in this apocalyptic vision 

is Satanic. "You never know what vision has been humping 

you through the night", D.J. concludes as he and Tex are off 

to Vietnam (224). Although the question asked in the novel's 

title has been answered, the central ambiguity remains. Is 

D.J. 's future, as America's, to be decided in a glorified 

Armageddon known as Vietnam? The book's vision is Mailer's 

prophecy of America's fate should she continue in her 

present direction. D.J. is no hero but a victim as America 

is a victim of the American Dream. 
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I would conclude that the book's style suggests an 

alternative guide to the one America and Tex and D.J. have 

been following. By blocking out all competitive air waves 

for the length of time it takes us to com~lete the book, by 

offering the essentially comic purgative of obscenity rather 

than the tragic purgative of war, by parodying the use of 

language to control consciousness, Mailer created what might 

have been the most vital and effective work of his lifetime. 

But as might have been anticipated, his patients refused 

to swallow the medicine. 

One of Mailer's better critics, Barry H. Leeds, con

tends that Why suffers from a lack of integration of the 

political message, system of metaphor (a carry-over from 

AAD in his opinion and therefore invalid for Why), and 

narrative voice (Leeds, 203). His reading points up the 

difficulty of applying textual analysis to the book: one is 

forced to pry it loose from its context and try to objectively 

evaluate the harmony of its parts. Why does not lend itself 

to such analysis because it ·is designed to set the reader's 

teeth on edge, to jar him out of his complacency, to change 

him by its power to communicate. In other words, the reac

tion of the reader is a key part of the book. The question 

of the novel's success or failure, it seems to me, must 

rest upon whether Mailer has been true or false to his own 

aesthetics, whether the book represents progress or a 
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regression, whether it reveals or conceals a little more of 

the mystery of human existence. In my opinion Why registers 

growth in three areas: 1) it carries what Hemingway and 

Faulkner had to say a little further by enlarging the metaphor 

of the hunt to interpret America's participation in her most 

controversial war of this century, and by suggesting along 

with Burroughs that man did not taint America.' s virgin land 

(as Faulkner believed) but rather that a malignant force lay 

in wait for him there; 2) by offering a purgative to insanity, 

murder and suicide through the explosive humor of obscenity 

to put together the America we have rather than to look for 

a new one, as Stephen Rojack was made to do; and 3) by 

inventing a new style to cut through the deadening effects of 

the mass media. Although we cannot measure the effect of 

Mailer's book or of his ideas on the war which continues to 

drain America's physical, economic, and spiritual resources, 

we can consider the novel in the contexts it was intended to 

change. 

2. The Product: The Armies of the Night 

To the ostent of the senses and eyes, I know, 
the influences which stamp the world's history are · 
wars, uprisings or downfalls of dynasties, changeful 
movements of trade, important inventions, navigation, 
military or civil governments, advent of powerful 
personalities, conquerors, &c. These of course 
play their part; yet, it may be, a single new thought, 
imaeination, abstract principle, even literary style, 
fit for the time, put in shape by some great liter
atus, and projected among mankind, may duly cause 
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and bloodiest war, or the most stupendous merely 
political, dynastic, or commercial ovcrturn.16 

The vision of the "r;reat literatus" is Whitman's a century 

aco and, with reservations, Mailer's today. The most sl~nlfl-

cant statement that Mailer has made to date on the posslble 

effectiveness of the artist is contained in The Armies of the 

Night, subtitled History as a Novel/ The Novel as History. 

What Mailer has been able to do in Armies is literally to 

make history. lle has made a metaphor of his participation in 

a protest against the Vietnam War and has himself become the 

object of his long search for an authentic American hero. 

Further, as a consequence, Mailer has had to come to terms 

with the significance and effectiveness of such a hero in 

our time. ln the:::;e ways and others, Armie:..; ls the culmination 

not only of the prolific and diversified output of work 

0ince An American Dream, but also, more than anything else 

he has written, a product, that is, the final result of a 

long process discernible in the product itself. 

The two main problems of Mailer's art over the years, 

the search for a hero and for an effective style for that 

hero, are solved in Armies. We remember from The Presidential 

Papers that the major requirement of Mailer's hero is that 

he be capable of uniting in himself the two rivers of Ameri~~; 

life, the mundane and the dream of the extraordinary. In 

Advertisements For Myself, the hipster was suggested as a 
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po~>sible hero uut later rejected uccau~;e IH~ could rcprP~;i·nt 

only one extreme'. 'l'hc Mailer of /lclvc1·t l:;t•rncnt:; wa:; ;!11 ,,. to 

see his role as that of the crt.::;,lci<' ,)r '-~ 'liable hc1·0 but 

knew that he himself was not ready to fill the role. The 

demise of Mailer's personally selected flesh-and-blood hero, 

Jack Kennedy, propelled him to create a fictional possibility 

in Stephen Rojack. But Rojack proved both too extraordinary 

and too weak, capable only of constructing a new America of 

radical possibility, a dream of an America where presumably 

the mundane would have no place. Similarly D.J. is too 

arnbi8uous a character to be considered heroic; neither is he 

his own man. Mailer's own assumption of the heroic role 

may well have been inevitable since neither his real nor his 

fictional people passed the crucial test. 

To become his own hero Mailer had to pass not one 

but two tests: he had to synthesize in himself the common-

place and the extraordinary, possible only through experien(ing 

the synthesis as the outcome of a significant antithetical 

action, and he had to find a way to convert subjectivity to 

objectivity, to make himself a "literary object". I have 

quoted earlier from his review of Norman Podhoretz's Making 

I~, published at the same time as Armies and so presumably 

written somewhat concurrently, in which Mailer analyzes the 

difficulty of creating a character of oneselr. 17 The 

"worst of the difficulty" as Mailer sees it is that 
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one is forced to examine oneself existentially, per
ceive oneself in the act of perceivin~, (but worse-
far worse--through the act of perceiving, perceive a 
Self who may manage to represent the separate warrin~ 
selves by a Style). It is necessary to voya~e throu~h 
the fluorescent underground of the mind, that arena 
of self-consciousness where Sartre grappled with the 
pour-soi and the en-soi: intellections consuming 
flesh, consciousness the negation, yes, the very 
consumption of being. One is diGestin~ one's own 
gut in such an endeavor (240-41). 

Presumably the necessary agonizinp; has been undergone success-

fully between the experiencing of the events of October, 1967, 

and the writing of them in Armies. The narrator is separate 

from the participant in this book as is evidenced by the 

farmer's referring to the latter as "Mailer". In the three 

novels followine The Naked and the Dead, it will be remembered} 

the narrator wa:::; n. ficlional character who referred to t1is 

partjcipntinf~ :.;elf a:-1 "I". In Why f\re We Ln V1etnam?, l1owcv1•r, 

D.J. refers to him:>elf in the third per~;on. 'l'he brcaklhrour~h 

is complete in 'I'he Armies of the Night. The "Mailer" who 

has acted is a separate character from the Mailer who is 

writing, the latter having assimilated the experiences of 

the former and so having gone beyond him. Such a method of 

distancing the one self from the other accounts in part for 

the essentially comic, deflating tone used of "Mailer". 

Further reasons for the ironic tone are discernible and 

perhaps attributable to Mailer's untranquil recollections 

of the events of the March on the Pentagon. 

As already mentioned, the hero was to synthesize 
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the ordinary and the dream-life. 'I'hc empll.'.1:; i ~; in this llook 

on the ordinary, even the mock-heroic nature of "MaU<·r", 

illumines f1j s small victories that much the more, a~> the 

ineptness of the bullfighter "El Loco" mae;nified his triumphs. 

The technique is an old and common one, but Mailer appears to 

have just discovered it in Armies, signifying that his dis-

covery is a result of his experiences in the March. The 

discovery centers in the perception that one is not permitted 

to confront the power at the top {n the United States as 

Rojack could confront Kelly. Who then was "Mailer" the 

American hero to confront and attempt to defeat--a couple of 

terrified National Guardsmen, a U.S. Marshal, a Commissioner 

who would teach him a lesson by confining him in jail, the 

Press who inevitably misquote him? Taken separately these 

opponents hardly approximate a Barney Kelly. Even combined 

they are hardly fit foes for a romantic hero. While standing 

in the cold October air as man after man stepped forward to 

make his symbolic gesture against the war by presenting his 

draft card for burning, Mailer felt threatened by the pitiful 

inadequacy of such gestures: 

... As if some final cherished rare innocence of 
childhood still preserved intact in him was brought 
finally to the surface and there expired, so he lost 
at that instant the last secret delight he retained 
in life as a game where finally you never got hurt if 
you played the game well enough. For years he had 
envisioned himself in some final cataclysm, as an 
underground leader in the city, or a guerrilla with 
a gun in the hills, and had scorned the organizational 
aspects of revolution, the speeches, mimeograph 



machines, the hard dull forging of new parties and 
programs, the dull maneuvering to keep power, the 
intolerable obedience required before the over-all 
intellectual necessities of each objective period, 
and had scorned it, yes, had spit at it, and per-
haps had been rlc;ht, certainly had been right, such 
revolutions were the womb and cradle of technolocy 
land, no the only revolutionary truth was a cun in 
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the hills, and that would not be his, he would be too 
old by then, and too incompetent, yes, too incompetent 
said the new modesty, and too showboat, too lacking 
in essential judgement--besides, he was too well-known! 
He would pay for the pleasure of his notoriety in the 
impossibility of disguise. No gun in the hills, no 
taste for organization, no, he was a figure-head, 
and therefore he was expendable, said the new modesty-
not a future leader, but a future victim; there would 
be his real value (94). 

Not a leader but a victim, not to manipulate but to be manip-

ulated--this was the chief ambiguity surrounding D.J. 's fate 

and the center of f\oj ack 's dread. And yet the Mailer wr10 

narrates has r;rown b(:y ond the "Mailer" wa t chlnf'~ the draft-

dodgers and the author of An American Dream and Why. He 

realizes that like Christ or John F. Kennedy a man may be 

both leader and victim; that in fact one's willingness to 

be victimized, to attract the attention of the powers at 

the top, invests one with a charisma, a sense of having been 

touched by magic, and one's confrontations then, however 

insignificant they may seem, become magnified by the aura 

of mystery and power which surrounds the man into battles 

worthy of St. George. Therefore, Mailer's act of forcln~ a 

military policeman to arrest him for crossing a police lin~ 

takes on mighty proportions. Following his arrest, 

' He felt as if he were being confirmed. (After twenty 
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years of radical opinions, he was finally under arrest 
for a real cause.) Mailer always supposed he had felt 
important and unimportant in about as many ways as a 
man could feel; now he felt important in a new way. 
He felt his own age, forty-four, felt it as if he were 
finally one age, not seven, felt as if he were a solid 
embodiment of bone, muscle, flesh, and vested substance, 
rather than the heart, mind, and sentiment to be a 
man, as if he had arrived, as if this picayune arrest 
had been his Rubicon (157). 

By making his symbolic action extraordinary, Mailer turns 

himself into a hero. By enlarging hi& concept of heroism to 

include symbolic victimization, he has not only found a means 

of making a representative American hero of himself but also 

a way to combat power that would remain faceless and so 

unassailable. 

Mailer further establishes the heroism of symbolic 

action by means of several contrasts based on the impotence 

of words and actions whose ends are predictable. Between 

himself and Robert Lowell, Mailer develops the contrast of 

authentic and inauthentic heroism. Lowell, the descendent 

of a long line of distinguished American litterateurs and 

statesmen, has the aura of a prince while next to him Mailer 

appears a buffoon. But yet it proves that the Prince is less 

effective than the Buffoon: Lowell foregoes arrest to return 

to New York to host a dinner party; Mailer, although regrettably, 

misses the party in order to go to jail. If Lowell wishes to 

be a hero, Mailer suggests that he earn the right: 

You, Lowell, beloved poet of many, what do you know 
of the dirt and the dark deliveries of the necessary? 
What do you know of dignity hard-achieved, and dig-
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nity lost through innocence, and dignity lost by 
sacrifice for a cause one cannot name. What do you 
know about c.;ettinc; fat against your will and luI"ninr; 
into a clown of an arriviste baron when you would 
rather be an eagle or a count, or rarc:>L of all, sornc~ 
natural aristocrat from these damned democraU c 0knte::.. 
No, the only subject we share, you n.n<.1 I, is that 
species of perception which shows that tf we are not 
very loyal to our unendurable and most exi~ent inner 
light, then some day we may burn (54). 

Lowell represents too the suicidal direction of American life 

and the impotence of tradition: the "natural aristocrat", 

inheritor of her most upheld tradition of working for change 

within the system, now is outspokenly opposed to the policies 

of the Establishment and condones the breaking of what he 

considers her unjust laws, but yet is himself, to Mailer's 

lights, ineffective in bringing about change. 

Another contrast centers around the innumerable 

speeches made in the three-day period of the March. Speech 

after ~>peech dulled whatever inflammation mi~ht have re~>ultcc~ 

.::.. .• ' .; .'i'OY"L. The rhetoric of the March came ~Jo 

represent to Mailer a ldnd of verbal diarrhea, 1 ike the 

rhetoric of the Johnson Administration. Yet Mailer feels 

that he himself is a good extemporaneous speaker and is 

somewhat insulted when not asked to speak at every gathering. 

'ro him the relationship of speaking to acting should be one 

of cause and effect: one's words inspire action. This has 

long been a part of his aesthetics and of his concept of 

leadership. This is why the speeches of potential leaders 

like Lowell, although they contain the rieht words, fail 
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because the speakers do not follow them with significant 

action, in this case being arrested and therefore consciously 

forcing the power structure to deal with one's opposition. 

Other contrasts are drawn between the methods of 

certain power groups within the March. Mailer compares the 

Old Left, to which he once owed allegiance, to the New Left, 

which includes all those who organize to change the Estab

lishment. The Old Left, according to Mailer, based its 

revolution on the "sound-as-brickwork-logic-of-the-next

step'' (102), while the New Left's ''aesthetic" is existential: 

it "began with the notion that the authority could not 

comprehend nor contain nor finally manage to control any 

political action whose end is unknown" (104-05). And yet 

the New Left is essentially dull, while the Old Left had an 

imaginative sense of apocalypse. Not only does Mailer 

support his own aesthetics by these contrasts, he also con

siders the diversity of the participants in the March and 

their interactions with each other and with government 

negotiators to be "a paradigm of the disproportions and 

contradictions of the twentieth-century itself" (255). If 

the March is a metaphor for our time, the dynamic interaction 

of the diverse forces should produce a new synthesis for 

our time, and Mailer's concept of the synthesis is present 

in the form of his book and in his own role as hero. 

Based on a chronological account of his participa

tion in the events surrounding the March on the Pentagon, 
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Mailer's new synthesis is seen unfoldint~ in f30L)k I of J\rml('~;. 

The action of Book I as a whole may b(' ~~ecn a~; "Maller'~;" 

progress from the mock-heroic to the heroic throu~h the 

increasing significance of his confrontations. The space 

between these encounters, by revealin~ that a man can be a 

buffoon one moment and a hero the next, gives added si~nifi-

cance to tho~e existential moments when one's coura~e is 

tested. This plot line, constructed on factual incident0 

with interpretations by the Novelist, forms the basis for the 

synthesis of "history as a novel". Let us examine more 

closely the reasons for the emergence of the new style. 

Observing a busload of America's children on their 

way to the March, Mailer broods on the power the mass media 

has exerted on them and on the waning influence of America's 

novelists: 

A part of him had always tried to believe that 
the America he saw in family television dramas did not 
exist, had no power--as of course he knew it did--
to direct the styles and the manners and therefore 
the ideas of America (for in a country where everyone 
lived so close to their senses, then style, precisely, 
and manner, precisely, carved ideas into the senses) 
ideas like conformity, cleanliness, America-is-always
right . . . . 

•. As the power of communication grew larger, so 
the responsibility to educate a nation lapped at 
the feet, new tide of a new responsibility, and one 
had become a writer after all to find a warm place 
where one was safe--responsibility was for the 
pompous, and the public servants; writers were born 
to discover wine. It was an old argument and he 
was worn with it--he had written a good essay once 
about the failure of any major American novelist to 
write a major novel which would reach out past the 
best-seller lists to a major part of that American 
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audience brainwashed by llollywood, TV, and Time. Ye~, 

how much of Fitzgerald's lone dark night may have com•: 
from that fine wlnnowing sense in the very fine halr 
of his nose that the two halves of America were not 
coming together, and when they failed to touch, all 
of history might be lost in the divide. Yes, there was 
a dark ni~ht if you had the illusion you could do 
something about it, and the conviction that not enough 
had been done (177-79). 

Althout;h the novelist has the vision, the ma~>s media has the 

audience. Both have the power to create a world roughly 

based on facts and to manipulate one's interpretation of those 

facts. If one believes, as Mailer does, that his interpreta-

tions should shape the nation, he must battle for power with 

opposing interpretations. Mailer has outdone his competitors, 

the journalists who report the news, in two main ways, first 

in his role as participant, as protagonist of his own narra-

tive. Like Whitman, Mailer can say "I am the man, I suffered, 

I wa~3 there." 'l'he various titles Mailer assir;ns to himself 

during the course of Armies indicates the growin~ representa-

tiveness of his roles: first only the Novelist, he becomes L-. 

addition Participant, Historian, Beast (a role assigned to 

him because unlike novelists, participants can be manipulated), 

Romantic, Master of Ceremonies, minor poet, Citizen, Ruminant, 

and Protagonist. Second, Mailer has learned the secret of 

making the mass media work for him: keep yourself in the 

news. However much one':_~ v1ords or actions are misrepre::;ente·1 

he is still ~etting coverage. Applied to the March, the 

u0e of the mass media is related to Mailer's aesthetics of 
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e.;rowth: "A protest movement which does not grow loses power 

every day, since protc~>t movements dt'pend upon ttw i nLr~rr·:;l 

they arouse in the ma:;~; media. I3ut the mar>:> med i ;i arr: 

interested only in processes which are expanding dramatically 

or collapsine" (259). If actions are meant to influence~ one's 

style must be attention-getting. Mailer's taste for notoriety 

has long been cited as the motive for his actions, and even 

admirers of his writing have been taken in by that judgement. 

In Armies, interestingly, Mailer reports that his actions during 

the weekend of the March and notably his arrest were being 

filmed for a BBC documentary, later entitled "Will the Real 

Norman Mailer Please Stand Up?" So even while participating 

in the March, Mailer had occasion to direct himself for the 

cameras, not so much out of vanity as to keep from bejnG 

manipulated by the film medium, however sympathetic the 

cameramen. 

Having established that the main reasons for Mailer's 

style in Armies were to communicate all of the nuances of 

the March on the Pentagon to a mass audience, to substitute 

his style for that of the mass media, and in so doing to 

make through their methods a representative American hero 

of himself, let us look more closely at his new style and 

the subjects of his attacks. 

Mailer opens the book with an account in Time maga

zine of his participation in events preceding the March. 
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One knows the type of article--more concerned with bein~ 

catchy and provocative than with be in~ factual and unli 1 a~·.ed. 

Without 'commentinr, on the story, Mailer un<.Jcrcuts it wlth 

this remark: "Now we may leave Time ln order to find out 

what happened" (14). Finding out what renlly happened has 

long been the province of the journalist or historian. Mailer's 

question concerning the validity of their accounts is how one 

can know the truth if one has not experienced it or if one 

does not share the novelist's gift of intuition and his feelinG 

for nuance. Further, Mailer believes that journalists and 

historians are incapable of handling the ambiguous. Here is 

Mailer's justification for his approach: 

The March on the Penta~on was an ambi~uous 
event who~;e essential value or ahsurdi ty may not he 
established for ten or twenty years, or indeed ever. 
So to place the real principal::;, the founders or 
designers of the March . • . in the center of our 
portrait could prove misleadinc. ~hey were seriouG 
men, devoted to hard detailed work; their position 
in these affairs, precisely because it was central, 
can resolve nothing of the ambiguity. For that, an 
eyewitness who is a participant but not a vested 
partisan is required, further he must be not only 
involved, but ambicuous in his own proportions, a 
comic hero, which is to say, one cannot happily 
resolve the emphasis of the category--is he finally 
comic, a ludicrous figure with mock-heroic associations; 
or is he not unheroic, and therefore embedded some
what tragically in the comic? Or is he both at once, 
and all at once? These questions, which probably 
are not much more answerable than the very ambiguities 
of the event, at least help to recapture the precise 
feel of the ambiguity of the event and its monumen
tal disproportions. Mailer is a fi~ure of monumen
tal disproportions and so serves willy-nilly as the 
bridge--many will say the pons asinorum--into the 
crazy house, the crazy mansion, of that historic 
moment when a mass of the citizenry--not much more 



than a mob--marched on a bastion which symbolized the 
military might of the Republic, marching not to cap
ture it, but to wound it symbolically .... So if 
the event took place in one of the crazy mansions, 
or indeed the crazy house of history, it is fitting 
that any ambiguous comic hero of such history should 
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be not only off very much to the side of the history, 
but that he should be an egotist of the most ~ta~tling 
misproportions, outrageously and often unhappily self
assertive, yet in command of a detachment classic in 
severity (for he was a novelist and so in need of 
studying every last lineament of the fine, the noble, 
the frantic, and the foolish in others and in himself). 
Such egotism being two-headed, thrusting itself forward 
the better to study itself, finds itself therefore at 
home in a house of mirrors, since it has habits, even 
the talent to regard itself. Once History inhabits a 
crazy house, egotism may be the last tool left to 
History (67-68). 

So the quality of Mailer's performance in Armies depends on 

just how representative of America's ambiguities he can make 

himself. The whole of Book I is devoted to an unfolding of 

incident after incident designed to progressively reveal how 

noble and yet how common this man is. An examination of the 

most important of these incidents should reveal how success-

ful he has been. 

Following his arrest Mailer wonders how long he will 

be jailed. Naively he supposes that he will be released in 

time to make Lowell's dinner party. After all, his object 

was to be arrested, he had made his point, and that, he 

thought, was that. Hours later the inexperienced participant 

is enlightened by his alter-ego, the knowing Novelist: 

Why had he expected the government to be crisp, modest, 
and pleasantly efficient in their processing of 
Pentagon prisoners? 'Because ass,' he said to him
self, 'they have brainwashed you as well.' And it was 
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true. The only reason he had expected to be out of 
jail in half an hour was the covert impression he had 
of government as brotherly; dull but brotherly; ten 
thousand hours of television, ten million words of 
newsprint added up to one thundering misapprehension 
of all the little details of institutional life (182). 

The noble Mailer plans to fast throughout his term in 

jail. And yet before the thought has settled, he takes a drink 

of water. He seems to himself either "saint" or "debauchee" 

with "no middle ground • tenable for his appetites" ( 185) . 

The "saint" begins to hand out the money in his 

wallet to pay the prisoners• fines, but the "debauchee" holds 

back the money from those he does not like and of course 

saves out enough for himself. At every turn he, like the 

America he has come to believe he personifies, is divided 

between the thought and the act, the justification and the 

manifestation, the good and the evil. How to put it together, 

how to make the good outweigh the evil? This the crucial 

question, Mailer finds a way. While in jail he listens to a 

student radical incite the prisoners to further protest and 

envisions prison as 

an endless ladder of moral challenges. Each time you 
climbed a step ... another higher, more dangerous, 
more disadvantageous step would present itself. 
Sooner or later, you would have to descend. It did 
not matter how high you climbed. The first step down 
in a failure of nerve always presented the same kind 
of moral nausea ..• To become less guilty, then 
weaken enough to return to guilt was somehow worse 
than to remain cemented in your guilt (219). 

Such a moral ladder resembles the aesthetics of growth Mailer 

has operated by for so many years. You grow or you pay. Yet 
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in his new role and with his new experience, he learns not 

that his aesthetics has been wrong but that he has applied it 

too rigorously to himself. This new and important knowledge 

comes as, free at last from jail, Mailer realizes how one 

can imprison himself: 

He felt a liberation from the unending disciplines of 
that moral ladder whose rungs he had counted in the 
dormitory ..• no, all effort was not the same, and 
to eject oneself from guilt might yet be worth it, 
for the nausea on return to guilt could conceivably 
prove less: standing on the grass, he felt one sus
picion of a whole man closer to that freedom from 
dread which occupied the inner drama of his years, 
yes, one image closer than when he had come to 
Washington four days ago. The sum of what he had done 
that he considered good outweighed the dull sum of 
his omissions these same four days. So he was happy, 
and it occurred to him that this clean sense of him
self, with a skin of compassion at such rare moment 
for all .•. it must come crashing soon, but still-
This nice anticipation of the very next moves of 
life itself •.. must mean, indeed could mean nothing 
else to Christians, but what they must signify when 
they spoke of Christ within them, it was not unlike 
the rare sweet of a clean loving tear not dropped, still 
held .... (238) 

The moral ladder must be climbed, but one need not be perfect. 

Comparing this mature Mailer to Rojack at the end of An 

American Dream, we can see the distance he has come. America's 

hero is not Superman but a very human being who with courage 

can summon up enough nobility on occasion to rise above him-

self, to outweigh his failures although because he is human 

he will fail again. This knowledge is what makes him a 

"whole man" and can make America a whole nation. 

With his life and art having growth together through 
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the establishment of himself as the metaphor for America, the 

Novelist's work in Armies is complete. By virtue of one':.; 

interest in this "Mailer", Book I is by far the more important, 

and indeed is three-fourths of the book'G whole. Too, the 

second book suffers from its placement for because it is less 

interesting it is anti-climactic. And yet it is a vital part 

of Mailer's account of the March. As the emphasis in the 

first part has been on history as a novel, so in the second 

part it is on the novel as history, that is, the unified 

sensibility having been established, it will now apply itself 

to the events of the March. As Mailer expresses it, 

The mass media which surrounded the March on the 
Pentagon created a forest of inaccuracy which would 
blind the efforts of an historian; our novel has 
provlded us with the possibility, no, even the 
instrument to vlew our facts and conceivably study 
them in that field of light a labor of lens-grinding 
has produced (245-46). 

Mailer's virtue in Book II is not that he offers an objective 

view of the events but that he does not pretend to. His 

"history" is a combination of personal experience and eye-

witness accounts culled from all manner of sources, not 

weighed for their accuracy as might be expected in a history, 

but filtered throu~h a central intelligence. Mailer explain2 

his method: 

... history is interior--no documents can give 
sufficient intimation: the novel must replace his
tory at precisely that point where experience is 
sufficiently emotional, spiritual, psychical, moral, 
existential, or supernatural to expose the fact that 
the historian in pursuing the experience would be 



obliged to quit the clearly demarcated limits of 
historic inquiry. So these limits are now relin
quished. The collective novel which follows, while 
still written in the cloak of an historic style, and, 
therefore, continuously attempting to be scrupulous 
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to the welter of a hundred confusinG and opposed facts, 
will now unashamedly enter that world of stran~e lir,hts 
and intuitive speculation which is the 11ovel (284). 

The final test Mailer's method must pass is whether 

it reveals to us more of the shape of events surrounding the 

March on the Pentagon than what we know from the conventional 

sources available to us. As we have come to expect, Mailer 

expresses his concept of the events as a metaphor. What the 

March finally comes to mean for him may be seen in the final 

lines of Matthew Arnold's "Dover Beach" to which the title 

of Mailer's book alludes: 

the world, which seems 
To lie before us like a land of dream~, 
So various, so beautiful, so new, 
Hath really neither joy, nor love, nor light, 
Nor certitude, nor peace, nor help for pain; 
And we are here as on a darkning plain 
Swept with confused alarms of strugg11 8and flight, 
Where ignorant armies clash by night. 

As in this anguished vision of the end of security and faith 

and the emergence of a terrifying new age of uncertainity, 

Mailer sees the March as another struggle to preserve the 

old faith in the American Dream and one not without a measure 

of success. The March has analogues in all of America's 

struggles: the Revolutionary and Civil Wars and the Old 

Left movement of the Thirties are emphasized, and all are 

seen a~:; "rites of pass age" for the participants, either 
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positive or ner;Cttlvc in nature. "Men ll':u·n 111 a ncr:u.Livc 

rite to give up the best thing:::; they were !Jorn wl.Lh, ~rid 

forever" ( 316) and in a positive rite of passap;e to hold on 

to those things at all costs. Those who participated in 

support of the Vietnam War, all depicted as members of the 

military, police, or government, took the negative rite, 

Mailer believes. Like the languar;e of "technologese", they 

succeeded in "strippinr; [themselves] of any moral content" 

(315). And what of the others, the other ignorant army? Even 

the worst of these, the "spoiled children of a dead de

animalized middle class" were forced to make a positive 

passage by "moving . to a confrontation they could only 

fear" (311-12). The best, perhaps, were those highest on 

the moral ladders, the Quakers and Pacifists who remained in 

jail rather than to compromise: "who was to say that the 

sins of America were not by their witness a tithe remitted?" 

(319) Diverse though they may be, these opponents of the 

Establishment herald that new revolution in consciousness 

which Mailer has long sought and which Charles Reich has 

recently depicted as Consciousness III in his aptly titled 

The Greening of America. 19 The aim of the new consciousness 

is the transcendence of technology by making the machine 

enrich rather than impoverish human life, to make America 

green again. This, ultimately, is the aim of Mailer's book, 

as its final page makes clear. We must deliver America 



from her bonds because "we must end on the road to that 

mystery where courage, death, and the dream of love give 

promise of sleep" ( 320) . 
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If we believe at all in Mailer's vision we muct allow 

that his interpretation of the March has imparted to it a 

form and an urgency unmatched in other accounts. Whether or 

not one agrees with his moral assignments of the sides, one 

must acknowledge his accomplishment in Armies: more than 

any other of his works, it illustrates the value of his 

aesthetics of growth and what it may accomplish for America. 

Armies unites and balances through a new maturity the 

separate parts of that aesthetics: N\ailer'::; life, his art, 

his ambitions, and his vision. The e~otism he had learned 

from Hemingway is tempered by the humility and wisdom of 

this boolc's spiritual father, Henry Adams. Like Adams' 

account of the interaction of the self with history, Mailer's 

"education" has resulted in a broadening of his horizons, as 

well as those of the novel, the autobiography, journalism, 

and history by combining these various ways of viewing 

reality in Armies. For so doing and in consideration of his 

abiding concern for the fate of America, he was awarded by 

the cultural Establishment he opposes their two highest 

awards for The Armies of the Ni~ht: the 1968 National Book 

Award for Arts and Letters and the Pulitzer Prize for General 

Non-fiction. 
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IV 

ON 'l1HE WAY OUT 

With the establishment of himself a~ partic1putor lr1 

and interpreter of contemporary American events in The Armles 

of the Night, Mailer's conception of his role as the instru

ment and director of change comes to fruition. His work 

following Armies is dependent upon his right to the role of 

hero; if we do not accept the authority of his voice we can

not accept his ideas and interpretations. Even admirerers 

of Mailer's books, however, have expressed dissatisfaction 

with what they consider the monumental presumption of hls 

running for mayor of New York, his convlctlon that he ls the 

major opposition to the Women's Liberation movement, and 

the lesser egocentricity, ironically the prostitution of his 

writer's stature they think, of his rounds of television 

"talk" shows. However removed from writing, especially 

the most-favored writing of novels, these activities may 

appear (and Mailer's versatility is suspect in itself) they 

are of a piece with his aesthetics of growth and the con

tinuing process of the development of a holistic man for a 

fragmented time. 

Having made himself an American hero, Mailer is 

obliged to confront those events which have the capability 
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of influencing our national destiny. IILJ ;ictive particlpa

tion where possible and, lately, his research of areas not 

previously known to him, make his perspectives fresh and 

vj_ tal. He exerts on ;;uch events whatever force is pos:::>ible, 

r:cnerally nn antitnctical one, in an all-out effort to affect 

tl1e ~>hore of t!ic future. Ills r;rcntest fear l~; ttwt hurn~rnl:>m 

wi 11 be phased out a::, the electronic ae;c pha~>c~; out tradi

tional literary forms. Perhaps what is most heroic about 

Mailer's efforts is his continued participation in the mon

umental battle for human control and transcendence of the 

inevitable scientific and technological advancements. Mailer 

knows that "Being a hero is an existential 0tate. It can 

vanish in a season" because a hero is someone who "cmbod[ies] 

:;ome spl ri t of the time~ . • A man can l;c c'.l hero only for 

a very ::;l1c;rt time, will::;,; he L:; really ir1 Uic ccntc•r of thal 

hi~;tory thot':; movinc on and on and on lie litcr.1_};' 

placed himseJf A.t the center of history in Armies and has 

tried to keep himself there in his work of the past three 

years. 

A most interesting part of his ongoing dramatic 

dialectic was his campaign for the Democratic Party's nomina

tion for the office of Mayor of New York in the spring of 

1969. Mailer was willin~ to set aside writing for an actjvc 

political role, n tanclblc means of puttin~ his theorie~ 

into practice. The campai~n is the subject of two books, 
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Manar;inc Mai ler2 and Running Against tlle Machi 11e ~ both tiy 

younr; men who were acl.ivcly involved in Ill'--" c::unpai1",11. f~al lr·r 

ran as a "left conccrvativc", n cllaraclcr_i~~llc :;y11lhc:~l:> uf 

extremes which he described this way: left conservatism 

insists that politics be an extension of our personal 
lives and that existence is nothing if not for individual 
responsibility and action. At bottom it requires every 
man to gauge the success or failure of his life by the 
extent to which he knows that life and all that it 
miGht be. It calls for democracy but a democracy 
which is nothing j_f not pluralistic. In effect, it 
is everything that the center is not (Manso, xii). 

The major idea of Mailer's campaign was that New York 

become the fifty-fir0t state. It would then be free from a 

crippling economic dependence upon Albany and able to develop 

its own great potential. The city-state would reorganize 

itself into independent neighborhoods with the power to 

conduct their own affairs: 

Power to the neighborhoods would mean that any neigh
borhood could constitute itself on any principle, 
whether spiritual, emotional, economical, ideological 
or idealistic .... Life in the kind of neighborhood 
which contains one's belief of a possible society 
is a form of marriage between one's social philosophy 
and one's private contract with the world (Manso, 12-14). 

The idea is intriguinc but depends upon a kjnd of frontier 

~pirit that has been all but bred out of Americans. However, 

the contention that the revival of that spirit is the means 

toward any future America might develop is a longstanding 

part of Mailer's aesthetics of ~rowth. ~his essentially 

conservative element of Mailer's left conservatism is dominant 

in the followinG excerpt from a campaign essay: 
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. the o 1 d co 11 fl cl on cc t: 1.1 t l ll 1.' i r· o ll l cm:: l) r l 'l l t • I i t' t' 
1"crt: rour;hly 0qual tu our al>l lit\,':: 11:1:; l)('t'tl ll>::t. 

Clur 3utlwri t.v ha:; hccn h:J.ndcd C1 Vl'P tu tlw fciic'r·;1 I 
ro1·1L'r. . we cannot forge our ck:;t.lny. ~)o our 
t~onJltion i:; :::;plritless. We weti t for ah~;tretct 1m
pcr~onal powers to GRve us, we despise the abntract
ness of those power::o, we loathe ourselves for our own 
apathy . . Who is to say that the religious heart 
is not ri~ht to think the need of every man and 
woman alive may be to die in a state of crace, a 
Grace which for atheists and agnostics may reside 
in the basic art of having done one's best, of having 
found some part of a destiny to approach, and havin~ 
worked for the view of it? (Manso, 3-1~) 

The old American J\damic myth is revived in tl1is essay, althour)1 

the suggestion :;f Hew York as a possible Eden .surely is unique 

to Mailer. Added to this conservative philosophy with its 

emphasis on individualism is the left or liberal tradition 

of workinr; for change within the existing machinery of the 

sy~tem. Thus the concept of left consrrvatism embrace::; the 

two p:rP~te:;t tradition~; in American politic;d life: coopcra-

live ~ovcrnmcnt dcsir,ncd to promote creative individuali3m. 

However attractive or visionary Mailer's position 

paper::; might have been to certain voters (lie polled 41,136 

votes, his runnin~ mate nearly twice that [Manso, 138]), he 

proved no practical politician. In fact he demonstrated 

once and for all that his value to our times is not so much 

in his action::; as in what he makes of them through his 

writing and in what si~niftcant action his symbolic action 

irn;pircs in other::;. Mailer made all the mistakes a poli tic~ri.r' 

can make to lose votes: he was late for appointments; he 

offended the pres::; by constantly remindln~ them of his 
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superior stature as a writer (his Pulitzer Prize for Arrnjes 

w:i0 nnnounccd on May G, :;oon after tllC' c;rn1pa i 1~11 t1er~an); lie 

of fended bot n mernbe r:~ of h 1 s own :> t :if r :rnd r otcn ti :iJ cCJn

t rib u tors; he u:::;ed ob::;cenity at political r.;atherinr;0; 11 he 

chose as a running mate a man, Jimmy Breslin, whose public 

image emphasized the idiosyncracies of his own and caused the 

press to treat them as a comedy team; and worst of all, by 

his own assessment, he was forced to endlessly repeat him-

self, a star;nant endeavor against the grain of his aesthetics 

of growth. 

While the campaign failed of its ~oal by a great 

margin, it was nonetheless a growth experience for Mailer. 

I1ei1r the be0inning of his first book following the campaic;n, 

Of a Fire on the Moon, he af>sesses the per~:;onal effects of 

his poljttcal venture: 

He came in fourth in a field of five, and 
politics was behind him. He had run, when he con
sidered it, no very remarkable race. He had obviously 
not had any apocalyptic ability to rustle up large 
numbers of votes. He had in fact been left with a 
huge boredom about himself. He was weary of his own 
voice, own face, person, persona, will, ideas, speeches, 
and general sense of importance. He felt not un-
happy, mildly depressed, somewhat used up, wise, 
tolerant, sad, voicl of vanity, even had a hint of 
humility (Fire, 5-G) • 

If the mayoralty campaign may be said to constitute 

an experiment in non-literary communication, one in which 

content was 3acrificed by a noncomplementary style, Mailer's 

continued experiments with "existential" filmmaking explored 
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style a~; content. Beyond the Law, filmed in 19G7 and released 

in 1q(10 and Maid:;Lonc, mu.de in the :>ummcr of l'J(>f3 u.nd rclea:>cd 

in 1970, were similar in conception to Wild 90. Maller a~aln 

assumed the roles of actor, producer, director, and editor 

and chose from among his friends and acquaintances to act out 

a central idea. Beyond the Law, a film about "cops and 

robbers'', is based on Mailer's concert that schizophrenia is 

tih:: moder": dl~;ease and that those who seel{ outlets for vio

lence, i.e., policemen and criminals, demonstrate by how thin 

a tissue our society is held together. The policeman and the 

criminal are two halves of a whole, Mailer contends in this 

film, which traces the after-hours activities of an off-duty 

policeman. Having such an idea to explore stylistically in 

the film represents an advancement beyond Wild 90, which was 

solely concerned with makinG film a medium of existential 

style. 

Mailer's third film, Maidstone, received considerable 

advance publicity. The accounts given in tne New York Times 

exemplify the kind of coverage Mailer typically receives for 

his non-literary ventures and reveal why it is that ad

mir~ers of Mai1er's writing find his "public image" difficul-::. 

to reconcile. The first article, entitled "Norman Mailer 

Enlists His Private Army to Act in Film", undercuts Mailer's 

serious intentions in making the f llm by creating the im

pression that it is a lark or an orgy. An orgy it may have 
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been for some, for that was part of the film's latitude, but 

a lark it was not. Mailer gathered a lar~e ~roup of friends, 

associates, and technicians on four LonG Island estates to try 

to make a film in five days. A picture shows him orientin~ 

tl1e group on the nature: of the film wh l lc the cLlption reads 

as fol lows: "Norman Maj le r, above, exp lain:_; to mode J ~;, 

playwrights, social figures and others what the 'beautiful, 

tasteful, resonant, touching, evocative' movie is about. 

It's about a director, played by Norman Mailer. 115 

The second Times article, by the same journalist, 

appears eight day:.:; later under these headlines: "Mailer Film 

Party a Real Ba<;h: 1 t3roken Jaw, 2 Bloody Heads". The 

incident which drew the film together, an exL>tential fight 

bctwf:en fbi lcr and actor !Up 'l'orn, ls rn·p:;('llted a:> crude and 

Lrrc:..;pol1~3ible viol\~ncc and its context '.'dthin the film 

. d 6 ignore . 

A follow-up article appears two years later upon the 

release of Maidstone in London. The headlines again emphssize 

Mailer as pugalist: "r.1ailer, in London, 'l'rades Jabs With 

Audience Over New Film". The bias of the article is that 

the film's sophisticated audience correctly panned it while 

Mailer egotistically defended its concepts. Here is the 

opening paragraph: "Norman Mailer took a poundinr; from 

young British film enthusiasts thi~> week over hls new, loo:;c-

gaited motion picture called 'Maidstone.' Mr. Mailer told 
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his critics they would like his picture better if they saw it 

10 times. 11 7 

It is no wonder that Mailer became his own critic and 

his chief defendant, for the news media has proved to be more 

interested in creating stories about Mailer that sell news-

papers than in presenting the reasons that lie beneath the 

surface of events. 

In October, 1971 Mailer published Maidstone: A Mystery, 

a collection of reviews of the film, screenplay and stills, 

and· a lengthy essay about the making of Maidstone, entitled 

"A Course in Film-Making 11
•
8 Mailer's observation about 

Hollywood films in general is that they depend upon stories 

as if they were books and upon actors and staging as if they 

were plays. He sees the nature of film quite differently: 

Film lives somewhere in that underground river of the 
psyche which travels from the domain of sex through 
the deeps of memory and the dream, on out into the 
possible montages of death ... it is at its most 
beautiful in precisely those places it is least 
concrete, least theatrical, most other-worldly, most 
ghostly, most lingering unto death (151). 

Based on this conception, the existential style is appropriate 

to film, for it proceeds without prior knowledge of its own 

end as Mailer's film proceeded without scripts, just a 

situation to start with. An atmosphere increasingly tense 

and full of dread grew out of the interplay of the actors, 

for the filming took place only a few weeks after Robert 

Kennedy's death and Mailer had picked a potentially violent 
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situation for the film. He played Norman T. Kingsley, a film 

director and Presidential candidate ripe for assassination. 

Rip Torn played a poscible assassin and completely surprised 

Mailer by hitting him on the head with a hammer when he least 

expected it. Mailer retaliated and the cameramen caught the 

sequence on film. According to Mailer, Torn's action was a 

result of the film's atmosphere. A "powerless instrument of 

his own will'' (175), he had felt compelled to attack Mailer. 

If so, the film had succeeded in becoming a film about the 

nature of film and therefore about "the surface of reality 

and the less visible surface of psychological reality" (178). 

Mailer considered Maidstone his film because he 

"wrote" it through editing, the language of filmmaking. Film, 

he concludes, is "the only art which can search, cut by cut, 

into the mystery of moods which follow and accommodate one 

another; film is the only art which can study sudden shifts 

of mood which sever the ongoing river of time a fine film 

has set in flow" (179-80). No doubt we will hear more from 

Mailer as filmmaker. His concern with form in this film is 

sharper than. in any of his work since The Armies of the Night, 

as if filming had become considerably more challenging tp 

him than writing books. 

The past three years since the filming of Maidstone 

have brought about a significant change in Mailer's position 

with respect to the Establishment. Having received their 
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major literary awards, he is cauliously accepted as a member 

of the club> although his non-literary ventures are still 

~uspect. His longstanding battle for fair coverar;e with 

Time-Life, Inc. resulted in their comin~ over to his side. 

!le received between one-third and one-half a million dollar:~ 

for Li fc mar:azine 'c rir·;t1ts to his views on the Apollo 11 

flight. Bic money also came his way for Harper's rights to 

both Miami and the Siege of Chicago and The Prisoner of Sex. 

One Mailer scholar, John Stark> expressed concern that Mailer 

may have "sold out" to the Establishment by accepting their 

assit;nments and accepting them for such huge sums. 9 However, 

readers of Of a Fire, Miami and Prisoner can rest assured that 

Mailer pays no homar;e to 'I1imc-Lifc and L; ~;till clw.ractcri~;-

ti c'.J.l ly oppo:;cd to what lie construes a~; oh;;truction~> lo rror;re.~:'.. 

In my opinion, !~allcr has won hL::; case ar;aln:>t Timc-L.ifc by 

using them to disseminate his views. The only reservation 

I would make to his continued use of such magazines is that 

he is constantly battling deadlines and has little time for 

reflection and revision. Although :v!ailE'r enjoys the challengi:> 

of workin~ against deadlines, his last three books all suffer 

to some extent from such haste. 

Linked to these efforts to affect the future by 

influencing our view of the present arc Mailer'~ frequent 

public appearances, many on late-ni2)1t "talk" ~>hows. 1Jurin1~ 

an engagement on "The Dick Cavett Show" (October 7 > 1971), 
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Mailer boxed three very respectable rounds with former light

hcavyweir;ht boxlnr; chumpion Jose 'I'orrco., a clo~;e friend who 

tQ~~ht Mailer to box in cxchancc for bclnr: taught how to write. 

Boxing has lone been an obsession of Mailer's, as lt w&s for 

Hemingway, for it in every way expresses his concept of 

existentialism. During that same program he offered an 

opinion on Governor Rockefeller's inept handling of the Attica 

prison riot3 and provided an alternate plan for future prison 

systems. Mailer never misses an opportunity to score a point. 

While his ventures in politics, filmmaking, and his 

pub 11 c nppearancc:; mak(' their separate contributions to 

Mniler'~:; ac:;thctics of r;rowth, hi:; wr:itin['; :>till canto.in;:; hi~~ 

most effective and enduring efforts. An examination of 

Mailer's three books following Armies will enable us to see 

the direction he i~ presently taking and provide some p0r-

3poct ive on the three major works already discussed. 

Miami and the Siege of Chicago was written not only 

against a publisher's deadline but against Mailer's own 

objectives of publication prior to the 1968 Presidential 

election in order to influence that election. Unlike his 

l".)60 essay "Superman Come:: to the Supermarket", written to 

h~lp elect John Kennedy, Miami does not so much promote a 

cu~dldate a: a point of view. Mailer once again makes him

self the representative American through whose actions the 

Republican and Democratic conventions are illumined. 



We r.iay consider the book in two lie;llts: J.s a product 

o 1' Mai le r ' s int c r a c t i on w i t ll s p e c i f i c even L> and a~~ a par t of 

the continuinr; proce:>:> of nis life and art. 'l'llese two per-

.srcctive~> conflict somewhat, with the com;criuence that ~Uam:i 

i:; only a 11;ood tiuul; and nnt a r;rcat onL'. Central to tlw con-

flict L; flnilcr':> conception of Iii;, role in intcrprctl11r~ Uic 

events of the summer of l~GG. As a "reporter" with a contract 

from Harper's magazine to fulfill and press credentials which 

make him one of a larGe corps of reporters at the conventions, 

Mailer is obli~ed to allow the Presidential contenders center 

star;e rather than himself. Of course it is expected that he 

will evolve a unique interpretation l>ased on his own pllilo

sophl cal princ:i plc.;. Yet we do not expect a reporter to tie 

an active part;cip.::i.nt. lJo reporter in l\rm1t:~>, Mailer 

J,;pencled :in ni~; narrat;on upon his prior par·ticlp:tlion. 

F\eport:inr; excludes p3.rlicipo.tion a~; rwrratinr; doc~; 11ot, o.nd 

a nonactive role ls not Mailer's stroncest position. 

In Po.rt I, "rJixon in Miar.11 11
, Mailer is strictly an 

interpretive journalist. He first establishes the place of 

the Republican convention, Miami Beach, as a metaphoric 

American Hell: a tropical climate "transmo£Srifieu by 

technological clir.w.te 1110 and "the materiali::;tic capital of 

the world" ( 14). Hext the Republican Pre:>ldential contender:-:. 

are de~cribed in lanr;uap;e that both deflate:~; by ::;tyle and 

inflates by implication their importance. They are for 
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Mailer the faces of Wasp power in America. Only Nixon is an 

enigma to "the reporter". His previous impressions of Nixon 

are horrific: 

There had been a gap between the man who spoke and 
the man who lived behind the speaker which offered 
every clue of schizophrenia in the American public 
if they failed to recognize the void within the 
presentation. Worse. There was unity only in the 
way the complacency of the voice matched the com
placency of the ideas (42). 

Now Nixon gives the reporter evidence that he has "some knowl-

edge of the abyss" (44), the essential quality Kennedy had 

lacked. The current enigma Nixon presented was 

whether he was a serious man on the path of returning 
to his own true seriousness, out to unite the nation 
again as he promised with every remark . .· . or 
whether the young devil had reconstituted himself 
into a more consummate devil, Old Scratch as a modern 
Abe Lincoln of modesty (47). 

In other words, is Nixon an agent of good or evil? This is 

the ultimate ambiguity to which Mailer sooner or later elevates 

any show of power. His obsession with the question provides 

the book's moral framework and creates the need to examine 

all facets of Nixon's character for whatever truth it might 

reveal. 

Nixon's evidence of growth and his potential for 

heroism excite Mailer as "a measure of the not-entirely dead 

promise of America if a man as opportunistic as the early 

Nixon could grow in reach and comprehension and stature to 

become a leader" (50). Mailer is eager that Nixon be what 

he seems for he could then transfer some of his own weighty 



rclc a~ American hero to tJixon. Mailer's /\merican Dream 

CL)Uld be embodied in Tiich;:ird Nixon: 

'ro cle;in~c the )~anr;rcnous wound:3 of :1 1·:r·c:lt power, 
to restore :;ani ty to the psychopattdc fevers of the 
day, to deny the excessive demand, and nourish the 
real need, to bring a balance to the war of claims, 
weed the garden of tradition, and show a fine nose 
for what was splendid in the new, serve as the great 
educator who might introduce each warring hal,f of 
the nation to the other, and bring back the faith 
of other nations to a great nation in adventurous 
harmony with itself--yes, the dream could be magnif
icent enough for any world leader; if the reporter 
did not think that lJixon, poor Nixon, was very likely 
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to flesh such a dream, still he did not know that the 
attempt should be denied. It was possible, even likely, 
even necessary, that the Wasp should enter the center 
of our history a~aln (G2). 

It ls Mailer'~' belief Uiat the Wasp holds every power in 

J\mc;rica hut "the one U1cy needccl--wl1icll t:JilS to :ittach their 

philo~·.ophy to hl:,tory" (52). More and more American con-

servatl~m ls coming to express to Mailer the vision lacked 

by the Left: 

perhaps the Wasp had to come to power in order that 
he Grow up, in ord~r that he take the old primitive 
root of his life-giving philosophy--which required 
every man to go through battles, if the world would 
live, and every woman to bear a child .... For 
certain the world could not be saved by technology 
or government or genetics, and much of the Left had 
that still to learn (63). 

~~js view i~ to prove central to Mailer's next book, Of a 

Pire on the Moon. 

Part I of Y.1iami ends as "the reporter stood in the 

center of the American scene'' (63), his now-characteristic 

po:3i tion, with ;ds and America's hopes riding on an enigma 
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called Richard Nixon, who still promised something to every-

one and spoke like a computer. Mailer's inability to intuit 

whether Nixon is friend or foe is deflating to his ego and 

this perhaps is the essential reason for the consistency of 

his role as reporter in Part I. 

Part II is a different story. It owes more to the 

Mailer of Armies in that the significance of observed events 

forces him to act. The section is nearly twice as long as 

Part I and gets better and better as Mailer abandons the role 

of reporter and again becomes novelist~participant. 

In contrast to Miami, Mailer sees Chicago as "the great 

American city" (85), a metaphor for the great energy and 

potential of America in the nineteenth century before it 

became diseased, the city that Dreiser wrote about. Mailer 

devotes three pages to a description of the stockyards and 

the butchering of hogs, preparing a metaphor for Mayor 

Daley's "pigs": "Watching the animals be slaughtered, one 

knows the human case--no matter how close to angel we may 

become, the butcher is equally there" (89). John Stark has 
11 

noted the prol1f1c1ty of porcine imagery in this section. 

It is truly an organic metaphor. A few pages later Mailer 

relates his having received the news of the shooting of 

Robert Kennedy. He prays that Kennedy's life be spared and 

that he himself be punished for his recent act of adultery 

and generally for man's inability to maintain.a balance 
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'
1 uetween the anc;el in one~;clf and the ~~wine" (93). (Incidcn-

tally, one is not surprised to learn in Mailer's next book 

that he and his fourth wife have separated. Such a personal 

example of the swine in oneself loses in discretion what it 

gains in force from honesty.) 

Having reached this low only weeks before the Demo

cratic convention, we look to see what growth experiences 

Mailer will have to report as his narrative continues. After 

establishinG that Chicago is a vastly more interesting city 

than Miami Beach, f1ailer goes on to attribute a greater 

dynamism to the Democratic than to the Republican convention. 

In his view the conflict between the Hawks and the Doves broke 

the back of the Democratic party. He develops as part of 

the view the theory of politics as property: each party 

~ember holds a piece of property that he bestows upon or 

withholds from a participating candidate. If one ignores 

the theory, a~> McCarthy clid by being his own man, he loses 

the game. Humphrey, on the other hund, was a "small ~enius" 

for combininr; prop0rties that had been anta1~onlstic, such 

as trade-unionism and anti-communism had been before World 

War II (107). In the end the convention was a struggle 

for property Ly the Doves and Hawks, and the most dramatic 

portions of the strucGle took place on the streets of Chica~o 

where the battle between the Hippies, Yippies and others 

Doves and the Chicago police in Mailer's eyes became the 
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centretl metaphor for the convention, the Vi(•tnurn War, and 

tnc mood of ti1c country a:; it movccl into the l:i:-;t thircl CJf 

the twentieth century. 

Prior to these events Mailer had been unsure of his 

courage and cf the purposefulness of the large gatherings of 

anti-war demonstrators ln the parks and streets. He compares 

U~e events to the rTarch on the Pentagon: 

The justifications of the March on the Pcntacon 
were not here. 'l'lle reporter was a literary man--symbol 
had the power to push him into a~tion::; more heroic than 
him3e 1 f . 'l'hc ::;ymbol of the Pen tar; on had oeen a 
chalice to r10.Lcl hL; fear. 

But in Chi car;o, there wa:> no symbol for him 
( l lj lj ) • 

It was not until the police began to clash with the demonstra-

tors that Maller saw a clear battlecround. Playing the role 

of passive observer, '1e watches from a hotel window as the 

Chicago police, taunted by rocks and cries of "Pig", beat the 

dcmonstrator0. To Mo..llcr the battle i~ "the murderous 

paradic;m of Vietnam"; l t is "history for once . tak[inr,] 

place on the center of the star;e, a::; if each side had 

said, 'Here we v1ill n::i.vc our battle. Herc we will win'" 

( 172-73). rrhe police action gave rise to Mailer's vis.ion 

of the future as a totalitarian nightmare tn which more and 

more punitive control is administered until all opposition 

is stilled. This is the mood he saw enveloping the Democratic 

convention. 

Now Mailer's personal reaction to the battle becomes 
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He liked his life. He wanted it to ~o on--not as it 
was ~oing, not Vietnam--but what price was he really 
willing to pay? Was he ready to give up the pleasures 
of makini::r, llis movies, writing his books? ..•• 

. . . Where was his true engagement? To be 
forty-five ye;irs old, and have lost a sense of where 
llis loyalties belonged--to the revolution or to the~ 

stability of the country (at some painful personal 
price it could be sugccsted) was to bring upon him
self the anhuish of the European intellectual in the 
Thirties. And the most powerful irony for himself 
is that he had lived for a dozen empty hopeless years 
after the second world war with the bitterness, rage, 
and potential militancy of a real revolutionary, he 
had had some influence perhaps upon this generation of 
Yippies now in the street, but no revolution had 
arisen in the years when he was ready . . . • 

These are larcc thougnts for a reporter to 
have. Reporters live happily removed from themselves 
( 188). 

This passage is the core of the book and Mailer here stands 

at the cros;;road:.:; bctw(:cn Ills past and hi~> future. All that 

he !1a:::; :::;tood for may be opposed to tl1c frults of l1i::; labor. 

'l'hat night v1hile the battle still rages in the street::>, 

Mailer walks among the National Guardsmen, playing his old 

role of e;adfly. 

At this point in the narrative, with Mailer once 

a~ain assuming the role of leader, he breaks off to return 

to the convention with this explanation: 

If this were essentially an account of the 
reporter's action, it would be interesting to follow 
him through the chutes on Thursday, Lut we are con
cerned with his actions only as they illumine the 
event of the Republican Convention in Miamt, the 
Democratic Convention in Chicago, and the war of the 
near streets (197). 

Here Mailer switches from history as a novel to the novel as 
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history, but the transition is not decisive as it is in Armies. 

At the end of the book Mailer recounts an episode in 

which he is twice arre~>ted and relca::.>cd for minor confronta-

tions with Guardsmen and police, and the experience i:..; 

renewing: 

The fact tnat he . was ready to fight, made him 
feel close to some presence with a beatific grace . . 
and that left him happy, happier than he had been at 
any moment since he had heard the awful cry of the 
wounded pig in his throat at the news Bobby Kennedy 
was shot . . (220-21) 

Yet we are not convinced that Mailer's action has been sig-

nificant nor that toe conventions arc as important as he has 

tried to make them. The ending is low-key, anti-climactic, 

disappointin~. Again, I believe that the conflictin~ roles 

of reporter and novelist-participant as well as the press 

deadlines are mainly responsible for the inferiority of 

Miami to Armies, although interestingly both were nominated for 

the National Book Award that Armies won. 

Like Miami, Of a Fire on the Moon was written against 

deadlines. Portions of the book appeared in Life magazine 

in August and Ifovember, 1969 and January, 1970 before tne 

hardcover publication in the fall of 1970. Also as in 

Miami, Mailer is an on-the-spot reporter who will provide 

us with interpretations of the laq~er significances of the 

moonshot. Typically, he sees the flight of Apollo 11 as a 

paradi~m of the twentieth century, the astronauts as repre-

sentative of American schizophrenia, and the mission as 
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either divine or satanic. The moonshot with all of its 

nuances serves a~ a metaphor for what Mailer explores a~ the 

relationship of technology to the human splrit and of both 

to God or Devil. WhJ.t he tentatively concludes represents 

a meaninr;ful cho.n;';e in hh:; thinkinc;: perhaps the death of 

romantic Amer:i can ltercilsm, symbol izccl by Hemingway 1 s suicide 

and by his own attempts to fill the void Hemingway left, and 

it:~ replacement with the hero-scientist who controls the 

:-:1achine for human advancement is America's true destiny as 

5he carries God's vision to the stars. This tentative thesis 

not only i:; unw::.ually hopeful for· f1ailer; it also provides 

justification for the enormous sums of money and the manpower 

expended on the ~pace procrarn while we continue to wa~e an 

;rnachroni<:;tic war .::rnd to condone dome::;tic i1ls. 

Mailer examines all facets of the Apollo procram but 

as might be expected :is most fascinated with the characters 

of the astronauts themselves for they are the new American 

heroes, the frontiersmen of outer space. Since Mailer's 

concern has been with the conquest of man's inner space he 

wishes to explore the psychology of the astronauts and the 

possibility of a psychology in the machines which they must 

controJ on their mission. 

Mailer is uniquely qualified for ~uch exploration~. 

IIis Harvard aeronautical engineerin~ de~rcc, his deslrc to 

exert an influence on our ways of confrontin~ significant 
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events, his Emersonian ability to see the mo;,t in the least 

t~ings, and his penchant for examining all the nuances of an 

event are all brought into play in Of a Fire. At the be-

e;inning of thE: book Mailer assumes the persona of "Aquarlus" 

not only be cause it is ni::; birthsign and l1ecause, as he tells 

it, the mayoralty campaign left hj_m detached from his cr;o and 

able to assume a persona, but most import~ntly because 

Aquarius symbollzcs the apocalyptic end of an u~e and the 

seed of a new bcr;inninr;. 12 Since Mailer views the moon:;not 

a~:; tne apocalypse of the twentieth ceptury, the aptness of 

the persona is apparent. 

The position at which Mailer arrives with respect to 

the meaning of the moonflight is not achieved without a 

strugr;le. The immensely powerful complex known as NASA 

impre0sed him as dull, humorless, and insidious. 'l'he lanr;uar;c 

was funct i.onal--computeresc--the machine the art. For Maller 

all art wa~> in c ommuni cat ion while a machine which aided 

c ommun i cat ion, li k:e a typewriter, only functional. 1'hc u:~ t ro-

nauts studiously avoided attaching more than a technolo~ical 

si~nificance to their mission; they were self-effacing; they 

spoke in computerese; they did not fit at all Mailer's con-

cept of heroes. His disappointment in Armstron3, Aldrin, 

and Collins is voiced in the following passage: 

. he could not forgive the astronauts their 
resolute avoidance of a heroic posture. It was ~ome

now improper for a hero to be without flamLoyance a;:; 
if sucl1 modesty deprived his ::>upporters of any larr-;e 
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pleasure in his victories. What joy might be found in 
a world which would iiave no hope of a Hemingway? . 
it was as if the astronauts were there to demonstrate 
that heroism's previous relation to romance had been 
improper . 

The real hcroi:1m, he thouc:i1L, wa;; to under
stand, and becau:>c· one unclcr~>tood, lJc even more full 
of fear at the enormity of what one understood, yet 
at that ffil)ment continue to be rc?ady for the feat one 
hticl decided it was e~:sential to perform . 

But the astronauts, brave men, proceeded on 
the paradoxical principle that fear once deposed by 
knowledge would make bravery redundant. It was in 
the complacent assumption that the universe was no 
majestic mansion of architectonics out there between 
evil and nobility, or strife on a darkling plain, 
but rather an ultimately benign field of investigation 
which left Aquarius in the worst of his temper (108-09). 

What can men wto speak like computers tell us of the moon? 

To deprive us of the wonder of the voyage is to deaden our 

;:oul~> a little more. :1ailer's book is in thL.J :.Jcn~>L' an 

.tnt i dote to Hie moon fli r;h t, redeem I nr; it throur;h the powerful 

art of languar;c from the unbelievable dullne::>:> with will ch 

NASA had invested it. In so doing, Mailer re-romanticizes 

the mission, elevating technology into a human triumph, 

conceiving it heroically as a "force which attempted to 

bring back answers from questions which had been considered 

to be without answers" ( 125). In fact, Mailer likens 

Armstrong's role to that of Ahab controllinr, the White Whale 

of a space ship. 

By the end of Part I "Aquarlu::;" l1a;; arrived at rl.1::-: 

hopeful thesis that the astronauts are the carriers of "God':: 

vision of existence across the stars" (150) for "it offered 

a reason why the heroes of our time were technologists, not 
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poets, and the art was obliged to be ln the exceptional 

engineering, while hum~m communication had become the routine 

function'' (151). Arthur C. Clarke expressed a similar thesis 

in his novel which Stanley Kubrick turned into the magnificent 

film 2001: A Space Odyssey. The hope in both Of a Fire and 

2001 is that evil will be defeated and the human race reborn 

in goodness beyond this planet as part of a divine plan. 

Much of the remainder of Of a Fire, divided into 

"Apollo" and "The Age of Aquarius", is composed of Mailer's 

research Into stati:.:;tical data and hi~; per~~onal encounters 

with !JASA personnel and the astronauts. Since hi::.; participa

tion is limited by the nature of the event, its mystery had 

to be explored through these other means. At times his appli

cation of the data seems highly fanciful, as when he interprets 

astrologically the preference of a larbe number of the astro

nauts for water sports. A more obvious factor, the climate 

of Houston, is overlooked. He is led to this extreme by his 

desire to probe the psychic rather than the scientific nature 

of the event. One of tho book'~; tllc~~es--and Mailer's attempt 

to outdo Freud--L; that the dream L~ a "~;imulation chamber 

where the possible malfunctions of life tomorrow and life 

next year could be tested, where the alternate plans could 

be tried" (159). The dream thus provides information for 

the familiar Navigator of the subconscious through its 

"submersion into dread", and the Navigator may then redesir;n 
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his charts on the basis of this information. The theory is 

a progression beyond that concept of Lhe Navi1-i;ator presented 

in earlier work G.11J f"':i ves even c;reater meanlnr: to ll1c Jrr·cun. 

The moon:3hot 10 then considered by analor~.Y D.~3 "an exploration 

by the century itself into the possible consequence::> of its 

worship of technology, as if, indeed, the literal moon trip 

was a giant species of simulation to reveal some secret in 

the buried tendencies of our history" (161). Such thoughts, 

though wei~hty, go nowhere. Much of this book is like this. 

Mailer raises all of the essential questions created by the 

shock waves of the missjon and finally comes back to his 

"favorite say inc;", "tru~;t the authority of your sense::>", to 

rrovidc c;. cunclu:·.ion to hL; theorizlnrr,. Stnnding in front 

of a moon roe!: on display at the Manned Spacecraft Center 

in Houston, Mailer senses the essential rightness of the 

moonflight: 

.. the expedition to the moon was finally a venture 
which mic;ht help to disclose the nature of the Lord 
and the Lucifer who warred for us; certainly the hour 
of happiness would be here when men who spoke like 
Shakespeare rode the ships: how many eons was that 
away! Yes, he had come to believe by the end of 
this long summer that probably we had to explore into 
outer space, for technolocy llad penetrated the modern 
mind to such a depth that voyages ln space mi~ht huve 
become the last way to discover the metaphysical pits 
of that world of technique which choked the pore~ of 
modern consciowrness--yes, we might have to c;o out 
into space until the mystery of new discovery would 
force us to regard the world once again as poets, 
behold it a::; savages who knew that if the uni verse 
was a lock, its key was metaphor rather than 
measure ( 471). 
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Nick Carraway was wrong; once again man is "face to face 

i-rith something commensurate to his capacity for wonder." 

Mailer's philosophy of America's vovnr;c to l11e moon 1;:; finally 

Edenlc, relir;ious, tran:~ccndent of tcc!inolo11:y, J.nd. very much 

a part of the mainstream of Amcricnn literature. In the::0e 

respects Of a Fire on the Moon continues it3 author's process 

of growth through his exploration of the relationship between 

inner and outer space. On the other hand, Of a Fire is no 

advancement in method. In his zeal to capture all the nuances 

of the mission, Mailer succeeds ln being often repetitive 

and occasionally tedious. While the magnitude of the event 

r;reatly exceeds that of the March on the Penta~on and the 

political convention:> (:>imllarly considered p;iradir;m~:; of the 

twentieth century and major battleu between God and DevJl), 

Mailer's participation is limited to being there. Conuequently, 

the book is without the strong focus f.Iailer as character 

usually provides. Al ti1ough Of a Fire succeeds in rescuing 

the manned space program from scientific dullness, it is not 

one of Mailer's best acl1ievements. However, it is very much 

a part of his conception of his role of Novelist as Historian. 

As we nave come to expect, Mailer selected as the 

subject of nls next book another movement with the power to 

profoundly alter the American consciousnes;:;, Women's Litera

tion. The Prisoner of Sex appeared in its entirety in the 

May, 1971 issue of Harper's for which the editor, Willie 
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Morris, was fired. It seems that a sexual frontier still 

Pemaiw; in the field of publishinr, and Maih'r is still in 

tile midst of L~ai11ln1': tcrrltory fur ti i :; truop:;. 

In Ch a p t e r I 1 bi 1 c r ' c> firs t ob J c c t i v c , as in 0 f a F i r r.: , 

L~ to establlsh nis pcrcona. His references to himself in 

tile third person in these book~:; and in Miami where he is "the 

reporter" differ from his treatment of himself as "Mailer" 

in Armies. In the latter, Mailer played all the roles, while 

in the following three books a single aspect of the self is 

focused upon. Here nailer refer~:; to himself as the "PW", 

rcpresentin~ botn Prlsoner of WedlocK and Prizewinner, the 

"rolar concepts to be re1':arded at opposite encl::> of lii:.o 

er;o": l3 winner at v1rl tin1~ J.nd lo:; er J.t love. 'l'tw fa-1 lure of 

Maller' 0 fourtJ1 marrl:lge led nim to play hou~;ewi fe and mother 

to his six children clurinr; the summer of 1970. The experience 

provided some perspective on the woman's need for liberation 

from the mindlessness which so often characterizes these 

roles. Mailer saw too that 

the theP.1es of hiJ life had r,athered here. Revolution, 
tradition, sex and t;1e homosexual, the orgasm, the 
family, the child and the political shape of the 
future, technology and human conception, waste and 
abortion, the ethics of the critic and the male 
mystique, black rights and new thou~hts on women's 
rights . . ( 30) 

His vievJ of the woman 1 3 role in promotinr:; r~rowth, a vital 

part of his aesthetic3 of growth, is called into question 

b:r the Woma.n' s Lib movement. Consequently, the book 
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center.:.; .'.lrouncl hl~; cicfcn:Je of hL3 c.:irly ~;L~1l0menl thal "tiw 

rrimc n.:~;pon:..~llilli ty of .'.l woman proll:_:illl.v L; lo be: 011 (':ir·LJ1 

lonG enough to fincl Lhc best mate for herself, and conceive 

children who will improve the species'' (231). The search 

for that mate ls not witnout courage, and Mailer concedes 

that women are not as free as they ou~ht to be for the pur-

suit. And yet the direction in which radical Women's Lib i~ 

moving is toward freedon from their ultimate female idcntifi-

c:-ition: the ability to bear children. To P1o.ilcr the result 

of such "freedom" woulcl imprison humanity. Since power is 

now technolo~ical, attempts by women to gain power must 

result in technologizing themselves--unless there is a primal 

urr,e to be masculine which women are fulfilling. With genetic 

enGlnecrins just around the corner, wh~t in best and worth 

preserving about hunan life will be brou~ht to judgment. 

Maller has little confidence in the humanism of scientists 

and their proclivity to choose what are to be the enduring 

human characteristic~. The following ~tatPment by an 

emminent philosopher illustrates the kind of thinking ex-

nibited even by those concerned with moral improvement of 

the race: 

Cur hope for the creation of a better world 
seems to lie in the harmonious integration of aspects 
of personality whi ci1 are now frequently at odds with 
each other. If reason and emotion, intellect and 
feelin~, the head and the heart and the hand, could 
be brought into synergic relations, we might unify 
personality and bring about what I have sometimes 
called cortico-thalamic integration. At present 
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such characteristics as courar;c, imar;inatlon, love, and 
undcr~;tandinr; are in.freC{uent trait:> :in exceptloual 
individual:.;. 'l'hese tr::iits need to lJe intcr;ratcd and 
universal izecl. We need to invent 'ma~>::> production' 
technique~ .for evokine; talents that are latent ln 
mankind.l 

This statement ignores the worth and e.f.fectiveness o.f the 

humanities and su~gests that larf,e-scale genetic engineering 

can create those characteristics scienti.fically. To what end 

one shudders to think. I.f courage were a universal charac-

teristic what would be its use? 

Mailer's .fear for the liberation of women from their 

wombs ls not without justi.fication. As the end of Women's 

Liberation lt is antithetical to his belief tllat what is best 

about us is what we can create of ourselves that is good, 

whether it is a style, a book, a moment, or a new life. 

Because his aesthetics of growth is the subject of 

attack either directly or indirectly by advocates of Woman's 

Lib in The Prisoner of Sex, Mailer assumes the roles of 

defendent, lawyer, and judge, and makes his case against the 

abdication of womanhood. The largest part of Mailer's case 

is the prosecution of Kate Millett's Sexual Politics and 

the defense of those attacked as woman-haters by Millett: 

D.H. Lawrence, Henry Miller, Jean Genet, and himself. 

Millett's penchant toward vengeance against these writers 

results in sloppy or biased work; deliberate misreadings 

and quotations out of context abound, and Mailer as scholar 

is quick to expose them. Lawrence and Miller were Mailer's 
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:1ntecedents on the subject of sex and Jn clefendinr; them 110 

de fends his own view:; as well. Miller, M:li 1cr a~;sert0, "ha~> 

spent his literary life exploring the watershed of sex from 

that uncharted side which goes by the name of lust and it is 

an epic work for any man". Mailer defines lust as "that power 

to take over the abi1ity to create nnd convert it to a force". 

It "c x hi b it '3 n 11 l L c attributes of j un k " ( 109 -1 () ) . II c re 

Mailer draws a thematic line from Miller to Burroughs to 

himself. Mailer also is not without sympathy for Miller's 

be lief that "the eternal battle with woman sharpens our 

resistance, develops our strength, enlarges the scope of our 

cultural achievements" and that "the loss of sex polarity 

is part and parcel of the larger disintegration, the reflex 

of the 0oul' ~; death and coincident with UH' dis3.ppearance of 

r~reat men, r:reat cau::ec~, r;reat war:>" (1;_i5). 

In L:1wrcnce 1 0 thought Mailer find:> two essential 

points to defend: l) tr1:it manhood is earned, not a birth-

ri~ht as proponents of Women's Lib persist in believing 

and 2) that in cood sex each partner brings his best to the 

act. Mailer continues to consider the or0asm as "the mirror 

to the character of the coul as the soul went over the r1ill 

into the next becominr," (88). 

In Chapter IV, "The Prisoner", Maj ler defends his 

own work against ru11ett 1 :3 attack. Hi:·, ba0ic premise L.3 

that the woman i::; in tr)uch with the my~;tcrie~> of crcatJon 
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throur;h her womb, her link with the future, and that a man 

;:;eeks to become a part of that my::;Lery by plantinr: Iii:~ :~\'cd 

i.11 tH'r womb. lt l:; prcci::;ely :.;ucll awe nf wnmanllood LliaL 

Women':· Llt.i con:;iclcr::; a carryover from Lhe ml:<.11cval vcncrc1tlon 

of Mary. Yet, as Mailer point::; out, the alternative i~ to 

continue to move toward a "single permls:~ive sexual standard" 

ln which sex is exchanged like currency and in which ectogenesis 

will devoid the sexual act of any significance. The more 

meaning one attaches to ::;ex the more one is its prisoner, 

the prisoner concludes. Finally, he says, let women be 

liberated from all but their wombs. 

If Mailer i::; truly the arch-foe or Women's Liberation 

it i;:; becau~;e he in;;i;3t~ on their c::;~;c'nti.::i.l difference from 

men, a difference which mu:.Jt be pre:;erved if what we know 

as humanity i:> Lo continue to exist, for technolOf,Y aims at 

univcrJcl samenes::;. Gy moving toward equality with men, 

women would destroy the uniqueness which is their strength. 

In terms of its themes and viewpoints, The Prisoner 

of Sex is a summation of Mailer's thought on the meaning of 

life and as such is a part of the continuing process of his 

art. A~ a product, hcwever, the book invades no virgin 

territory. In ten years Prisoner v1ill be dated Q;, hi:; be:>t 

worl{ will not, for his best work marries the~ form to the 

vi0ion. Perhaps th(~ heart of i·1ailer'::; failure to produce a 

great work ~ince The J\rmies of the Night (and let us be 
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~haritabl8--it ha: been less than four years) lies in this 

statement: 

If there t.&j been a period when he believed 
completely in the tonic overhauling of the state and 
had written hi::> pro::oe with fingers trembling with 
anger at the Establishment, he had by now lost that 
cs3ential belief in himself which was critical to 
the idea that one could improve the world (arid knPw 
he mir;ht not regain that belief until he had written 
the novel of hi:J life and succeeded in pa::osinr; judgment 
on himself--if indeed one could) .. (5G) 

Still believin[; tr1at he has ahead of him "that huge novel he 

had promised to begin so many times'' (30), Mailer does not 

realize that he has been writing that novel for twenty-five 

years. The "huge novel" is his life's work, his books the 

statements and the evidence of his growth, and his newfound 

humility the promise that there is more and better work to 

c:ome. For ~>t1ould 111'.lilcr lo:::;e faith in Uw promi:-;c of hL:; 

o.rt, we :~houlcJ lo::;r: L1 i ti1 ln hlrn and pC'rhap~~ l n the hope for 

our human future wlLi ec1 he has taken it upon himself to 

ensure. 

In order to assert the significance of Mailer's 

vision of our future, I wish to present one more context in 

which to view him for what it may offer of final justifica-

tion for his work: the thought of contemporaries--scientists, 

philosopher:::, 2ociologists, teachers--on the future of human 

life. 

One contemporary Issue currently enjoying ~reat 

popularity, the disruption of natural 0cologlcal balance3 
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and .Lt~-, con:3cquencc;,, L~ pcrti.nent to M:ii1cr only by (;xtcn::ion, 

hL; concern !1avinr; l1ecn with human ecolor;y. So let u:~ hcr;ln 

v1ith the is;,ue of chance throur,h revolution, one which ha;, 

heen a central aim of Mailer's work. In The Greening of America, 

Charle:::: Peich a;:;;,ert::; that a non-violent revolution of the 

young aeainot the consciousness of their parents has begun 

and will 0ucceed through the development of their own sub-

culture. A revolution of manners as well as morals, the 

re~ult will be Concciousncss III, a trnnsccndence of tech

nological control with tlw cmphasi::> once '1f>;Gin on humani~~m 

c::nd it:; furthcrment throuf~h technolor.;y--th0 ~;ynthesi~' of antl

t:hescs which ic proc;rc~:;::;. J\nd yet a recent editorial ln a 

university newspaper accuses proponents of Consciousness III 

of mlndlessnc3::; and proposes inste.'.ld the way recently taken 

by Ylprie P1b1Jle Hoffmann who announced that he plans to 

register, vote, and work through the existinG system for 

change. This is the only remaining way ~o promote desirable 

change, Hoffmann malntalns, because one side holds all the 

power. 1 5 This is al;:;o the conclu::>ion Mailer has reached, 

ahandoning hL.> early dream of "revolution in the hill;:;" 

because he has :·1atched his "army" lose battles again3t the 

United State;:; Army and the Chicago police while Wasp fortitude 

ha:; captured the moon. The 11 le ft conservatism" of his 

mayoral campaign represents his new version of revolution. 

The issue of genetic engineering was raised in The 
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Prisoner of' Sex and may be ::oeen as a mctapho1· for the human 

apocalypse. Below is a forecast chart worked up by Rand 

Corporation indicating projected achievements in ~enetic 

engineer inc;: 

Artificial inovulation in humans . 
Genetic surgery .... 

6 
........ . 

Routine animal clonin~l . . . 
Widespread lluman clonin0 . 
Routine breeding of hybrids and specialized 

mutants for space. . . . . . .. 

.1972 
. .. 1995 

. .2005 
.2020 
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It is not only Women's Lib which anticipates ectogenesis. 

An emminent scientist and writer, Isaac Asimov, assumes that 

lt is forthcoming and docs not express concern with its 

ethical and psychological implications.
18 

However, a 

microbiologist and humanist, nene Dubas, offers a caveat to 

such manipulation of the genes: 

. scientific control of man's nature may turn 
out to be a suicidal nolicy, since evolution and 
procrcss depend upon the variety of the material 
subject to selection. If holistic control should 
ever lead to the equalization of human bodies and 
human minds, c> uch unl f ormi ty mi p:ht s pe 11 the end of 
progress.19 

This of course has been Mailer's assessment as well. 

In hl3 study of man's adaptability, Dubas also finds 

that while l1ealth or disease is an expression of 11 the 

success or failure experienced by the orcanism in its efforts 

to respond adaptively to environmental changes" (xvii), 

man'~ "very adaptability enables [him] to become adjusted 

to conditions and habits which will eventually destroy the 

value::> most characteri:.otic of human lj fe" (278). Alvin 



Toffler in his bestseller Future Shock takes the opposin~ 

the:>l2. that 

there are dlscernable limits to the amount of chan~c 
that the human orcanism can absorb, and that by end
lessly acceleratine change without first determining 
these limits, we may submit masses of men to demands 
they simply cannot tolerate.20 
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Toffler calls this inability to adapt to rapid chance "future 

shock" and offers sugr;estions to aid adaption, not to slow it 

down, since his book is aimed at the average man. Mailer's 

point has been that adapting to our technological and 

totalitarian Gociety has caused cancer and ~ould agree with 

Dubo::; that adaption i~; dangcrou~>, as he powerfully demon:3trated 

in An American Dream and Why Are We in Vietnam? 

An understandin~ of the ways in which various media 

communicate, pioneered by ~IJarshall McLuhan, has resulted in 

closer attention to our manipulation by those who control 

the media. The ~cderal Communications Commission still 

allows a single corporation to own a radio station, a 

television station, and several newspapers in a single com-

munity, although Commissioner Nicholas Johnson has voiced the 

obvious objections. If one points to Mailer's attempts to 

use various media for his own messages, Rene Dubas provides 

his justification ln this statement: 

.. a sharp distinction must be made between changing 
people's minds by dialogue and by manipulation. The 
manipulator regards the other member of the interplay 
almost as an object; whereas in dialogue, there is a 
reciprocity of interaction and therefore a greater 
chance that ~uman freedom and rights are respected (437). 
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Edmunu Carpenter':~ ti0l Lcf' tl1at the nwJ i u111 i :; Ll1c mc:;:;a1~<· :wd 

that it there fore offers only a pc1'spectl vc on the whole 

truth has led him to advocate the preservation of all types 

of communication in order that we might approach the whole 

truth. 21 no one is more aware of the danr;ers of the abuse of 

media than Mailer for he has often bef'n its target. 

Let us conclude by examining a few more general 

arguments presented by the conflict between scientific and 

human progress. PrefacinG a collection of essays on contcm-

porary issues entitled The Age of Aquarius, Kenneth L. Jones 

'·l'lri tes: 

h1hlle astroloi;ers disagree on the exact date 
[the Age of Aquarius] began and how long it will last, 
they generally agree that it will be characterized by 
tremendous scientific advancement, increased freedom 
of thought, honesty in human relations, and universal 
peace and love. But the only portion of the prophecy 
that h:is yet materialized is the increased scientific . ') ') 

advancement.~<-

Of the younger Aquarians, Jeffrey K. Hadden discovered 

ln a survey of 2,000 college seniors in 19G9 that they are 

both idealistic and privatistic; they do not connect the 

thought with the act. "~fore than half (53%) deny that 

science and technolo~y are dehumanizin~ man. Only one in 

three doubts that technology is a very po~itive force creatin~ 

opportunity for man to be truly free. 112 3 Appu.rently Mailer 

has not reached these students. Doe3 the spectacle of 

watching on color television a man plant a tin American flag 

on the moon have any relation to these statistic:..;, one 
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wonders? Two articles by scientists presented as worthy of 

our admiration by Richard Kostelanetz in Beyond Left and 

Right: Radical 'rhought for Our Times should shake the com

placency of these young people. One is on the imminence of 

cybernation--computer-controlled technology which replaces 

human workers--"freeing" them from work. 24 While there is no 

reason to justify menial work, one wonders for what the 

workers are freed? How long will it take before the cultural 

lag catches up to technological advancement? The author of 

.the article proposes that each worker be guaranteed an annual 

wage by the government but blithely ignores the source of 

such an income or the effects of resentment by those who 

must still work and pay taxes while their fellows take their 

leisure. 

Even more 1ns1d1ous is an article entitled "Artificial 

Thinking Automata" whose authors cite in technologese their 

analysis of human limitations when compared to thinking 

computers: "Unfortunately, human beings have no output 

capability comparable to.their parallel optical input system; 

no automation would be designed with such a weakness. 112 5 

The authors go on to enumerate the advantages of "intelligent 

artificial automata" over "intelligent biological life" as 

1) "ease of maintainability"; 2) "control of their own 

growth"; and 3) memory or learning capabilities (172-80). 

Mailer's suspicion would probably be that a computer wrote 
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thl0 3rticlt'. AfLL'I' rc.::i.dlnr_~ jt OllL' !:" 1t·fL witlt Llil:; qw,:;tlor1: 

·.vill we tr3.nsccnd the machine or will it tr<J.11~;ccnd u:;? 

Victor Ferl<is~>, a humanist wi10 shares Mailer's concern 

with t.he furtfierment of human life, en vis ions the ultimate 

horror cf the fut urc: "WhCJ.t if the new m::rn combines the 

animal :irr::itlonaUty of primitive man witt1 the calculated 

~reed and power-lust of :industrial man, while possessing the 

virtually Cc,d like powc rs granted him by technology?" 26 To 

avoid such Cl fate "technological man" must both learn to 

"predict the future and . . develop a new philosophy of 

society based on the future's needs" ( 2 4 7) • Elements of 

that philoscphy are these: 1) a "new naturalism" with man 

as the hir;hest element in a dynamic univer;:;; 2) a "new 

holi::;m" of mind, body, :;ociety, and nature; and 3) a "new 

immancntL3m" ba:;ed on the theory that "life exi:';ts within 

systems", that "~;y;;tem.> create themselvc0" and that "the 

whole ::;hapcs ltself" (2ln-'..>3). J11erk.L00 cc)11cludes that 

"in a world in whlcti man controls his environment so a~; to 

provide for nis phy0ical needs and to conquer hunr;er and 

'lic;enc>e, the new frontier will be within" (256). 

The need for the conquest of inner space is not in 

the future but now. r1ai le r ha.s known this at least since 

t::t-=> ~-'L<ulication of Adverti::;ements For 711yself. It is what 

he nas tried to tell ~3 ~11 along. No contemporary writer 

has tried harder. 
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CI 11\ P'l'EH V 

CONCLUSIOfJ 

At tile outset of this thesis I quoted Mailer's J.mbi

tion, stated ln Advertisements For Myself, to revolutionize 

the consciousness of our time. His assumption then was 

that a writer, throut;h the power of his written words and 

the example of the ::i.ctions of his life, could affect such a 

cnan~c. Although his experience of the thirteen years since 

the publication of Advertisement.,; lla3 tau~ht him to constantly 

refine the methods of his revolution and ha::; brouf~ht him to 

doubt his ability to effect it, all of his work has nonethe

L~ss proceded from this assumption. Consequently, in this 

thesis I have viewed the whole of Mailer's work as a process 

of growth on the part of both man and artist, designed to 

turn the consciousness of the twentieth century, and of the 

American nation particularly, away from the destruction of 

human life throuch a technological totalitarianism and 

toward the preservation of the best of l1uman attributes now 

and for the future. I have called Mailer'~ desi~n his 

aesthetics of c;rowth and have considered this aesthetics in 

contexts which sucgest that Mailer has made significant 

contributions to American literature and to the means by 

which humanity can progress into the future. 
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In the introduction, I exarnincJ tlie existential mom0nt 

as the basic unit of Mailer's aesthetics of growth, the moment 

when a man must confront an opponent and derive growth from 

defeating him or suffer the loss of some of his own life 

force. Mailer conceives of the progress of man 1 s life as a 

series of ~;uch moments of thesis, anti t!Jes j s, and synthesis. 

Because his ae~;theti cs views art and life a:.> interdependent 

processes wl1i ch nurture or impede human growth toward whole

ness of mind, body, and soul, I have considered the aesthetics 

itself as Mailer's most important contribution to our time. 

However, in order to evaluate Mailer's progress toward his 

announced r;oal, I analyzed three books which I consider to 

have the ~reatest potential as products to influence the 

directions of the age: Advertisements For Myself, An American 

Dream, and The Armies of the Night. In order to provide some 

perspective for the discussion of these books, I first re

lated Mailer tc those American writers by whom he was in

fluenced or to whom he exhibits affinities. 

Most immediately influential were the novelists of 

the Thirties, particularly Hemingway, whom Mailer both 

admires for his style and achievements and scorns for having 

slipped away into "nada". Over the years it has become 

apparent that Mailer has worked out his debt to Hemingway 

by learning both to live with failure or partial success and 

to overcome it, as Hemingway did not. 
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More r:".cncr;lll.v, Mailer':; earl.v 1~1Jal :1:; .-=tn J\mcr·ican 

writer, we remcmllcr, wo.:> to "clarify [/\r11crlca':>] vi:;Jon of 

itself" by unitinr: the novelistic tractitions which diverged 

in the work of Dreiser and James. This was clearly his intent 

in An American Dream, as it was his related and considerably 

larger intention to unite the factual and the dream life of 

the nation in "a hero who reveals the character of the coun

try itself". Much of tni:.o thesis has been concerned with 

Mailer's attempts to discover or to create such a hero and 

with his turnlne finally to the creation of himself as that 

he.ro, the quixotic "Mailer" of The Armies of the Night, whose 

moments of sreatness--however few-- confirm the significance 

of Mailer'G aesthetics of growth to the pro~ress of human 

life. 

Chapters I, II, and III traced the progress of this 

aesthetics in three distinct phases, each culminating with 

a product containinc the various strands of the phase in 

itself. The product of the first phase, Advertisement8 For 

Myself, was considered as Mailer's artistic manifesto be

cause in it he declared his revolutionary intentions and his 

artistic independence. We traced, too, the emergence of 

the aesthetics of growth, its dynamic, dialectical nature, 

approximated in the spiral form of the book, and its cosmic 

proportions as the means of combatting the forces of evil 

in the continuing strugcle for possession of the human race. 
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Further, we: cklineated Jn Adver_J,J_~~c_r_ncnts Mailer':; 

l11crc;:.u>inr;ly cornpcllinr': :;r,arch fur a l1cro c;qiatilc <)f crnlJr-:u:I111~ 

tnc contraoictionc3 and Clmhir;uitiec; of l1L; n:iUon anrJ it;_; ar~r:, 

and for a style appropriate to that hero. 'rentatively dis

covering him as the "White Negro", Mailer laid the groundwork 

for his own assumption of the heroic role by the various 

roles he played in Advertisements; not only was he the book's 

hero but its villain, not only its author but its critic and 

its promoter as well. 

By the time of Advertisements Mailer had developed a 

coherent vision of life to give artistic form and a metaphor, 

in himself, of the ;:;trucgle to actualize that vision. Having 

exorcised the ghosts of his past defeats, he sows the seeds 

of his new ambitions in Advertisements, making it not only 

tne culmination of one important staee in Mailer's development, 

but a book which anticipates the even better work to follow. 

An American Dream was one such anticipated achieve

ment. A series of ventures into the philosophy of existential 

politics, evidenced in Tne Presidential Papers, prepared the 

way for the novel, convincin~ Mailer of America's urgent 

need for an existential hero. 

It has been ny conclusion that An American Dream has 

helped to clarify America's vision of its national self, as 

Mailer intended it to do. Setting himself the task of 

rendering the nearly uncommunicable dream-life of the nation, 
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he descends into tne heart of American dark1w~>~> and I'l'lurn;; 

with only a tentative victory for his fictional hero, Stephen 

Rojack, but a si8nificant one for himself. 

In the act of writing the novel, Mailer attempts to 

make Rojack a hero. In Mailer's existential terms, the hero 

must be a self-made man, "a consecutive set of brave and 

witty self-creations''. Rojack is Mailer's most signiflc~nt 

attPmpt at ~r~3ting a hero other than himself. 

As in the myth of the Fortunate Fall, Rojack first 

becomes evil in order to combat evil and so survive to have 

a chance at goodness. Because of the nature of its subject, 

the action of the novel is more metaphoric than literal. In 

Mailer's version of the Adamic myth, his hero is presented 

with an opportunity to confront the inscrutable serpent in 

America's carden and to destroy him, an opportunity rare in 

/\merican literature. Barney Kelly is tlie face of power and 

corruption, a type of Renaissance villain, and his defeat 

at Rojack's hands would have signified the redemptive power 

of Mailer's fiction. Failing, however, to be brave enough, 

to follow his best instincts and so to earn the grace 

awaiting him through Cherry's love, Rojac.k is defeated by 

the evil both within and without himself. His heroism 

proves too weak and embryonic to survive tne hellish environ-

ment of contemporary America. Further, he is the potential 

hero of the ni~htmare portion of Americn only, not of ilLl 



mundane life as well. Still, Mailer nolds out the possibility 

that in another lfow World his failed hero yet may c;row worthy 

of the task set him. 

With analor~uc" both in the nenai ~; :_-;;:mce and frontier 

America, Mailer's vi:>lon ln An Amer1can Dream proclaims tr1at 

what has passed for the American Dream ls in reality a ni~ht

mare, and the book's metaphoric structure as well as its 

characters' acts of extremity fuse style and meaning into a 

revelatory and archetypal battle between good and evil. While 

Rojack's sojourn in the wilds of Central America holds out 

the possibility of America's redemption by a fictive hero, 

Mailer ha8 0trictly limited that possibility in the course of 

writinr: the novel. Pha~>e two ends with MaJler's realization 

and demonstration lh;:it the hero for our time i~; not to be 

found between t11c par;e.:> of a novel. 

Although the search for a more substantial hero con

tinued to occupy Mailer in the years following An American 

Dream, experimentation with form took center stage. Its 

aim was to synthesize technology and art toward a more func

tional communication than the novel could provide. Mailer 

needed a larger, more responsive audience that AAD had 

brour:;ht him. His mes;.;age having found iL> direction, Mailer 

now turned to discover its most 2ffPctive mcdlum. 

Mailer's most ~;ie;nificant experiment with form urforr; 

Why Are We in Vietnam? was in film. Although Wild 90 llad 
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to film-making led to the production of more important later 

films as well as to the manipulation of real human responses 

to situations created throu~h the interactions of the charac

ters. Mailer's experience as actor, director, and producer 

of lii::c> fllms, moreover, prepared him for his roles in The 

Armies of tile Ni.ght and for his eventual acceptance of the 

efficacy of symbol:c action. 

The next media breakthrough came in Why Are We in 

Vietnam? Here Mailer, through the voice-print medium of 

his narrator-participant, D.J., uses the power of the mass 

media for his own ends by the force of his style. The reader 

is bombarded with language designed to hold him captive 

until the novel's end. However brilliant the style may 

have been, it was not one with much appeal to the army of 

reader~> Mailer hoped to capture. Neither did its protagonist, 

D.J., i1avc the appeal of a nero becam;e of the ambiguity of 

his motives and actions. Although D.J. unites in himself 

the ambiguities of the American nation of which he is the 

metaphor, he is not so much leader as led. 

Whereas in AAD the content was more radical than 

the form, in Why the opposite is true. Also a shift in 

emphasis occurs from tne insufficient bravery of the defeated 

in AAD to the brutal and cowardly defeater in Why. Like its 

predecessor, Why exposes the Horatio Ale:er version of the 
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American Dream but overgoes even its forerunners in American 

literature of the failed Dream in its revelation that God is 

a killer-beast and that man's actions determine God's fate. 

The book's obscenity is offered as a purgative to America's 

violent course of action, and its style as a whole is intended 

to force the reader to envision the horrors awaiting us as the 

end of that action. 

Moving beyond his last two novels, The Armies of the 

Night fuses form and content through the participation of a 

believable hero in an actual event, and in thus widening the 

appeal of the book to capture a larger audience, Armies 

becomes Mailer's most mature work in terms of his own 

aesthetics. More than any other of his works, Armies is a 

product, the end result of twenty years of living and writing. 

In it his novelist's perception and intuition, together 

with his participation in and witnessing of a contemporary 

event, result in a new form: ''History as a Novel/ The Novel 

as History". His new style communicates all the nuances of 

the event to a mass audience as neither the novelist, the 

journalist, nor the historian alone could do. 

Not only has Mailer literally made history in Armies, 

he has finally created a hero for our time through the 

metaphor of his own participation. In the course of events 

of the 1967 March on the Pentagon, Mailer comes to realize 

that only symbolic actions can be taken against a faceless 
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force. Because of this one's victimization by such inscrutable 

opposition may prove as heroic as a clear victory, for those 

rare moments when a man wounds hls enemy, however slir;ht.ly, 

redeem the ineptitude of his everyday life. The si~nlflcance 

of Mailer';; depiction of him~>elf as a comic hero in /\rmle:; 

is tnat r1e hos finally united the mundane and the extraordinary-

those two divergent rivers of American life--in himself, and 

by extension has made a potential hero of any man who can 

summon up courage when it is needed most. Thus Armies unites 

and balances more than any other of Mailer's works the related 

parts of his aesthetics of growth: his life, his art, his 

ambition, and his vision. 

With the establishment of himself as participator ln 

and interpreter of contemporary American events in Armies, 

~ailer's conception of his role as the instrument and director 

of change reaches fruition. His authoritative voice estab

lished, his later work depends upon its acceptance by his 

readers. Since his role now is clearly that of exerting an 

antithetical force on contemporary events in order to 

affect the shape of the future, Mailer's value to us is not 

so much in his actions as in what he makes of them in h l~~ 

writing and in what significant action he inGpire~ in 

others. 

Although Miami and the Siege of Chicago, Of a Fire 

on the Moon, and The Prisoner of Sex are efforts in the same 
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vein as Armies, their styles are not as happily married to 

Mailer,~; vision a~; was the.case in Armie:::;. 'I'he pror;rc0s 

which they rer;ister is rather in Mailer's Lhlnkin~. neallzln~ 

that, however regrettably, the age of romantic heroism in 

America died with Hemingway and John F. Kennedy, Mailer 

discovers that the real hero of the future is the man, like 

our astronauts and our Wasp politicians, who in a mundane 

manner can make extraordinary things happen. Too, Mailer 

gains a sense of humility when measuring his own accomplish

ments against the "Wasp fortitude" which has ,,captured the 

moon". Ideally, the future hero would both accomplish the 

extraordinary and be aLle to communicate his experience in 

such a way as to recapture in the telling some of its wonder; 

and if Mailer cannot be such a hero himself, perhaps he can 

teach others to communicate ventures into uncharted territory. 

Par the power of communication can release every man's poten

tial to grow. 

While others are exploring outer space, Mailer has 

consistently penetrated more deeply into inner space, con

cerning himself with the mysteries of the subconscious and 

that "navigator at the seat of our beinp;" who directs our 

thoughts and actions. After all, it is the role of Navigator 

of the United States of America that Mailer ultimately aims 

to fill. His belief that the form best suited to explorations 

of the subconscious is the film has led him to take his 
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on the road. Billed as "An Eveninc with Norman Mailer", the 

presentation of the film at universities and civic cultural 

centers is followed by Mailer's attempt to engage his audience 

in an open-ended dialogue. By selecting more educated and 

presumably more sophisticated audiences than would be possible 

through general distrihution of the film, Mailer is more 

than ever in control of his work's impact. 

One expects to hear more from Mailer as film-maker, 

and, since the New American Library has announced that he 

will produce for tnem a book on the 1972 political conventions, 

more from him as the American Navigator. Surely there is no 

doubt that Mailer will continue to ~row and to surprise us 

With tJ1e form:J Of t:iat (';r'!lWL!1. [11 <'CJllClusion, let US be 

reminded of t:ie si,:o;nificance of Mailer'[> aesthetics of c;rowth. 

It lies, finally, ln its relationship to the vision which 

supports human life called God and in its antithesis to the 

vision which destroys life called the Devil. God and Devil 

are thus metaphor:3 for our moral directions. Their con

tinual presence at the center of Mailer's work also provides 

the raison d'~tre for nis style, which is to attack the 

enemy wi tl1 a fine blow to his vitals and to examine nuances 

and instincts, not merely facts, in workinG toward a more 

holistic consciousness of ourselves as human beln~s wJth 

the power to create or destroy and the respon~>ibility of our 
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choice. We have seen how Mailer has increasingly taken 

upon himself tile rcsponsibi li ty to create and ha:~ lnve~;tcd 

our major national event;> wlth ever 1~rcatcr mcan1nr; for tlic 

future of mankind. More than any of hls contemporaric:> this 

Horman Mailer ha:> reconnoitered for the rest of us "the road 

to that mystery where courage, death, and the dream of love 

give promise of sJeep." 
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Note: Part I i~~ a complete list in chronolop;ical order of 
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of orir;in3.l publication is included in brackets 
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